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BANKING & FINANCE
RBI bans banks to deploy DSAs
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) announced a ban on banks to deploy direct
selling agents (DSAs) to sell retail loans and verifying borrowers' documents.
Ban:
The ban aims to bring down cases of data theft and reduce operational risks.
But it is expected that it might lead to deceleration of consumer loans and credit
cards. The move of RBI comes in response to the queries of the banking industry.
Currently, a considerable amount of retail assets, namely personal loans, credit
cards, and consumer credit are sourced through the DSA conduit. RBI plans to
make the agents play a limited role. It also stressed the bank officials to carry out
the KYC procedures, involving verifying borrowers' original documents and not to
be outsourced. This move is to put an end to the misuse of data.
This move by RNI might be connected to the rules followed by the 39-member
club of Financial Action Task Force (FATF).
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INTERNATIONAL
Sri Lanka removed from FATFs Grey List
The international terror financing watchdog, Financial Action Task Force
(FATF), removed Sri Lanka from the Grey List. The decision was made in the
five-day plenary concluded in Paris 25 October 2019. FATF said that Sri Lanka had
made significant progress in addressing the strategic AML/CFT deficiencies
identified earlier.
Sri Lanka will not be monitored under its on-going global anti-money laundering
and countering the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT) compliance process.
Sri Lanka under ICRG:
In October 2016, Sri Lanka was subjected to a review of the International
Cooperation Review Group (ICRG) of FATF to assess the progress of AML/CFT
effectiveness in the country.
ICRG reported that Sri Lanka had not made sufficient progress in four parameters,
namely supervision, international cooperation, legal persons and arrangements, and
targeted financial sanctions on proliferation.
In October 2017, the FATF listed Sri Lanka as a jurisdiction with strategic
AML/CFT deficiencies and listed it under the Grey List at its meeting in Buenos
Aires, Argentina. FATF provided a time-bound action plan for the country.
FATF:
FATF- Financial Action Task Force
FATF, an inter-governmental body, devices policy and sets standards to promote
the implementation of legal, regulatory and operational measures to combat money
laundering, terrorist financing and other related threats to the integrity of the
international financial system.
There are 38 member countries, including the US, UK, India, Japan, China, and
France, among others in FATF.

Joko Widodo sworn in as President of Indonesia for a second term
Joko Widodo was sworn in as the President for his second and final five-year term
of service. The move comes amidst fresh challenges around security, corruption,
and economic slowdown.
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General elections were held in Indonesia in the month of April 2019. Indonesias
Joko Widodo was re-elected as President of the country in May 2019. He beat his
rival Prabowo Subianto, a retired general. Widodo and his vice-presidential running
mate Maruf Amin won the election by a 55.5% to 44.5% margin over Prabowo
Subianto and Sandiaga Uno.
The president announced that he would push two bills to replace laws that have
hampered job creation. He also said he could sack underperforming civil servants.
Indonesia:
President: Joko Widodo
Vice President: Jusuf Kalla
Capital: Jakarta
Currency: Indonesian rupiah (Rp) (IDR)
Official/National language: Indonesian

Japan to hire skilled people from Pakistan
Japan has announced that the country is to hire skilled people from Pakistan.
Japan will offer the people working visas to counter a growing decrease in its
population. The announcement was made by the Japanese Ambassador Kuninori
Matsuda. It also announced that Pakistan was one of the top 10 important countries
from where Japan was planning to hire workers.
Japan is to sign an MoU with the Pakistan government in the month of November
or December. The MoU will enable Pakistan skilled workers to have an indefinite
visa of Japan.
Project plan:
To get hired, the person must know theJapanese language. If a person gets a visa
and passes their first five years in Japan, they will become eligible to take along
their families with them.

Abu Dhabi archaeologists discovered the oldest known natural pearl in the
world
Abu Dhabi archaeologists discovered the oldest known natural pearl in the world
while working at a Neolithic site on Marawah Island, the coast of Abu Dhabi.
The Pearl is dubbed as the Abu Dhabi Pearl.
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Abu Dhabi Pearl:
The Pearl was found below layers that have been radiocarbon dated to 5,800-5,600
BCE, during the Neolithic period. The discovery of the oldest pearl is proof that
pearls and oysters were being used in the UAE nearly 8,000 years ago. It also
represents the earliest known evidence for pearling yet discovered anywhere in the
world.
The archaeologists suggested that ancient pearls were traded with Mesopotamia,
ancient Iraq, in exchange for highly-decorated ceramics and other goods. Pearls
were also likely worn as jewellery by the local population during that period.
Before the Abu Dhabi Pearl discovery, the earliest known pearl in the UAE came
from a Neolithic site in Umm Al Qaiwain. In Emirate of Sharjah, the ancient
pearls have also been found at a Neolithic cemetery close to Jebel Buhais.

China unveiled a new generation of commercial carrier rockets
China unveiled a new generation of commercial carrier rockets on 20 October to
compete with India. The move by China aims to attract the global space launch
market. Also, a Tenglong liquid-propellant rocket was unveiled by the China
Rocket, a commercial space wing of China's leading rocket-maker China Academy
of Launch Vehicle Technology.
Smart Dragon and Tenglong rockets:
The rockets have been designed to carry up to 1.5 tonnes of payload. China's new
rocket series comprises a cluster of solid-fuelled rockets code-named the Smart
Dragon (SD) family.
The new set of rockets are developed with an aim to tap the growing potential of
domestic and global commercial space launches.
The Tenglong rocket has been planned to make its first flight in 2021. The Long
series has been designed to meet the increasing market demand for sending
commercial payloads into orbit both at home and abroad.
The Smart Dragon rocket family is made up of the SD-1, SD-2, and SD-3 launch
vehicles.
On 17 August 2019, the first model of the SD family, the SD-1, completed its first
flight. The carrying capability of the rocket was 200 kg. It is expected to carry out
20 launch missions annually.
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India, South Korea to boost their business and defence ties
India and South Korea are planning to boost their business and defence ties
through the Strategic Economic Dialogue and 2+2 dialogue.
Strategic Economic Dialogue:
Strategic Economic Dialogue, which has been scheduled to be held on 24 October.
The dialogue is expected to serve as the umbrella for all economic cooperation. It is
expected that Amitabh Kant, CEO of NITI Aayog and Lee Ho-Seung, advisor on
economic affairs to the South Korean president, will lead the Strategic Economic
Dialogue.
The two initiatives Indias Act East policy and South Koreas New Southern
Policy, are aimed at giving fresh impetus to economic and security ties.
2+2 dialogue:
India and South Korea are to hold 2+2 dialogue between their defence and foreign
ministries. The dates for the 2+2 dialogue was first initiated in a joint statement
issued after Prime Minister Narendra Modis visit to Seoul in 2015. The dates for
the dialogue are currently being finalized.

PM held talks with the members of USISPF
Prime Minister Narendra Modi met with the members of the US-India Strategic
Partnership Forum (USISPF). The delegation was led by Chairman of USISPF
John Chambers.
Highlights:
PM Modi discussed the measures taken by the Indian government to improve the
ease of doing business in India, including the reduction of corporate tax and
labour reforms.
The status of the evolving start-up ecosystem in India was mentioned by the PM.
The entrepreneurial risk-taking capacity of the Indian youth was highlighted.
The Central government steps, including the Atal Tinkering Labs and conducting
Hackathons to boost innovation potential and solve problems using technology,
were highlighted.
USISPF:
USISPF is a non-profit organization. The primary objective of the organization is to
strengthen the India-US bilateral. It aims to deepen the strategic partnership
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through policy advocacy in the fields of economic growth, entrepreneurship,
employment-creation, and innovation.

The US Air Force receives its first anti drone laser weapon from Raytheon
The US defense major, Raytheon delivered the first anti-drone weapon to the US
Air Force. In 2018, the company introduced technology. The US Air Force received
will deploy the weapon overseas for a year-long experiment. The Country will train
operators on how to use the system while testing how effective it is in real-world
conditions. The device will be used to prevent enemy drones from collecting
information on military bases or to shoot down weapon-equipped unmanned aerial
systems.
Anti-drone laser weapon:
The anti-drone laser weapon is a high-energy laser system mounted on a small allterrain vehicle. It uses electro-optical/infrared sensors (IR) to detect and track
drones.
After identifying the drones, it tracks the unwelcome flying device.
The device then neutralizes the drone with its laser in a process that takes a few
seconds.
The system can draw power from a standard 220 volt outlet and can deliver dozens
of laser shots on a single charge. The system can be paired with a generator if it
needs to be on the field for an extended period.

Kais Saied sworn in as Tunisias president
Kais Saied was sworn in as Tunisian president on 23 October 2019. He won a
landslide victory in the election. He has been elected the 6th President of
Tunisia on 13 October 2019.
Kais Saied:
Kais Saied is a political outsider and retired law professor from the University of
Tunis. From 1990-1995, he served as the Secretary-General of the Tunisian
Association of Constitutional Law. He serves as Dean at the University of Sousse.
In 2014, he served as a member of the expert committee, which was invited to offer
comments to the draft Constitution of Tunisia.
Tunisia:
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President: Kais Saied
Prime Minister: Youssef Chahed
Capital: Tunis
Currency: Tunisian dinar (TND)
Official languages: Arabic
Tunisia is located on the Coast of the Mediterranean of Northwest Africa.
Tunisia is bordered by:
Algeria on the west and southwest
Libya on the southeast
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INDIAN AFFAIRS
Rajnath Singh to inaugurate Col. Chewang Rinchen Setu in Ladakh
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh inaugurated ceremony of Col. Chewang
Rinchen Setu Bridge in Ladakh on 21 October.
Col. Chewang Rinchen Setu Bridge:
The bridge was constructed by the Border Roads Organisation (BRO) of India. The
bridge is built between Durbuk and Daulat Beg Oldie in eastern Ladakh at an
altitude of 14,650 feet. The bridge is named in honor of Colonel Chewang
Rinchan, who was one of the highly decorated officers in the Indian Army from
Ladakh, and he was awarded the Maha Vir Chakara twice.
The Bridge is 1400 feet span. The bridge will reduce the travel time by about half.
It also helps in the development of border areas and villages across the Shyok
River. It is 45 km east of Line of Actual Control with China
The micropile technology was used during the foundation of the bridge to
overcome the technological challenges in this remote area of Ladakh. The
construction of the Bridge was completed within 15 working months using 6900
cubic meters of concrete and 1984 metric tons of steel. It can accommodate
vehicles of 70 tonnes class and is 4.5 meters wide.

Prahlad Singh Patel to inaugurate CCRT eportal and YouTube Channel
Union Minister of State for Culture and Tourism Prahlad Singh Patel inaugurated
e-portal of Centre for Cultural Resources and Trainingand YouTube
Channel, with support from Routes 2 Routes, in New Delhi on 21 October.
He also attended the Digital Bharat - Digital Sanskriti program. The program was
organized by Rashtriya Centre for Cultural Resources and Training (CCRT) of the
Ministry of Culture. Union Minister also released the book titled Dewas Ki
Sanskritik Parampara, written by Jeevan Singh Thakur.
e-portal of CCRT:
The e-portal aimed to take India to a newer digital pinnacle and to promote Indian
culture. The portal explores and understands the unknown aspects of Indias lesserknown places and their rural and semi-urban culture. CCRT has started to publish
books from the series Untold Tales of Indias Cities.
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It is expected that the Knowledge of different regional cultures provides an
understanding of Indian traditions. CCRT has produced a documentary film Rahas
with this objective.

Government is to set up 1 lakh digital villages in the next few years
The government is to set up one lakh digital village in the country in the next few
years. The announcement was made by the Union Minister of Electronics and
Information Technology (MietY) Ravi Shankar Prasad at the MeitY Start-Up
Summit 2019 in New Delhi. He presented Fintech and Digital Payment Awards to
banks.
He also launched MeitY Starting Hub- MSH and BHIM 2.0 and Indian
Software Product Registry. The MSH is expected to be a collaborative platform
to act as national coordination facilitation and inter-connected centre for all
activities in the tech start-up ecosystem.
Digital Village:
Centre has asked the concerned stakeholders to patronize and mentor these digital
villages in their own way. The villages will be turned into the centres for
promoting entrepreneurship. The stakeholders for the project should be clear in
knowing the need for digital mapping of all enterprise and entrepreneurship
happening across India.
Digital India is a platform for transforming rural India. It aims to create aspirations
in tier-2 and tier-3 cities. Centre is more focusing on supporting the start-ups.
Centre also introduced various initiatives including bringing software product
policy, electronic policy, and digital communication policy in this regard.

Siachen area will be opened for tourists
The government announced that the Siachen area of the State Jammu and
Kashmir is now open to tourists. The announcement was made by the Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh on 21 October. The government is opening the entire area
from Siachen base camp to Kumar Post for tourism purposes. The step aims
to boost tourism in Ladakh.
The move will open people a window to appreciate the tough work done by Army
jawans and engineers in extreme weather and inhospitable terrains. The Indian
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Army does the Glacier operations from the Base Camp. The Army deployed in the
glacier will examine who all will be coming to the area. This is the first time that
the Siachen area has been opened by the Army for tourists.
Siachen Base Camp:
Siachen Base Camp is the world's highest militarized zone. It is located in the
eastern Karakoram range in the Himalayas in the Indian State of Jammu and
Kashmir. It is the second-longest glacier in the world's non-polar areas.
The Siachen Glacier is located at an altitude of around 20,000 ft in the Karakoram
range. In the base, the soldiers battle frostbite and high winds Avalanches. The
temperature at Siachen can reduce to as low as -60 degrees Celsius.

Centre launched Jaipur Sikar, DEMU Passenger Service
The Jaipur-Sikar-Jaipur DEMU was flagged off for its service on 21 October.
The Minister of Railways and Commerce & Industry, Shri Piyush Goyal,
inaugurated the 79603/04 Jaipur-Sikar-Jaipur diesel-electric multiple units (DEMU)
Service between Jaipur and Sikar.
Jaipur-Sikar-Jaipur DEMU:
The Jaipur-Sikar train will run for six days a week.
The service will operate on the newly Gauge converted Jaipur - Ringus section.
The regular services of the train started on 22 October.

New foreign trade policy to have simpler export promotion schemes
The Ministry of Commerce plans to rationalize and simplify certain export
promotion schemes like EPCG in the next foreign trade policy. The policy is
formulated by the ministry's arm directorate general of foreign trade (DGFT).
The change will provide guidelines and incentives to increase
shipments. Regarding this, the ministry is in consultation with all stakeholders for
the preparation of the next policy for the year 2020-25. The validity of the old
policy ends on 31 March 2020.
New policy guideline:
The new policy guidelines are expected to have new features like:
It is expected to have e-commerce exports and self ratification schemes.
As per the Exporters demand, the incentives based on research and development,
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and product-specific clusters might be included under the new policy.
Currently, the tax benefits are being provided under Merchandise export from
India scheme (MEIS) for goods and services export from India scheme (SEIS).
The current export promotion schemes have been challenged by the US in the
dispute resolution mechanism of the World Trade Organisation (WTO). Hence the
new policy is expected to have changes in the incentives given to goods.
New chapters will also be included in the new guidelines for services.
Export Promotion Capital Goods (EPCG):
Export Promotion Capital Goods (EPCG) is a scheme to promote export in India.
Under the scheme, an exporter can import a certain amount of capital goods at zero
duty for upgrading technology related to exports.

Assam State Cabinet adopted the new land policy
The Assam State Cabinet adopted the new land policy on 21 October 2019. The
State Assembly also passed a 25% hike in bus fares. The State also decided to
include the Japanese encephalitis patients under the Atal Amrit Abhiyan health
scheme.
New land policy:
Under the new land policy of Assam, three bighas of agricultural land will be
allotted to landless indigenous families.
Also, the landless families will also be allotted half bigha plots for house
construction.
The allotted plots cannot be sold for 15 years.
Small family policy:
Under the small family policy, a person who has more than two children will not be
eligible for government jobs. The policy will become effective from 1 January
2021.

MeitY launched MeitY Startup Hub, a platform to support startups
The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) launched MeitY
Startup Hub (MSH) on 21 October 2019. The platform was inaugurated by Ravi
Shankar Prasad, Minister for Electronics & Information Technology at the MeitY
Startup Summit 2019. The aim of the platform is to connect the startup ecosystem.
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Former entrepreneur Deepak Agarwal will form a team to run the platform.
MeitY Startup Hub (MSH):
MSH will act as national coordination, facilitation, and monitoring centre.
The hub will integrate the incubation centres, innovation-related activities of
MeitY, startups, accelerators, mentors, and venture capitalists.
The hub will promote technology innovation, startups, and the creation of
Intellectual Properties.
STPI signed MoU:
During the summit, the Software Technology Parks of India (STPI) signed four
different MoUs with IIM Calcutta Innovation Park, Intel India Pvt Limited,
Pontacq, and IBM.
The MoUs aim to promote innovation in Information and Communications
Technology and related emerging fields. Under the MoU, the centres will exchange
knowledge and enhance cooperation between technological institutions, venture
capitalists, industries, and government agencies.
The platform will bring startup intervention program to STPI. The startups will
promote entrepreneurship. It will create a nurturing ecosystem for STPI COES in
fields including digital and mobile payments, blockchain, IoT, big data, and other
emerging technologies.

Ministry of Railways allow carrying the e commerce consignments
Ministry of Railways has a project of allowing to carry the e-commerce
consignments. This aims to boost the parcel business of Indian Railways (IR).
This will increase the revenue through the non-fare sources of the sector. IR has
allowed the carriage to goods of e-commerce giant Amazon on a pilot basis for
three months during the non-peak hours.
Pilot project implementation:
The carrying of the e-commerce consignment of Amazon in EMU services was
commenced from Sealdah to Dankuni in EMU local, suburban services, managed
by Eastern Railways. The project will be done for a period of three months, where
a total of seven metric tonnes of consignment per day have been allowed to be
carried. The consignment was carried in vendor compartments along with other
vendors in non-peak hours, which is between 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., without causing
any inconvenience to the existing system.
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International workshop on Environmental Flows Assessment was held in Delhi
International workshop on Environmental Flows Assessment and
Implementation for India was held in Delhi. The workshop was inaugurated by
Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat, Union Minister for Jal Shakti. He also released
the first version of the Guidance Document on Environment flow assessment in
India. The workshop and further research aim to help in coming up with an
advanced version of this e-flow guidance document in the future.
The exchange of Indian, European, and International Experiences was brought
together by the National Mission of Clean Ganga (NMCG) and the Indo-German
Cooperation with its project Support to Ganga Rejuvenation (SGR).

Govt. employees of Jammu and Kashmir, Ladakh to get 7th CPC allowances
Union Home Minister, Shri Amit Shah approved the proposal of payment of all
7th CPC allowances to the Government employees of Union Territories of
Jammu & Kashmir and Ladakh. This will come into existence from 31 October
2019.
The government has issued orders for the approval of the payment. The move by
the govt. will benefit 4.5 lakh Government employees from the 2 UTs. The govt.
employees who were working in the existing State of Jammu & Kashmir will
become the employees of UT of Jammu & Kashmir and UT of Ladakh from 31
October 2019.
The annual finance measure of 7th CPC allowances shall be Rs.4800 crore
tentatively in the following:
Children Education Allowance - Rs.607.00
Hostel Allowance - Rs.1823.00
Transport Allowance - Rs.1200.00
Leave Travel Concession (LTC) - Rs.1000.00
Fixed Medical Allowance - Rs.108.00
Other Allowances - Rs.62.00

IR installed the advanced Electronic Interlocking System on the Grand Chord
route
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Indian Railways (IR) installed the most advanced Electronic Interlocking
System on the Grand Chord route. The project aims to help IR to speed up the
trains. It will also help to achieve its future objective of reducing the travel time
between Delhi and Howrah from the existing 17-19 hours to about 12 hours.
Grand Chord route:
Grand Chord route is a part of the Howrah-Gaya-Delhi line and the HowrahAllahabad-Mumbai line. The route links between Sitarampur, West Bengal, and
Pt. Deen Dayal Upadhyay Junction, Uttar Pradesh. The line covers around 450 km
in the North Central Railway (NCR) Zone of Indian Railways. IR has replaced the
65-year old, outdated Mechanical Signaling System with the most advanced and
safer Electronic Interlocking System at Tundla station in Uttar Pradesh. The Tundla
station was continuing with the mechanically interlocked signaling system of 1955
vintage.

India to celebrated silver Jubilee of Pulse Polio Programme on 31 October
The month of October 2019 marks 25 years of Pulse Polio Programme in India.
The Silver Jubilee of the Pulse Polio Programme is to be celebrated on 31 October
2019. Ministry of Health & Family Welfare is to organize an event at Dr.
Ambedkar International Center, Janpath, New Delhi.
Polio Free India:
India was declared Polio free in 2014.India achieved this feat through strong
Government leadership, hard work and dedication of frontline health workforce,
community and religious influencers, health officials, state governments, civil
society organizations, professional bodies like Indian Medical Association (IMA),
Indian Academy of Pediatrics (IAP) etc., international partners such as World
Health Organization (WHO), Rotary and United Nations International Children's
Emergency Fund (UNICEF) and the countrymen.
Pulse Polio Programme:
In India, the Pulse Polio Immunization programme was launched in 1995. Under
the Pulse Polio Programme, polio drops would be administered to children less
than five years of age.
Aim: The programme aims to protect children from polio disease. The programme
conducts two nationwide mass polio vaccination campaigns and two to three subnational campaigns each year.
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The last reported cases of polio in India were from West Bengal and Gujarat on 13
January 2011. In 2019, more than 17 crore children across the country were
administered polio drops.
Polio:
Polio is also is known as poliomyelitis. It is is a highly contagious viral disease
caused by Poliovirus. It attacks the nervous system. Children younger than five
years old contract the virus than any other age group of people. Poliovirus spreads
by means of food or water containing human feces and less commonly from
infected saliva.

Indian Railways to introduce trains that run at 160 kmph speed
Ministry of Railways announced that it is to implement a Rs.18,000 crore project
that aims to operate trains at a speed of 160 kmph at the International Rail
Conference 2019. The conference was inaugurated by Railway Board Chairman
V.K. Yadav. He also inaugurated the 13th International Railway Equipment
Exhibition.
During the event, an MoU was signed between Ghana's Railway Development
Ministry and RITES limited for the implementation of the rail projects in India.
Organized by:
The events were organized by the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in
association with the Indian Railways (IR).
IR Project Highlights:
Under the project, the rail route on Delhi-Mumbai and Delhi-Kolkata routes will
be installed on upgraded infrastructure.
With this, the Indian Railway aims to operate high-speed trains under two
categories:
1) at 160 kmph on the Delhi-Mumbai and Delhi-Kolkata routes
2) up to 320 kmph under the ongoing bullet train project between MumbaiAhmedabad
The estimated time period for the completion of the project is 4 years.
Indian Railways also aims to transform the 68,000 km broad-gauge track network
by electrifying in the next three years.
It also plans to implement a multi-tracking project in the 34,000 km rail network in
a phased manner.
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It also aims to produce more aluminum coaches.

IICA to conduct an online proficiency test for independent directors
The government is to introduce an online proficiency self-assessment
test for independent directors. Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs (IICA) will
conduct the test with effect from 1 December 2019. The announcement was made
by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs.
Aim:
The test aims to ensure that independent directors are qualified for the task. The
independent directors are expected to protect the interests of minority shareholders
and monitor the governance of the company.
The test by the IICA will evaluate the individuals knowledge that is required for the
individual to perform as an independent director. IICA will analyze the knowledge
of the candidate in the Companies Act, securities law, basic accountancy, and other
subjects
Notification:
As per the notification, individuals should pass the test within one year from the
date of inclusion of their names in the independent directors' data bank maintained
by the IICA.
If any individual fails in the self-assessment test, IICA will remove the name of the
individual concerned will from the data bank.
Individuals who have served for at least ten years as a director or key managerial
personnel in a company are exempted from the test.

AP approves Rs.2,500 crore proposals for infrastructure development
The Arunachal Pradesh State governments Cabinet Committee for
Infrastructure (CCI) approved proposals worth Rs.2,500 crore for infrastructure
development of the remote north-eastern state. The approval was decided at a CCI
meeting chaired by Chief Minister Pema Khandu. The approval will take up capital
works pertaining to various departments across the state.
Infrastructure development:
Of the approved amount, Rs.1,100 crore has been allocated for the upgradation of
road infrastructure of the state capital complex and all district headquarters over the
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next three-years. The existing Itanagar-Jote road will be upgraded as State
Highway.
It allocated Rs.60 crore for horticulture projects pertaining to kiwi, orange, large
cardamom. Currently, the State allocated Rs.30 crore for horticulture.
CCI announced that it is to grant a major component to the farmers directly by way
of Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT).
The State has decided to introduce ten electric buses between Itanagar and
Naharlagun on a pilot basis in partnership with NTPC. The aim is to bring relief to
commuters and promote an eco-friendly mode of transportation. The number of
buses will be increased in subsequent years.

Malik to be appointed as the new lieutenant governor of Jammu and Kashmir
The Central government has proposed the Governor of Union Territory (UT) of
J&K Satya Pal Malik as the new lieutenant governor of J&K. The
announcement comes ahead of the transition of the state Jammu & Kashmir into
Union territories of J&K and Ladakh on 31 October as per the Jammu and
Kashmir Reorganisation Act, 2019.
Upon confirmation, Satya Pal Malik will become the first Lieutenant Governor for
both Union Territories of J&K and Ladakh. He will be administered the oath of
office as per the Indian Constitution by the Chief Justice of the J&K High Court
Gita Mittal.
Satya Pal Malik:
Satya Pal Malik started his political career at Meerut University as a student leader.
In 1974, he became the MLA of Charan Singh's Bhartiya Kranti Dal from Baghpat
in Uttar Pradesh. In 1984, he joined the Congress and became its Rajya Sabha MP.
In 1988, he switched to the VP Singh-led Janta Dal and became an MP from
Aligarh.
In 2004, Malik joined the BJP. He is the first career politician to be appointed as
the governor of J&K in 51 years after Karan Singh, whose term had ended in 1967.
He is the current governor of J&K. He was given the additional charge to serve as
governor of Odisha till 28 May 2018.

Centre sets up panel to resolve NITI and MietY fight over AI mission
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The Central government has formed a committee to resolve the differences raised
between the Indian policy think tank NITI Aayog and the Ministry of Electronics
and IT (MeitY). The committee will implement the government's ambitious
artificial intelligence (AI) mission. The committee will be headed by K.
VijayRaghavan, the principal scientific advisor. The panel is represented by the
secretary in the department of science and technology, the CEO of NITI Aayog and
secretary of MeitY.
Roles of the panel:
The panel will root out duplication of work between NITI Aayog and MietY
It will specify the role of different agencies to speed up the implementation of the
AI mission
NITI Aayog and MietY in AI:
NITI Aayog received clearance for a budget of Rs.7,000 crore from the
expenditure finance committee (EFC).
On the other hand, MeitY had sent Rs.400 crore proposal to the EFC to set up a
national AI program. MeitY had also plans to set up a national AI centre in January.

Karnataka approved Rs.667 crore for safe city project
The Karnataka State Cabinet has approved Rs.667 crore for safe city project for
womens safety under the Nirbhaya Fund. The safe city project will be implemented
in phases over three years. The approval comes after the release of National
Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) data for 2017, showing a rise in crimes against
women across India.
Karnataka's Safe City project:
Under the project, 7,500 cameras are to be installed in Bengaluru.
The State also plans to install global information system mapping for the women.
Other infrastructures, including street lights, cameras, panic buttons that will be
monitored round the clock by a command and control centre will also be installed.
Under the scheme, a total of 16000 cameras that include day/night surveillance,
fixed cameras, automated number plate recognition (ANPR), Facial recognition
cameras, drone-based and even body-worn cameras, among other types, will be
installed.
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Indian Railways to provide WiFi service inside trains
The central government is planning to provide WiFi service inside trains in the
next four to four-and-a-half years. The announcement was made by the Union
Minister for Railways Piyush Goyal. The WiFi service is available at around 5150
railway stations in India. It plans to provide WiFi services at all 6,500 stations by
the end of next year.
Implementation:
Providing WiFi in running trains requires investment requires more complicated
technology.
For the implementation, towers need to be placed, and there have to be types of
equipment inside trains.
For this, India is to bring in foreign technology and investors.
It is expected to help terms of security as CCTVs would be there in every train
compartment, and its live feed will go to the police station. The signaling system
will work in a better manner through the WiFi facility.

India ranked ahead of Bangladesh, Pak on fixed broadband speed
A report by Ookle that India ranked ahead of Bangladesh and Pakistan with
mean fixed broadband speed rising by 16.5% and 4G availability is rising to 87.9%
during Q2-Q3 2019. Atria Convergence Technologies (ACT) Fibernet has topped
the chart on download speeds. It is then followed by Jio in the second to the third
quarter for the financial year 2019.
4G availability represents the percentage of an operator's known locations where a
device has access to Long-Term Evolution (LTE) service, including roaming. 4G
availability in India was relatively high, at 87.9% across providers during Q2-Q3
2019. The 4G availability in Pakistan during the same period was at 58.9% and
58.7% in Bangladesh.
Ookla:
Ookla is a data analytics platform that specializes in testing applications, mobile,
and broadband network intelligence, and technology.

Cabinet approved the revival of BSNL and MTNL
Centre has decided to merge the PSUs Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL)
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and Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) in order to revive lossmaking telecom firms.
Under the merger, the emerging MTNL will act as a subsidiary of BSNL. MTNL is
listed but has its net worth already eroded. BSNL is unlisted.
Centre has announced a few steps to revive the two companies:
The revival package includes raising sovereign bonds, monetizing assets, and
voluntary retirement schemes (VRS) for employees.
The two state-owned telecom companies will be made more competitive by putting
in Rs.29,937 crore.
The government plans to raise Rs.15,000 crore through sovereign bonds
4G spectrum will be allocated to BSNL and MTNL.
The Central government will offer an attractive VRS package for employees in
both companies.

Centre launched the 1st National Protocol on Snow Leopard Population
Assessment
Centre launched the First National Protocol on Snow Leopard Population
Assessment in India on 23 October. It was launched by Union Minister for
Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC), Shri Prakash Javadekar on
the International Snow Leopard Day at the inaugural session of the 4th steering
committee meeting of the GSLEP Program.
Snow Leopard enumeration of the Nation:
The government is conducting the Snow Leopard enumeration of the Nation for
the first time
The protocol was developed by scientific experts in association with the Snow
Leopard States/ Union Territories (UTs) namely, Ladakh, Jammu & Kashmir,
Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Sikkim, and Arunanchal Pradesh
GSLEP Program:
The 4th steering committee meeting of the Global Snow Leopard and Ecosystem
Protection (GSLEP) Program was organized by MoEFCC on 23-24 October
2019 at New Delhi.
They also discussed the efforts needed for sustainable development in the Snow
Leopard habitats.
They considered green economic development and population assessment of
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global Snow Leopards.
They also decided to combat poaching and illegal wildlife trade of Snow Leopards.
Participants: Ministers from Nepal, Russia, Kyrgyzstan, and Mongolia, along with
senior officials, participated in the meeting.
The meeting aimed at highlighting the need for awareness and understanding value
of Snow Leopard for the ecosystem
Snow Leopard:
Snow Leopard is found in 12 countries, namely India, China, Mongolia, Russia,
Nepal, Bhutan, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and
Uzbekistan.

Cabinet approved administrative arrangement to cooperate in Railways
The Union Cabinet chaired by PM Narendra Modi approved the administrative
arrangement on Cooperation in the field of Railways between the Indian Ministry
of Railways and the Directorate General for Mobility and Transport of the
European Commission. It aims to strengthen the future technical exchanges and
Cooperation.
Railway Safety:
The arrangement will standardize and harmonized conformity assessment and
procurement procedures for economic performance of Railways
It will benefit the Signalling/control systems including the European ERTMS
system
Transport and intermodality infrastructure networks
The technical Cooperation will promote innovation and digitalization in railways
It will enhance the sustainable policies in railway including economic, social and
environmental aspects

Centre plans to set up PM KISAN call centre
The government is planning to set up a PM Kisan call centre to respond to the
queries of the farmers about the PM Kisan minimum income support scheme. The
centre will provide a dedicated round-the-clock interactive voice response (IVR)
system. Under the PM Kisan scheme, the beneficiaries will get Rs.6,000 a year in
three equal installments.
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PM Kisan Call centre:
The database of beneficiaries under the PM Kisan scheme is huge now. Around
75 million farmers have registered under the scheme. It is expected that the
numbers will reach 100 million by the end of this financial year.
Currently, there is a helpline number for farmers to register complaints and seek
information. But a large number of complaints from the farmers have not been
getting any response from the helpline. Hence, the Centre has dedicated the call
centre to deal with the issues and problems of the farmers. The 24x7 call centre
will provide multilingual service. It will also have multiple entry checks so that no
calls will be misused.
How to call:
Callers/Farmers should call from the registered mobile numbers.
The caller should give a correct bank account number and Aadhaar number. This is
to rule out fake calls.
It will thus redress the grievances in a time-bound manner.

Centre approved six new medical institutes for TN
The government of India has approved Tamil Nadus proposal to establish six new
medical. The Centre will enter into an MoU with the Tamil Nadu government for
building each of the six medical colleges.
Aim:
The aim is to increase the availability of qualified healthcare professionals. The
State also aimed to enhance tertiary care in the government sector and utilize the
available infrastructure of district hospitals. It also ensures to promote affordable
medical education in under-served areas.
6 Medical institutes:
The institutes will be established in Tiruppur, the Nilgiris, Ramanathapuram,
Namakkal, Dindigul, and Virudhunagar. The estimated cost allocated for the
construction of institutes is Rs.1,950 crore. The institutes will be attached to
existing hospitals in the six districts. By these six new medical institutes, 900 more
MBBS seats will be added to the States pool, including 750 seats for Tamil Nadu
students.
For the establishment of new medical colleges, 60% of funding will be borne by
the Centre and 40% by the State. Accordingly, the Centre had sanctioned Rs.1,170
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crore, and the State government will share funds amount to Rs.780 crore.

Ministry of Home Affairs released 2018 Data on Police Organizations
Centre released the Bureau of Police Research and Development's (BPRD)
flagship publication 2018 Data on Police Organizations (DoPO 2018). The DoPO
was released by Union Minister of State for Home Affairs Shri G. Kishan Reddy in
New Delhi on 24 October 2019.
DoPO is a compilation of information on police infrastructure, manpower, and
other resources from all States, Union Territories (UTs), Central Armed Police
Forces (CAPFs), and Central Police organization (CPOs).
DoPO:
DoPO publication is very useful for various policy analyses and resource allocation
decisions at both the MHA and the State level. The publication is widely used and
cited in several researches on police topics.
Highlights:
There has been an increase of around19,686 Police personnel in the sanctioned
strength of the State Police and 16,051 in the strength of CAPFs, since the 2017
edition of the DoPO.
There has been a 20.95% increase in the strength of Woman Police. The total
number of women personnel in the State Police Forces is 1,69,550. The total
percentage of women in the Indian Police to 8.73%.
20.41% increase has been noticed in the training expenditure on Police personnel
during this period.
The overall Police Population Ratio (PPR) at the state level stood showed marginal
increased at 192.95 policemen per lakh population.
The report said that about 20,149 family quarters of different types were
constructed for police personnel.

Central Railway launched One Touch ATVM
The Central Railway launched One Touch ATVM for fast ticketing at 42 suburban
stations.
One-Touch ATVM:
One-Touch Automatic Ticket Vending Machine (ATVM) will facilitate fast
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ticketing to its millions of commuters over the Mumbai Suburban Network from 24
October 2019.
A total of 92 ATVMs were installed at 42 suburban stations across Mumbai,
Maharashtra.
Customer can obtain a ticket with just two steps instead of the earlier six-step
process on the regular ATVM.
The one-touch ATVM will show one screen display for selecting single/return
journey tickets.
Customers should select the desired station in the distance slab by pressing the tab
"up to station" either for journey tickets or return journey tickets.
Commuters can get thea platform ticket with a single touch.

Govt relaxed the norms for setting up petrol pumps
The Central Government has relaxed norms for setting up petrol pumps
allowing non-oil companies to get into the business. The Cabinet Committee on
Economic Affairs (CCEA) approved the Review of Guidelines for Granting
Authorization to market Transportation Fuels. The announcement was made by the
Union Minister of Information and Broadcasting Prakash Javadekar.
Aim:
The move aims to help private and foreign firms to enter the fuel retailing sector. It
is expected that the new policy introduced by government will bring in more
investment and increase the ease of doing business. It will also boost direct and
indirect employment in the sector.
Relaxation norm:
1) As per the relaxed norms, a net worth of Rs.250 crore will be allowed to sell
petrol and diesel.
2) The companies should install facilities for marketing at least one new generation
alternate fuel such as biofuels, Compressed natural gas (CNG), Liquefied natural
gas (LNG), or electric vehicle charging within three years of the start of operations.
3) The retailers must set up 5% of the total outlets in rural areas within five years.

West Bengal to abolish the no detention policy
The West Bengal government has decided to re-introduce the pass-fail system in
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classes five and eight to abolishing the no-detention policy.The announcement was
made by the State Education Minister Partha Chatterjee.
No-detention policy:
The system will be implemented in the next academic session.
Under the policy, students would have to pass examinations to be promoted to
classes 6 and 9 from the next academic session.
In 2010, the no-detention policy to class 8 was adopted by the West Bengal
government. Many teachers who felt that it would produce poor quality students
opposed the policy.
West Bengal was among the states that had earlier revoked the no-detention policy
that was introduced by the Central government. Later, the Ministry of Human
Resource Development left it to the respective state governments to decide.

Rajnath Singh approved the issuance of two Open General Export Licences
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh has approved the issuance of two Open General
Export Licences (OGELs) for export of certain parts/components and intracompany transfer of technology to select countries.
The application for the grant of OGEL will be considered by the Department of
Defence Production (DPP) on a case-to-case basis. The DPP consulted with
various stakeholders and formulated the OGEL policy.
Aim:
The move aims to give a boost to defence exports. It will also enhance the ease of
doing business.
OGEL countries:
The countries allowed under the OGELs are Spain, Sweden, UK, the USA,
Canada, Italy, Belgium, France, Germany, Japan, South Africa, Poland, and
Mexico. Under OGEL, the export of items to any Special Economic Zone is not
permitted.
The applicant must have an Import-Export certificate for acquiring the licences.
The quarterly and end of the year report on all the transactions that are done under
OGELs must be submitted to DPP for examination and post-export verification.
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
Researchers develop new catalyst to turn CO2 from car exhaust pipes
Researchers from Stanford University in the US have developed a new catalyst that
can turn carbon dioxide (CO2) from car exhaust pipes and other sources into
fuels like natural gas or propane. Studies have shown some success to yield four
times more ethane, propane, and butane than the existing methods that use
similar processes.
New approach:
The process is just a lab-based prototype. It is expected that it could be expanded to
produce usable amounts of fuel. In the next step, the researchers will try to reduce
harmful byproducts from these reactions, such as the toxic pollutant carbon
monoxide. The team is developing ways to make other beneficial products other
than fuels. One such product is olefins. It can be used in a number of industrial
applications and are the main ingredient for plastics.

OmniVision enters Guinness World Record for developing the smallest image
sensor
OmniVision, an advanced digital imaging solution, has secured the Guinness
World Record for developing the smallest commercially available image sensor.
Smallest image sensor:
The size of the smallest image sensor is roughly half a millimetre square
The device can address challenges posed by reusable medical imaging equipment
It is capable of offering a high-quality solution for disposable guidewires,
catheters, and endoscopes
The tiny image sensor is of 0.65mm x 0.65mm camera module size. This device
will address the issues faced during various procedures that are done in the body's
smallest anatomy, such as neuro, ENT, cardiac, spinal, and gynecology procedures.
The device provides excellent image quality and better low-light performance
along with improved sensitivity.

Scientists discovered a new and stable form of plutonium
A team of scientists from Helmholtz Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR) has
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accidentally discovered a new and stable form of plutonium. The famously
unstable element is difficult to transport, store, and dispose of. The scientist is
finding new ways to tackle the problems.
New Pu (V) phase:
Plutonium (VI) (or Pu (VI)) dissolved in water. During the transition into
plutonium dioxide, the Pu (VI) passed through pentavalent plutonium, or Pu (V),
a transient phase thats solid and stable.
The element was confirmed as the researchers tested it in the Rossendorf Beamline.
ROBL is an x-ray absorption spectrometer. This facility can study the energy of
radioactive materials by exposing them to x-rays, then measuring their
fluorescence. The experiments confirmed the new Pu (V) phase.

Centre released guidelines for evaluation of nano drugs
Centre released guidelines for evaluation of nano drugs, which are emerging as
more potent tools for treating various diseases, on 24 October 2019. The guidelines
was released by the Minister for Science and Technology, Earth Sciences and
Health and Family Welfare Dr. Harsha Vardhan.
Prepared by:
The guidelines was prepared as a joint project by the Department of
Biotechnology (DBT) in the Union Ministry of Science and Technology and Indian
Council of Medical Research and Central Drugs Standard Control Organisation in
the Union Ministry of Health and Family Welfare.
Guidelines:
The guidelines cover all the aspects of evaluation from the definition and
categorization of nano-pharmaceuticals to pharmacovigilance of the new set of
therapeutics.
It will give a big boost to innovators and drug manufacturers to optimize their
research and come out with medicines that would be safer and more affordable.
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ENVIRONMENT
Russian navy discovered five new islands in the Arctic
Russian navy discovered five new islands revealed by melting glaciers in Vize
Bay off Novaya Zemlya, the remote Arctic. The expedition undertook by the
Russian Navy in August and September charted the islands which were previously
hidden under glaciers. The islands are yet to be named.
These islands were glaciers previously. Melting, collapse, and change in
temperature uncovered the islands.
Glacier loss:
The United Nations report on global warming said that from 2015 to 2019,
Glacier's loss in the Arctic was more than in any other five-year period on record.
Russia in the Arctic:
In recent years, Russia has opened a series of military and scientific bases in the
Arctic. The mission aims to check if the rising temperatures open up shipping
routes and make hitherto inaccessible mineral resources easier to exploit.

White bellbird is the worlds loudest bird
Researchers from the University of Massachusetts in the U.S. have found that the
White Bellbirds are the loudest bird in the world. They also found that the mating
songs by the white male bellbird cause sound of thrice the decibels (dB) than the
Screaming Piha during the mating period. The screaming Piha held the record by
making the loudest call of around 125 dB.
White bellbird:
The white bellbird or Procnia albus is a bird species in the family Cotingidae. The
bird is found in Guianas forest, Venezeula, Par of Brazil. The male bird is white
in colour, and the female is olive with yellowish streaks in colour.

CPCB to launch CPCB EInspection App
The Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) has designed and developed the
CPCB E-Inspection App, a mobile application, to inspect industries through live
streaming videos. The app will be launched soon. The move aims to keep a tab on
polluting industries.
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Developed by:
The CPCB E-Inspection App was developed by the IT Division of CPCB. The app
is for internal use only. It has not been launched yet.
CPCB E-Inspection App:
The purpose of the application is to reduce the number of follow-up inspections
that take place after the initial visit of the officials
The app will provide a facility for remote inspection of industries through live
streaming of videos and images.
Industries who are willing to use this facility may download the app and request an
inspection by choosing three dates convenient to them. The request will then be
forwarded to the concerned CPCB Regional Directorate automatically. Upon
confirmation of the date, the industry will be notified through e-mail.
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BILLS & ACTS
DNA Regulation bill referred to the parliamentary standing committee
The DNA Technology Regulation Bill has been referred to a parliamentary
standing committee for examination. The DNA Technology (Use and
Application) Regulation Bill, 2019, was passed by the Lok Sabha on July 2019.
Rajya Sabha Chairman M Venkaiah Naidu presented the Bill to the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Science and Technology, Environment and Forests.
Provisions of the Bill:
The Bill aims to control the use of DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA) technology to
establish the identity of a type of categories of persons, including offenders,
victims, suspects, and undertrials.
The Bill will also help to confirm the missing persons and unknown deceased
persons.
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DEFENCE
Exercise Dharma Guardian 2019 commenced in Mizoram
The second edition of Exercise Dharma Guardian 2019, a bilateral annual
military exercise, between the Indian and Japan Army commenced on 19 October at
the Counter Insurgency and Jungle Warfare School (CIJWS) at Vairengte in
Mizoram. The exercise is being held from 19 October to 2 November 2019.
Aim:
The aim of the exercise Dharma Guardian 2019 is joint training of troops in
counterinsurgency and counterterrorism operations in both mountainous terrain.
The exercise will further strengthen the long-standing strategic ties between India
and Japan.
Participants:
The Japanese contingent is represented by 34th Infantry Regiment, 1st Div of
Japanese Ground Self Defence Forces (JGSDF). The Indian side is represented
by a battalion of the Dogra Regiment. Twenty-five soldiers from the battalions are
participating in this joint exercise.
Exercise Dharma Guardian:
Exercise Dharma Guardian is an annual military training between India and Japan.
It is being conducted in India since 2018. Exercise Dharma Guardian with Japan is
very important because of the security challenges faced by both India and Japan in
the backdrop of global terrorism. The objective of this exercise covers joint training
on counter-terrorism operations in jungle and urban scenarios.
The military exercise will enhance the level of defence co-operation between the
Indian Army and the Japanese Ground Self Defence Forces (JGSDF). It will further
foster the bilateral relations between the two nations.

IMNEX 19 exercise is being held at Visakhapatnam
The second edition of IMNEX-19, the India Myanmar Naval Exercise, began
at Visakhapatnam on 19 October. The opening ceremony was conducted onboard
INS Ranvijay. The exercise aims to grow maritime cooperation between the two
navies.
Participants:
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Myanmar Naval Ships UMS Sin Phyu Shin (F-14) and UMS Tabinshweti (773)
arrived Visakhapatnam to participate in the exercise.
From the Indian Navy, INS Ranvijay, a guided-missile destroyer and INS Kuthar, a
missile corvette is participating in the joint exercise with MN ships in the Bay of
Bengal.
Exercise:
The harbour phase of IMNEX-19 was held till 20 October. The exercise included
visits to Indian Naval units, training, and maintenance facility at Visakhapatnam.
The Sea Phase of the exercise is scheduled to be from 20 October to 22 October.
The Sea phase exercise includes a variety of evolutions including Anti-Air and
Surface firing exercises, flying exercises using an integral helicopter, and
Seamanship evolutions at sea.

MoD approved Rs.3,300 crores Capital Procurement for the armed forces
Ministry of Defence approved Capital Procurement for the Defence forces
amounting to over Rs.3,300 crores for the armed forces. The approval was
announced by the Defence Acquisition Council (DAC). The approval was decided
in a DAC meeting chaired by Defence Minister Rajnath Singh. The move is in line
with the Make in India initiative.
DAC accorded the approval for three projects that should be indigenously
designed, developed, and manufactured by the Indian industry.
Aim:
The approval aims to boost indigenous research and development in the Private
Sector. For the first time in India, the Ministry of Defence (MoD) has offered an
Indian private industry to design, develop, and manufacture such complex Military
equipment for the use of armed forces.The approval aims to procure indigenously
designed and developed equipment.
Projects:
The approved projects will be progressed under the Make-II Category.
I & II project:
The first two projects under the approval include third-generation Anti-Tank
Guided Missiles and the Auxiliary Power Units for the T-72 and T-90 Tanks.
3G Anti-Tank Guided Missiles:
Third-generation Anti-Tank Guided Missiles will have fire and forget and Top
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Attack capabilities to the troops in an armored battle. The Auxiliary Power Units of
the missile will enable the incorporation of various upgrades to the fire control
system and night fighting capabilities of the Tanks.
III project:
The third indigenous project of MoD is a discrete Electronic Warfare system for
the mountain and High-Altitude terrain.
The system will be designed and developed by the Defence Research and
Development Organisation (DRDO) and manufactured by design cum production
partners from the Indian industry.

MoD to decide on Armys Akash missiles proposal for Pak, China border
The Ministry of Defence is planning to discuss the Army proposal worth around
Rs.10,000 crore to acquire two regiments of the Akash Prime missiles. The
Ministry plans to deploy the missiles in high altitude areas above 15,000 feet.
The Indian Army already has two regiments of the missile. It now plans to add two
more for deployment on Pakistan and China border.
Akash missile:
Akash missile system was developed in India by Defence Research and
Development Organisation (DRDO). On 25-27 May 2019, DRDO successfully testfired AKASH-MK-1S, the surface to air missile (SM) from Odhisa. Akash Mk1S
missile is an upgraded version of the existing AKASH missile with indigenous
Seeker.
The Akash missile system was tested along with all other air defence missiles,
including Israeli ones in the Indian Air Force (IAF) inventory during an exercise in
Surya Lanka in 2018. The test successfully came out as the best performer.

DRDO is manufacturing a hypersonic missile
The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) is currently
working on manufacturing a hypersonic missile. It is expected that the Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh is most likely to inaugurate the tunnel facility soon.
DRDO also offered 1,500 of its patents, including critical missile technology, life
sciences, and naval technology to boost the defence manufacturing in India.
DRDO's patents can be accessed by free of cost by the start-ups and medium and
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small manufacturing enterprises (MSMEs).
hypersonic missile:
Hypersonic weapons are marked as the next-generation weapon systems as the
missile will be capable of travelling at speed five times faster than that of sound.
These missiles are capable of delivering conventional or nuclear payloads at a
speed of about a mile per second.
Also, a wind tunnel is being prepared where the weapon will be tested and finetuned before the missile is used for any other operations.
All the defence superpowers of the world are currently experimenting with the nextgeneration weapon system.
The United States, Russiaalready possesses the system, and China has begun
testing various types of hypersonic weapons to strengthen its combat units.

IAF successfully tested Brahmos missiles from mobile platform
The Indian Air Force (IAF) has test-fired BrahMos surface-to-surface missiles
successfully from a mobile platform at Trak Island in the Andaman Nicobar
islands on 22 October.
Test trial:
The weight of the surface-to-surface missile is 2.5-tonne. The range of the is
around 300 km. IAF tested the missile to hit targets with pin-point accuracy at
targets fixed at a distance of 300 km. Surface-to-surface missiles were fired at Trak
Island in the Andaman Nicobar islands. During the test trials, IAF achieved a direct
hit on the target.
BrahMos surface-to-surface missiles:
In June 2001, the first BrahMos surface-to-surface variant was test-fired from the
Integrated Test Range (ITR), Chandipur, in a vertical launch configuration. In June
2004, IAF conducted in the same test range from a mobile launcher.
In March 2009, it successfully tested another BrahMos surface-to-surface missile.
The target hit a building among a cluster of buildings in an urban setup. India is
the only country to introduce this advanced technology.
In September 2010, BrahMos created a new world record by becoming the first
cruise missile to be tested at supersonic speeds in a steep-dive mode.
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IAF to sign with HAL for 83 Tejas LCA
The Indian Air Force (IAF) is to sign a deal with Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd
(HAL) for acquiring 83 Tejas Light Combat Aircraft (LCA). The negotiations over
the price of the fighter jets are almost done.
In December 2017, the IAF issued a single-vendor tender to the HAL for procuring
83 LCA. The deal is yet to be signed. The delay is because negotiations that were
held between IAF and HAL over the price of the aircraft.
83 Tejas LCA:
The 83 Tejas LCA is of the Mark 1A variant. It is expected to cost the IAF in the
range of Rs.45,000 crore. The LCA will have enhanced serviceability, faster
weapon-loading time, enhanced survivability, a better electronic warfare suite, and
Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) radar that will significantly enhance
its capability.

Exercise Sindhu Sudarshan to be held in Rajasthan
Indian Army's Exercise Sindhu Sudarshan has been scheduled to be held from 29
November to 4 December in Rajasthan.
Exercise Sindhu Sudarshan:
The exercise Sindhu Sudarshan will provide a unique opportunity to employ the
whole mechanized formations that consist of Tanks and Infantry Combat
Vehicles.
The exercise aims to evaluate the capability to strike deep along Western Borders.
It will also verify the Indian Army's resolve to implement the integrated launch of
Strike Corps in developed and desert terrain using Integrated Battle Groups
(IBGs) along the Western Front.
The Indian Air Force (IAF) will provide intimate support in terms of destruction of
targets and airlifting troops during the exercise
The exercise will also focus on fine-tuning surveillance and destruction
mechanisms, which will support precision strikes and manoeuvres by networkenabled forces under battlefield conditions.
The exercise will showcase the synergy between the Indian Army and Air Force
The exercise will be reviewed by lieutenant general SK Saini.
Participants:
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Indian Army men, more than 40,000 troops, will participate in the exercise Sindhu
Sudarshan. The Indian Army's integrated battle groups that have been formed for
warfighting in the future will be participating in the exercise.

Cabinet approved cadre review of ITBP
The Union Cabinet has approved a cadre review of Indo-Tibetan Border Police
(ITBP), the exercise that was pending for almost 18 years. The decision was
approved by the Union Cabinet chaired by PM Narendra Modi.
Approval:
As per the decision, the central govt. will conduct a cadre review of Group A
General Duty (Executive) Cadre and Non-Gazetted cadre of ITBP.
It has planned to create two new Commands, one at Western Command at
Chandigarh and Eastern Command at Guwahati. The commands will be headed
by the Additional Director General and assisted by Inspector General.
After the creation of the Group A posts in ITBP, the supervisory efficiency and
capacity building of the Force will be enhanced.

ITBP celebrated its 58th raising day
The Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) celebrated its 58th Raising Day on 24
October 2019. Special events were conducted in ITBP's headquarters in Greater
Noida, Uttar Pradesh. MoS Home Kishan Reddy attended the function and paid
tributes to the martyrs of the central armed forces and witnessed the raising day
parade celebrations. The parade showcased courage and valour of various
contingents.
Indo-Tibetan Border Police:
ITBP is formed in October 1962 and headquartered in New Delhi. ITBP functions
under the Ministry of Home Affairs. The minister responsible is Nirmala
Sitharaman. The director-general of ITBP is Surjeet Singh Deswal.
ITBP is one of the five bodies of the Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF). It keeps
Vigil on the northern borders and prevents border violations. It checks illegal
immigration, trans-border smuggling, and maintains peace.
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AWARDS AND HONOURS
VP presented the Most Eminent Senior Citizen award to K.Parasaran
The Vice President of India Shri M Venkaiah Naidu presented the Most Eminent
Senior Citizen Award to Shri K. Parasaran, legal luminary, scholar and former
Attorney General of India, in a function at the India International Centre in New
Delhi on 20 October. The award recognized his contribution to the field of law and
justice and his extraordinary personality.
Shri K. Parasaran:
Shri K. Parasaran, 92 years, is an Indian lawyer. In 1976, he served as the AdvocateGeneral of Tamil Nadu during President's rule. He also served as the Attorney
General of India under Indira Gandhi and Rajiv Gandhi.
He is an eminent person in India in terms of knowledge of the law, knowledge of
Shastras, erudition, and ethics. He is referred to as a Pitamaha of the Indian Bar. He
is known for his erudition, discipline, hard work, honesty, and ethics. He is a deeply
spiritual legal practitioner who tried to blend both dharma and Nyaya.
Awards:In 2003, Parasaran was awarded the Padma Bhushan. In 2011, he was
conferred the Padma Vibhushan. In June 2012, he received a presidential
nomination to the Rajya Sabha, the upper house of India's parliament.

Dutee Chand won the Vogue award for Sportsperson of the Year
Odisha sprinter Dutee Chand won the Vogue award for Sportsperson of the Year
2019.
Dutee Chand:
Dutee Chand holds the national record in womens 100m. She has brought many
laurels to the country and state. In October, she clocked 11.22 seconds in the semifinal of womens 100m event at the 59th National Open Athletics Championships
2019 in Ranchi. With this score, she broke the own previous national record of
11.26 seconds. She aims to win the gold medal for India in the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics.
The complete winners' list of the Vogue award:
Dutee Chand Sportsperson Of The Year
Lilly Singh The Absolut Born Colourless Global Indian of The Year (Female)
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Kunal Nayyar Global Indian of The Year (Male)
Winnie Harlow Global Changemaker Of The Year
Huda Kattan Influencer Of The Year
Anushka Sharma Style Icon Of The Year
Alia Bhatt Performer Of The Year
Katrina Kaif Risk Taker Of The Year
Taapsee Pannu Trailblazer Of The Year (Female)
Ananya Panday Youth Influencer Of The Year
Ranveer Singh Man Of The Year
Dulquer Salmaan Trailblazer Of The Year (Male)
Zoya Akhtar Filmmaker Of The Year
Jean-Charles de Castelbajac Visionary Of The Year
Ruchika Sachdeva Designer Of The Year
Pooja Mor Young Achiever Of The year
Garima Arora Young Achiever Of The Year
Heena Sidhu Young Achiever Of The Year
Sangita Jindal Heritage Keeper Of The Year
Neera Nundy Agent Of Social Change
Avni Biyani Entrepreneur Of The Year
Falguni Nayar Business Person Of The Year

YES Bank won the DigiDhan Mission Digital Payments Award
YES Bank won the DigiDhan Mission Digital Payments Award 2018-19 for the
Overall Performance in Digital Payments. Union Minister of Communication,
Electronics & IT, and Law & Justice Ravi Shankar Prasad presented the award at
the MeitY Startup Summit 2019 held in Delhi. The award recognized the bank's
leadership in the Digital Payment space that was backed by robust innovation and
technology frameworks.
YES Bank:
Founded on: 2004
Chairman: Brahm Dutt
CEO: Rana Kapoor
Headquarter: Mumbai
YES Bank is Indias fourth-largest private sector bank (PSB). It provides a
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complete range of products, services, and technology-driven digital offerings,
catering to corporate, Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSME),
and retail customers.

Nedumangad won the 2019 Deen Dayal Upadhyay Panchayat Sashaktikaran
Puraskar award
Kerala's Nedumangad block panchayat won the prestigious Deen Dayal
Upadhyay Panchayat Sashaktikaran Puraskar for 2019. A total of nine awards
were given to Kerala civic bodies, including Kolazhy of Thrissur district,
Tirunavaya, and Maranchery of Malappuram, Srikrishnapuram of
Palakkad, Sasthankotta of Kollam and Pappinisseri of Kannur. The award
recognized the good work provided by the panchayats at different levels, including
the delivery of services and sanitation.
Presented by:
The awards were presented by Narendra Singh Tomar, the Union Minister of
Rural Development, to the representatives of the panchayat in Thiruvananthapuram
district at the national panchayat awards function on 23 October.
Categories:
Various categories of the award include toilets construction, Open-defecation free
(ODF) program implementation, sanitation, waste management, innovation in
revenue generation, implementation of schemes relating to agriculture, health and
women and child development, and e-governance.

Homen Borgohain was awarded Sadin-Pratidins Lifetime Achievement Award
Eminent writer Homen Borgohain was conferred with the Lifetime Achievement
Award at the 6th edition of the Sadin-Pratidin Achievers Award 2019 on 23
October.
Sadin-Pratidin Achievers Award:
The Sadin-Pratidin Achievers Award is presented by the Guwahati-based media
group Sadin-Pratidin group. The annual award recognizes the eminent person and
luminaries who have excelled in their chosen area of activities ranging from
literature to corporate and culture to sports.
The complete list of Achievers Awards 2019 is given below:
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Lifetime Achievement Award: Homen Borgohain Sadin
Journalism & Literature Award: Shashi Sarma
Excellence in Art: Janak Jhankar Narzary
Excellence in Sports: Lovlina Borgohain, Jamuna Boro
Excellence in Science & Innovation: Khiradhar Baruah
Excellence in Health Care: Dr. Tapan Kumar Saikia
Excellence in Business: Oja Group
Excellence in Corporate: Ranjit Barthakur
Excellence in Social Service: Patal Kanya Jamatia
Excellence in Public Service: Ram Singh
Excellence in Culture: Rima Das
Excellence in Music: Kalpana Patowary
Spl. Appreciation of Jury: Debabrata Rabha

Anup Singh was awarded the Udyog Rattan Award
Shri. Thakur Anup Singh, Marg ERP Ltd's Chairman, and Managing Director,
was awarded the Udyog Rattan Award-2019 by the Institute of Economic Studies.
The award recognized his exceptional work in transforming the Indian industry
landscape how MSMEs can accelerate their business using technology.
Udyog Rattan Award-2019:
The Udyog Rattan Award is presented every year to Indian citizens for their
outstanding contributions to the economic development of the country. The award
is presented by the Institute of Economic Studies, India (IES), an affiliate of the
Government of India. The existing members nominate the eligible person. The
winners for the award will be selected by a panel of judges who are usually eminent
citizens with economic backgrounds.

BharatPe has won the DigiDhan Mission Fin-tech Award
BharatPe has won the DigiDhan Mission Fin-tech Award 2018-2019 for
'Innovation in Digital Payments through Emerging Technology' at the MeitY
Start-up Summit 2019 held in Delhi. The award aims to promote digital payment
in India. The award was presented by the Union Minister of Communication,
Electronics & IT and Law & Justice Ravi Shankar Prasad.
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The winners were evaluated by a panel on their relevance in promoting digital
payment solutions in Indian hinterlands, and technology innovations brought on
ground, and relevance of their lending products.
BharatPe:
BharatPe is the largest merchant fin-tech company across India. In its first year
after launch, the company established a network of over 20 lakh merchants. It
provided its support to the merchant community with free UPI payments through
one QR code, lending, and deposits. Traditionally, the segment has been
underserved by other financial institutions.

Rajbhasha Awards were presented by Prasar Bharati
Prasar Bharati's CEOShashi Shekhar Vempatipresented the Rajbhasha Awards
to the winners of the Hindi Pakhwada competition. The competition was held in
September at Prasar Bharati Secretariat, New Delhi. The winners of the awards are
the employee at Prasar Bharati Secretariat.
Competition:
The theme of the competition was Plastic Free India and Cleanliness drive.
The competition was conducted in 10 categories, including essay writing, poster
making, story writing, and others.
Prasar Bharati announced that from next year onwards, social media and
technology would possibly be brought in to make Hindi competition more
innovative.
Prasar Bharati:
Formed on: 23 November 1997
Headquarters: New Delhi
Chairman: Dr. A. Surya Prakash
CEO: Shri. Shashi Shekhar Vempati
Prasar Bharati is the largest public broadcasting agency in India. It was set up under
the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting.
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SPORTS
Ayonika Paul won the 2nd position at the 54th All IR Rifle Shooting
Championship
Ayonika Paul, Commonwealth Games silver medalist, won the second position in
the individual 10m Air Rifle event at the 54th All India Railway Rifle Shooting
Championship at the Balewadi Sports Complex on 19 October. She represented
the Central Railway zone of Indian Railways. The shooting championship will
conclude on 22 October. The championship has several top Indian shooters
competing.
Ayonika Paul:
Ayonika Paul, daughter of a swimming coach Ashim Paul, began her career in
sports as a swimmer. At the age of 14, she turned her attention to the shooting.
In 2006, Ayonika focused on the 10m Air Rifle event. In 2007, Ayonika was part of
the national team. She participated in ISSF Junior World Championship in Suhl,
Germany, and won a double-gold medal in 2007. In 2011, she finished third in the
junior category of the Asian Air Gun Championship in Kuwait. In 2014, she
participated in the Commonwealth Games in Glasgow, and she bagged a silver
medal. She finished seventh in the 2014 Asian Games. She also won a bronze
medal in the 2014 ISSF World Cup in Maribor, Slovenia.

Ronaldo Singh won a gold medal at the Asian Track Cycling Championships
Indian cyclist Ronaldo Singh won a gold medal in the men's junior Keirin event
held at the Asian Track Cycling Championships at Incheon in South Korea on
18 October 2019.
Other winners:
Indian cyclist James Singh also won a bronze medal in the event. The Indian men's
and women's junior sprint team won two bronze medals.

Rohit Sharma set a record of highest average in Test cricket
Indian cricketer Rohit Sharma smashed the former Australia cricketer Don
Bradman's record of highest average in Test cricket in Ranchi, Jharkhand on 20
October. He set the record on day two of the third Test match against South Africa.
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He broke the 71-year-old record that was previously held by Bradman by scoring
an average of 99.84. Bradman, the legendary Australia cricketer had an average
of 98.22. A minimum often innings have been kept as the benchmark for the record.
Other achievements:
On 10 October, Rohit also broke the record for registering the most number of
sixes in a bilateral Test series. Rohit defeated the previous record set by Shimron
Hetmyer, the West Indies' batsman. Hetmyer registered 15 sixes in the series
against Bangladesh in 2018-19.
Also, Rohit became the fourth batsman to hit a double hundred both in ODI and
Test cricket. The first person to hit a double hundred both in Test and ODI cricket
Sachin Tendulkar. He is followed by Virender Sehwag and Chris Gayle.

Andy Murray won the European Open 2019 Championship
Andy Murray won the men's singles title at the European Open 2019 on 20
October. He defeated Switzerland's Stan Wawrinka by scoring 3-6, 6-4, 6-4. This
is his 1st ATP title since March 2017.
Results:
Men's singles: Andy Murray (United Kingdom)
Men's doubles: Kevin Krawietz, Andreas Mies (Germany)
European Open 2019:
Founded on: 2016
Prize money (2019): 711,275
The European Open is a men's Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP) Tour 250
tournaments. It was held in Antwerp, Belgium. The 2019 tournament was held from
14 October to 20 October 2019.

India won 10 medals at 2019 Denmark Para Badminton International
tournament
Indian para-badminton players won the 2019 Denmark Para-Badminton
International Tournament with a medal tally of 10 medals. India won gold
medals in both the women's and men's singles in finals.
Total Medal tally of India:
Women's Singles SL3 category:
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Parul Parmar - Gold
Men's Singles SL3 category:
Manoj Sarkar - Gold
Pramod Bhagat - Bronze
Men's Singles SL4 category:
Sukant Kadam - Bronze
Men's Singles SS6 category:
Krishna - Silver
Suhas Y - Bronze
Men's Doubles SL3-SL4:
Umesh Vikram/Suhas - Silver
Pramod/ Manoj - Bronze
Men's Doubles SU5:
Rajumar Chirag - Silver

Praveen Kumar won gold at the 2019 Wushu World Championships
Praveen Kumar won gold at the 48 Kg category in the 2019 Wushu World
Championships held at Shanghai, China. With this win, Praveen became the first
Indian (male) to win the title. He defeated Russel Diaz of the Philippines by
securing 2-1 in the men's sanda event of the 15th World Wushu Championships.
In 2017, Pooja Kadian became the first Indian to be crowned world champion the
Wushu World Championships. She defeated Russia's Evgeniya Stepanova in the
women's 75 kg sanda event.
Result of Men's sanda:
48 Kg Category:
Gold:
Praveen Kumar - India
Silver:
Russel Diaz - Philippines
Bronze:
Orkhan Hatamov - Azerbaijan
Khasan Ikromov - Uzbekistan
World Wushu Championships (WWC):
The 2019 World Wushu Championships was the 15th edition of the event. It was
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hosted by Shanghai, China. The event was held from 2023 October 2019. WWC is
held every two years. WWC is organized by the International Wushu Federation
(IWUF). It was first held in 1991 in Beijing, China.

Anandan won 2 gold medals at the 7th CISM World Military Games
Para-athlete Anandan Gunasekaran won two gold medals in the disabled mens
100m and 400m IT1 events at the 7th CISM World Military Games on 22
October at Wuhan, China.
100m IT1 event:
Gunasekaran clocked 12.00 seconds in the 100m event. His win is Indias first
medal in the ongoing Games. Perus Casas Jose clocked 12.65 and secured silver.
Fajardo Pardo Teodicelo of Colombia won the bronze and clocked 12.72
seconds.
400m IT1 event:
Anandan Gunasekaran won his second gold in the disabled mens 400m IT1
event. He clocked 53.35 seconds in the event. Colombias Teodicelo won silver and
clocked 58.95 seconds, and Ranchin Mickael won bronze and clocked 58.95
seconds.
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ARTS & CULTURE
Hunar Haat to be held in November
Ministry of Minority Affairs is to organize Hunar Haat from 1 November to 10
November 2019 at North Central Zone Cultural Centre in Prayagraj, Uttar
Pradesh. It will be inaugurated by Union Minority Affairs Minister Shri Mukhtar
Abbas Naqvi.
Aim:
The Government aims to provide employment and employment opportunities to
lakhs of craftsmen, artisans, and traditional culinary experts through Hunar Haat in
the next five years.
Hunar Haat:
Hunar Haat has been a credible brand of handmade indigenous products of master
artisans and craftsmen.
The program provided many employment opportunities to more than 2 lakh 50
thousand master artisans, craftsmen, and culinary experts in the last three years,
including a large number of women.
Hunar Haat will be organized in major cities Delhi, Gurugram, Mumbai,
Bengaluru, Chennai, Kolkata, Lucknow, Ahmedabad, Dehradun, Patna, Indore,
Bhopal, Nagpur, Raipur, Hyderabad, Puducherry, Chandigarh, Amritsar, Jammu,
Shimla, Goa, Kochi, Guwahati, Ranchi, Bhubneshwar, Ajmer in the near future.
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SUMMITS & CONFERENCE
India to host the 91st Interpol General Assembly
India's proposal to host the 91st Interpol General Assembly in 2022 was
approved by the member countries of the international police cooperation body.
The proposal was initiated by the Home Minister Amit Shah to Interpol Secretary
General Jurgen Stock on 30 August. CBI Director Rishi Kumar Shukla moved the
proposal before the 88th General Assembly in Santiago, Chile. The proposal was
passed with an overwhelming majority.
India will host the 91st Interpol General Assembly as part of celebrations of the
75th anniversary of Indian Independence. Previously India hosted the assembly in
1997.
General assembly of Interpol:
The general assembly of Interpol, an annual exercise, is hosted by the member
countries. In the assembly, the representatives of the member countries conducts
discussion about the resources needed for international cooperation, working
methods, and finances that are deliberated and discussed by representatives.
Interpol:
Founded on: 1923
Headquarters: Lyon, France
Interpol is an international police cooperation organization. There are 194 member
states. The organization has 100 years of experience in international cooperation in
policing. The organization has 90-million records spread that are across 17
database.

The 18th NAM Summit to be held in Baku, Azerbaijan
The Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) Summit has been scheduled to be held
between 25 October and 26 October 2019 in Baku, Azerbaijan. The 18th NAM
summit 2019 will be preceded by Ministerial meetings and senior official meetings.
Nepal PM Oli and Bangladesh PM Sheikh Hasina will be attending the summit.
The 18th Summit Conference of the NAM will be hosted in October 2019 by H.E.
Mr. Ilham Aliyev, President of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
NAM Summit:
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The Non-Alignment Movement was founded in 1961. NAM was based on Bandung
principles that were adopted at the Belgrade Summit, an Afro-Asian Conference,
in 1955. The movement worked towards the attainment of independence for many
countries.
India is a founding member of the NAM summit. The principles of non-alignment
constitute one of the basic tenets of Nepal's foreign policy NAM. The 17th NAM
Summit was held in 2016 at the Island of Margarita, Venezuela.

Bi annual Fertilizer Application Awareness Program was held in New Delhi
The bi-annual Fertilizer Application Awareness Program was held at Pusa in
New Delhi on 22 October. The program was jointly inaugurated by the Union
Minister for Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Shri Narendra Singh Tomar and
Union Minister for Chemical and Fertilizers Shri D. V. Sadananda Gowda. The
program is organized before Kharif and Rabi season each year with the help of
State Governments.
Aim:
The program aimed to disseminate knowledge to farmers on optimum usage of
fertilizer nutrients based on various parameters to sustain agricultural productivity.
The program will also make the farmers aware of new developments in the field of
fertilizer usage and management.
Highlights:
In India, currently, agriculture forms 14% of our Gross Domestic Product (GDP),
but it has a lot of potentials and should be increased.
Importance of Soil was discussed as itis important to achieve the goal of food,
nutrition, environmental, and livelihood security. Soil should be conserved and
managed to improve its sustainability.
The government offers various Urea and Nutrient based subsidies on phosphatic
and potassic fertilizers. It aims to overcome the deficiency of micronutrients
like zinc and boron.
The program also discussed issues that concerned Indian agriculture, including low
analysis of fertilizers, development of a new type of fertilizer, Climatic zones, Soil
types, quantity and method of fertilizer usage, and suitability for crops, the longterm sustainability of agriculture and Use of Soil health cards. It aimed to get the
right amount and the right type of fertilizer for each crop.
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First India Bangladesh Stakeholders Meet was held in Assam
The first India-Bangladesh Stakeholders' Meet was held from 22 October to 23
October 2019 in Guwahati, Assam. The meet focused to improve its connectivity
with the neighbouring country to get the best of the rest under Act East Policy for
Assam.
Aim:
The objective of the meet is to put Assam at the focus point of India's trade
expansion with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations as well as Bangladesh,
Bhutan, and Nepal.
Highlights:
Discussions to establish physical connectivity between Bangladesh and North
East India were held. Better connectivity would enhance consumers' welfare
through access to goods at competitive prices and increase opportunities for
exporters.
Bangladesh requested India to withdraw the ban on the export of onions.
Enhancement in the Centre's Act East Policy for the North East region was
discussed.
Both countries agreed to work for their mutual benefit.
The proposed multi-modal hub at Jogighopa in Assam is expected to benefit the
region.
Participants:
A 70-member delegation from Bangladesh participated in the meet. A similar team
represented the Indian side. Top-level delegations including Bangladesh Commerce
Minister Tipu Munshi, Assam Chief Minister Sarbanand Sonowal, Union Minister
for State for Road Transport and Highways V.K. Singh participated in the meeting.

International Conference on Neurological Disorders and Therapeutics was
held in New Delhi
The International Conference on Neurological Disorders and Therapeutics
(ICNDT) was organized by NIPER-Ahmedabad at Gandhinagar, Gujarat, on 25
October 2019. The Union Minister for Shipping and Minister of State for
Chemicals & Fertilizers Shri Mansukh Mandaviya chaired the conference.
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Highlights:
Neurological disorders pose a challenge to healthcare in developing countries with
respect to limited resources and manpower that are adequate to tackle the increasing
burden.
The conference aimed to explore and encourage approaches to stimulate new ideas
for research and treatment, which will be beneficial across the spectrum of
neurological disorders.
The cross-fertilization between basic neuroscientists and clinical neurologists were
discussed
Discussed ideas to treat different neurological disorders effectively.
Ministry of Chemicals & Fertilizers has achieved the goal of treating the disorders
by collaborating industries and institutes like the National Institute of
Pharmaceutical Education and Research (NIPER) for a symbiotic relationship.

India to host 2019 Global Bio India Summit
For the first time, India is hosting the Global Bio-India 2019 summit, one of the
largest biotechnology stakeholders conglomerate, in New Delhi from 21 to 23
November 2019. The announcement regarding the summit was made by the Union
Minister for Science and Technology Dr. Harsh Vardhan on 24 October.
Aim:
The mega event for the biotech community would showcase opportunities in the
Indian Biotechnology sector to the world. It aims to attract investments. It will
showcase India's indigenous strengths. The conference will add hopes and
aspirations of the indigenous talent pool.
Organized by:
The Global Bio-India Summit 2019 is organized by the Department of
Biotechnology (DBT), Ministry of Science & Technology, Government of India,
and it's Public Sector Undertaking, Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance
Council (BIRAC).
Participants:
An international congregation of biotechnology stakeholders, including
international bodies, regulatory bodies, Central and State Ministries, SMEs, large
industries, bio clusters, research institutes, investors, and the startup ecosystem, will
be participating in the summit.
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Piyush Goyal participated in the 19th Indo Swedish JCEC
The 19th Indo-Swedish Joint Commission for Economic, Industrial, and
Scientific Cooperation (JCEC) was held in Stockholm, Sweden, from 22nd to
23rd October 2019. Commerce and Industry & Railways Minister, Piyush Goyal,
participated in the meeting.
Highlights:
The JCEC discussed areas of cooperation for both India and Sweden.
The meeting reiterated the importance of cooperation by both the countries on the
Joint Action Plan and the Joint Declaration on Innovation Partnership.
It highlighted the potential of the Indo-Swedish partnership under the MoU signed
for various fields, including innovation, energy, healthcare, defence, Sustainable
Urban Development, and railways.
The meeting showcased various opportunities that are available in India under
different industries, including road, railways, highways, renewable energy, housing,
smart cities, and healthcare. Swedish business community was asked to support and
participate in the opportunities provided by India.
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SCHEMES
Centre launched Indradhanush 2 to cover low immunization pockets
The central government launched Indradhanush 2 to cover low immunization
pockets.
Mission Indradhanush 2.0:
The Mission has been scheduled to be launched on 31 October by the Union
Health Minister Harsh Vardhan on the occasion of the Silver Jubilee of the Pulse
Polio Program.
Under Mission Indradhanush 2.0, the Union Health Ministry will carry out a
massive immunization program in the areas that are identified as low immunization
pockets.
The Ministry has identified 271 districts across the nation and 652 blocks located
in Uttar Pradesh and Bihar.
The total vaccination program is dedicated for children up to 2 years of age and for
all pregnant women
Vaccines of 12 various kinds are included under the mission. 10 out of the 12
vaccine categories will be used nationwide, and the other two vaccines will be put
under sub-vaccination levels.
The two vaccines that are placed under the sub-vaccination level are for diseases
like Japanese Encephalitis and the Pneumococcal conjugate vaccine, which
occurs in high-end endemic areas.

Odisha approved Rs.3,208 crore under ABADHA scheme
Odisha cabinet approved projects worth Rs.3,208 crore under Augmentation of
Basic Amenities and Development of Heritage and Architecture (ABADHA)
scheme.
ABADHA scheme:
Under the scheme for Odisha's Puri to develop as World-class Heritage city. The
number of pilgrims who are visiting Puri is expected to increase in number. The
state aims to provide better and affordable facilities for pilgrims and tourists.
Temple needs to be protected from all possible threats to ensure the safety and
security of pilgrims.
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The project will be implemented in three years. Of the allocated Rs.3,208 crore,
Rs.719 crore will be spent in 2019-20, Rs.1402 crore in 2020-21, and Rs.1087
crore for the financial year 2021-2022.
State's measure for Puri:
The move by the State comes after the announcement made by the CM Naveen
Patnaik Post Cyclone Fani that Puri will be developed into world-class Heritage
City.
Earlier, Odisha State Government has approved 12 projects worth Rs.2308 crore,
apart from these projects, the government has approved the projects of worth
Rs.900 crore, and the total amount of Rs.3208 crore will be spent in three years.

Yogi Adityanath launched Mukhya Mantri Kanya Sumangala Yojana
Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath launched the Mukhya Mantri
Kanya Sumangala Yojana in Uttar Pradesh on 25 October. He launched by
transferring the amount to the account of beneficiaries. He also launched the Kanya
Sumangala web portal and gave away certificates and symbolic cheques to some
beneficiaries.
Aim:
Mukhya Mantri Kanya Sumangala Yojana aims to empower the girl child. The
scheme of state government will help in achieving the goals set by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi.
Mukhya Mantri Kanya Sumangala Yojana:
Under the scheme, cash amount of Rs.15,000 will be provided to every family in
which a girl child takes birth.
The state government will direct transfer funds in the account of the registered
girls in a phased manner when a girl child will complete various achievements, like
vaccination, admission in class 1, 5, and 9, graduation.
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APPOINTMENTS / RESIGN
ECI appointed Vinod Zutshi as the Special Observer for Haryana election
Election Commission of India (ECI) has appointed Sh Vinod Zutshi as the
Special Observer for Assandh Assembly Constituency in the Karnal District
of Haryana. ECI requested Sh Zutshi to proceed immediately to the Constituency
to take necessary corrective action and ensure a fair, free, and peaceful election.
Sh Vinod Zutshi:
Sh Zutshi is a former IAS of 1982 batch Rajasthan cadre. He is the former Deputy
Election Commissioner ECI and Secretary Tourism. He has earlier worked as Chief
Electoral Officer Rajasthan. He also worked in ECI for seven years in various roles.
Sh Zutshi was deputed as Special Observer to Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, and
Tripura during the Lok Sabha General Elections in April 2019.

Rajnish Kumar is elected as the chairman of IBA
Rajnish Kumar, Head of the State Bank of India (SBI), has been elected as the
chairman of the banking industry lobby Indian Banks Association (IBA) for fiscal
2019-20. He will replace Sunil Mehta, who was the MD & CEO of Punjab
National Bank.
Rakesh Sharma, MD & CEO of IDBI Bank is appointed to be the honorary
secretary of IBA for the year 2019-20.
Indian Banks' Association (IBA):
Formed on: 26 September 1946
Headquarters: Mumbai, Maharashtra
Chairman: Mr. Sunil Mehta
Deputy chairman: Dinabandhu Mohapatra, Ranjish Kumar, Shyam Srinivasan
Indian Banks' Association is an association of Indian banks and financial
institutions. The Bank represents 237 banking companies that are operating in
India. The bank aims for the development, coordination, and strengthening of
Indian banking.

ISSA elected Mostafa Salari as the member of the bureau
International Social Security Association (ISSA) has elected Mostafa Salari, the
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Managing Director of Irans Social Security Organization (ISSO), has been
elected as a member of the bureau of ISSA.
The ISSA Bureau constitutes the administrative authority of the Association. The
bureau composed of the President of the ISSA, the Treasurer, the SecretaryGeneral, and elected members who represent the different geographical regions of
the world.
ISSA:
Founded in: 1927
Members: 320 members from 150 Countries
The ISSA is a leading international organization established for the social security
institutions, government departments, and agencies. The association aims to
promote excellence in social security administration through professional
guidelines, expert knowledge, services. It also enables its members to develop
dynamic social security systems and policies throughout the world.
It defines the plan of action, the timetable and the guidelines to be followed in
drawing up the program of activities. It also determines the budget of the
Association, to set program priorities, to monitor and evaluate actual
accomplishments, to rule on membership applications and to adopt the financial
regulations.

Tuhin Kanta Pandey appointed as secretary of DIPAM
The government has appointed Tuhin Kanta Pandey as secretary of the
department of investment and public asset management (DIPAM). He will replace
Anil Kumar Khachi. The appointment of Mr. Pandeywas approved by the
Appointments Committee of the Cabinet (ACC). The appointment comes during a
time when the government has lined up several high profile strategic sales as well
as stake sale in state-run carrier Air India.
Tuhin Kanta Pandey:
Tuhin Kanta Pandey is a 1987 batch Odisha cadre IAS officer. He is currently
serving in Odisha.
DIPAM:
DIPAM -Department of Investment and Public Asset Management
Headquarters: New Delhi, India
Minister responsible: Nirmala Sitharaman
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Secretary: Neeraj Kumar Gupta
DIPAM functions under the Ministry of Finance. It is responsible for the
systematic policy approach to disinvestment and privatization of Public Sector
Units (PSUs).

Pankaj Kumar is appointed as the new CEO of UIDAI
The government has appointed Pankaj Kumar, IAS (NL87), as the new CEO of
the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI). He is currently serving as
the Additional Secretary, Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology
(MeitY). The appointment was approved by the Appointments Committee of the
Cabinet (ACC).
Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI):
Founded: 28 January 2009
Headquarters: New Delhi
Ministry: Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY)
Chairman: J. Satyanarayana
UIDAI was established under the provisions of the Aadhaar Act, 2016. The
statutory body was formed with the mandate to issue Unique Identification
numbers (UID) (Aadhaar) to all residents of India to eliminate duplicate and fake
ID entities.

Braj Raj Sharma appointed as SSC Chairman
The Central government has appointed Braj Raj Sharma as the Chairman of the
Staff Selection Commission (SSC). He will replace Pankaj Kumar, who has been
appointed as CEO of the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI). The
appointment was approved by the Appointments Committee of the Cabinet
(ACC).
Braj Raj Sharma position, as the Secretary Department of Border Management, will
be replaced by Nagendra Nath Sinha, the National Highways Authority of India
(NHAI) chairman.
Braj Raj Sharma:
Braj Raj Sharma is a 1984 batch IAS officer of J&K cadre. He is currently
working as the Secretary in the Home Ministrys Department of Border
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Management, Ministry of Home Affairs.

Arvind Singh has appointed as the chairman of AAI
Senior IAS officer Arvind Singh has appointed as the chairman of the Airports
Authority of India (AAI). The appointment was approved by the Ministry of
Personnel, Public Grievances, and Pensions.
Arvind Singh is at present working in Maharashtra. He is now appointed as the
chief of AAI in the rank and pay of additional secretary.
Chairman of NHAI:
In another appointment, Sukhbir Singh Sandhu is appointed as the Chairman of the
National Highways Authority of India (NHAI).
Sukhbir Singh Sandhu:
Sandhu is a 1988 batch IAS officer from the Uttarakhand Cadre. He served as the
additional secretary at the department of education. He will replace NN Sinha. His
appointment comes after the Prime Minister's Office (PMO) its opposition over the
highway authority's excessive expansion. The government ordered NHAI to
discontinue constructing roads. It also directed NHAI to encourage the private
sector to take over the running of completed projects.

Birender Singh Yadav appointed as Indian Ambassador to Iraq
Birender Singh Yadav appointed as India's next Ambassador to Iraq, the Ministry
of External Affairs (MEA)
A 1997-batch Indian Foreign Service (IFS) officer Yadav is expected to take up the
assignment shortly
The appointment of Muktesh Kumar Pardeshi as India's next High Commissioner to
Samoa. Pardeshi, who is already serving as the Ambassador to New Zealand, will
concurrently work as the next High Commissioner to Samoa, with residence in
Wellington.
He is a 1991-batch Indian Foreign Service (IFS) officer.
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IMPORTANT DAYS
World Statistics Day to be observed on 20 October next year
World Statistics Day is to be observed on 20 October 2020. The day aims to show
that good data and statistics are indispensable for informed decision-making by all
actors in society.
History:
The United Nations celebrates the event every five years. The day was instituted
by the United Nations in 2010. The UN General Assembly (UNGA) passed the
resolution on 3 June 2015. It was first celebrated on 20 October 2010. In 2010, 103
countries, 51 African countries, celebrated a national Statistics Day. On 15 October
2015, the second World Statistics Day was celebrated. The theme of the 2015
World Statistics Day was Better Data, Better lives.
African countries jointly celebrate the African Statistics Day annually on 18
November. India celebrates Statistics Day on 29 June, on the birthday of the legend
statistician Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis.

World Iodine Deficiency Day is observed on 21 October
World Iodine Deficiency Day is observed on 21 October. The aim of the Day is
to create awareness of the adequate use of iodine among the people. The day also
highlights the consequences of iodine deficiency. Recently, disorders caused due to
iodine deficiency have become a major public health problem worldwide. It was
observed that almost one-third of the world population is at the risk of iodine
deficiency disorders.
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), around 54 countries are still
iodine deficient.
Iodine:
Iodine is required for the synthesis of the thyroid hormones, thyroxine (T4) and
triiodothyronine (T3). It is essential for the normal growth and development and
well-being of the human being. The micronutrient is required around 100-150
micrograms in the body.
Disease caused due to Iodine deficiency:
Iodine Deficiency will lead to a variety of health and developmental consequences
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known as iodine deficiency disorders (IDDs).
Deficiency in Iodine is a major cause of preventable mental retardation.
The deficiency is especially damaging during pregnancy and in early childhood. In
acute forms of IDDs will lead to cretinism, stillbirth, and miscarriage.
Even a mild deficiency of iodine will cause a significant loss of learning ability.

International Stuttering Awareness Day is observed on 22 October
International Stuttering Awareness Day is observed on 22 October. The day was
designated in 1998. The Day aims to awareness of the Stuttering issue that can
cause crippling social anxiety for those that suffer. The day also encourages people
to help stutterers overcome the problem with both physical and emotional support.
The day intends to raise public awareness of stuttering, which has affected 1% of
the world's population.
The day reaffirms individual and organization's commitment to:
work to prevent stuttering in children
educate people about this complex disorder
let people, who suffer from stuttering, know that help is available
promote research to find the causes of stuttering

International Snow Leopard Day was observed on 23 October
International Snow Leopard Day was observed on 23 October. The Day is
observed every year in different countries across the world. The Day is dedicated to
saving one of the rarest wild cats on the planet.
Aim:
The Day aims to create awareness of the importance of the conservation of snow
leopard, consolidate the effort of environmental organizations in the countries of
the snow leopard range. The Day also emphasizes the importance of combat
poaching.
History:
International Snow Leopard Day was established by the Central and South Asia
countries that encompass the snow leopards range. The countries are China, India,
Afghanistan, Bhutan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Mongolia, Pakistan, Russia,
Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan.
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On 23 October 2013, these countries conducted the First Global Snow Leopard
Forum that took place in Bishkek, the capital of Kyrgyzstan. The countries
signed the Bishkek Declaration on the conservation of snow leopard. The first
International Snow Leopard Day was observed on 23 October 2014.
Snow Leopard:
The snow leopard is large wild cats that inhabit alpine and subalpine zones in the
mountain ranges of Central and South Asia. The Snow Leopard species is listed
under the Vulnerable category on the International Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN) Red List. The population of the species in the world is estimated to
less than 10,000 mature individuals. The count is expected to decline by about 10%
by 2040.

International UN day is observed on 24 October
The International United Nations day is observed on 24 October 2019. The UN
Day marks the anniversary of the entry into force in 1945 of the UN Charter.
History:
The United Nations was established in 1945. The organization aims to support
collective action to realize peace, development, and human rights for all. The day
will aim to build a better world despite the many challenges the world faces.
In 1971, the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) adopted the United
Nations Resolution 2782 and declared the International observance of United
Nations Day on 24th October. There are 193 member states and two observer states
in the United Nations organization.

World Polio Day is celebrated on 24 October
World Polio Day is celebrated on 24 October. The day aims to raise awareness
and resources to support the polio eradication effort. On this day, Rotarians and
other partners reach out to leaders and communities to engage them in the effort
through various events, fundraisers, and social media campaigns to support a
Global Polio Eradication Initiative (GPEI).
History:
World Polio Day was established by the International Rotary club. The day aims to
commemorate the birth of Jonas Salk. He led the first team to develop a vaccine
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against poliomyelitis. Albert Sabin discovered the use of this inactivated
poliovirus vaccine and subsequent widespread use of the oral poliovirus vaccine.
His discovery led to the establishment of the Global Polio Eradication Initiative.
Polio:
Polio is a disease caused by Poliovirus. The virus affects the nervous system. Polio
is also is known as poliomyelitis. It is mainly spread by person-to-person contact.
Children younger than five years old contract the virus than any other age group
of people. Poliovirus spreads by means of food or water containing human feces
and less commonly from infected saliva.

World Development Information Day is observed on 24 October
World Development Information Day is observed on 24th October every year.
The day aims to draw the attention of worldwide public opinion to the development
problems. It also aims to strengthen international cooperation to solve them.
On this day, various events are organized to focus attention on the work that the
UN does with regard to problems of trade and development.
History:
On 17 May 1972, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
proposed various measures for information dissemination of public opinion relative
to trade and development problems. On 19 December 1972, the UN General
Assembly (UNGA) passed the resolution 3038 (XXVII) and declared 24 October
as the World Development Information Day. The day was first observed on 24
October 1973. The day has been observed on that day each year since then.

National Mole day is observed on 23 October
National Mole day is observed on 23 October. The day recognizes a special
number in chemistry. The day is celebrated, especially by the Chemists and
chemistry students across the world. The celebrations take place between 6:02
AM and 6:02 PM.
Avagadro's number:
The time and date of celebration are derived from the Avogadros number.
Avagadros number is approximately 6.021023. It is defined as the number of
particles, atoms, or molecules in one mole of a substance. It is one of the seven base
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SI units of measurement. The constant Avogadro is named after the early 19thcentury Italian scientist Amedeo Avogadro. Avogadros number is a term closely
related to the Avogadro constant.
Mole:
A mole is a unit of measurement. It is used in chemistry to express amounts of a
chemical substance.

Ayurveda Day is celebrated on 25 October
The Ayurveda day is observed on 25 October 2019. Every year, the National
Ayurveda Day is celebrated on the occasion of Dhanwantari Jayanti (Dhanteras).
The government is to organize the fourth Ayurveda Day at the National Institute
of Ayurveda (NIA) in Jaipur, Rajasthan.
Dhanwantari Pujan and National Dhanwantari Ayurveda Awards 2019 ceremony
are to be held at NIA.On this occasion, the government organized a National
Conference Ayurveda for Longevityon 24 October.
Aim:
The day aims to promote Ayurveda into the mainstream. The day focuses on the
strengths of Ayurveda and its unique treatment principles. The day also reduces the
burden of disease and related morbidity and mortality by utilizing the potential of
Ayurveda. The day aims to create awareness about Ayurveda and promote
Ayurvedic principles of healing in society.
History:
In 2016, the Ministry of AYUSH decided to celebrate Ayurveda Day every year on
the day of Dhanvantari Jayanti (Dhanteras). On the day, the Ministry also facilitates
3-4 Ayurveda experts with the National Dhanwantari Ayurveda Award.
The award comprises of citation, trophy (Dhanwantari Statue) and a cash reward of
rupees five lakh.
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BOOKS & AUTHORS
PM Modi unveiled the book Bridgital Nation
Prime Minister Narendra Modi unveiled the book titled Bridgital Nation in New
Delhi on 20 October. He presented the first copy of the to Shri Ratan Tata. The
book was written by Shri N Chandrasekaran, Chairman of Tata Sons, and Ms.
Roopa Purushottam, Chief Economist & Head of Policy Advocacy of Tata Sons.
Bridgital Nation:
The book Bridgital Nation presents a powerful vision of the future where human
beings and technology co-exist in a mutually beneficial ecosystem. The book
argues that instead of accepting technology as a replacement of human labour, India
can use technology as an aid to generate more jobs. Bridgital term refersthat
thedigital tools can act as a bridge between aspirations and achievements.
Technology - A bridge and not a divider in India:
Technology has positively transformed the lives of millions of Indians. It has also
helped the government and governance in order to achieve Sabka Saath, Sabka
Vikas.
Technology has been a key component of government schemes in order to reform,
transform, and perform. The use of data intelligence, digital mapping, and real-time
monitoring in Ujjwala Yojana has transformed the lives of millions of women.
It acted as a bridge between supply systems and demand through innovative ideas
like Government e-market Place (GeM).
Technology has played a vital role in various government schemes and measures.

Dark Feel, Eerie Cities: New Hindi Cinema in Neoliberal India book released
The book titled Dark Feel, Eerie Cities: New Hindi Cinema in Neoliberal India,
written by Sarunas Paunksnis, was released on 18 October 2019. Oxford
University Press published the book.
Dark Feel, Eerie Cities: New Hindi Cinema in Neoliberal India:
The book portrays the emergence of Hindi cinema in the early 21st century. The
author locates new cinematic developments in a much broader context of sociocultural change in contemporary India. The author has also traced the roots of
imagining India darkly.It offers a philosophical and psychoanalytical critique of the
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transforming cinematic imaginary to the contemporary construction of the new
middle class's subjectivities in the post-colonial context.
Sarunas Paunksnis:
Sarunas Paunksnis is a Professor of Media Philosophy at Kaunas University of
Technology, Lithuania. His research areas include the Indian cinema, postcolonial
theory, globalization, and cultural theory. He edited and published a book titled
Dislocating Globality: Deterritorialization, Difference, and Resistance (Brill, 2016).

Book titled Ten Studies in Kashmir: History and Politics was released
A book titled Ten Studies in Kashmir: History and Politics by educationist and
Padma Shri recipient Prof K N Pandit was released at a function at the Jammu
University. The book was brought out by the Indian Council of Social Science
Research (ICSSR). It was released by the vice-chancellors of various universities.
Ten Studies in Kashmir: History and Politics:
The book is released after the scrapping of Article 370 provisions in August 2019.
It sheds light on the events that happened from 1947 till the revocation of the
special status of the J&K state (1947-2019 events)
The author has described complexities in various aspects of contemporary Kashmir
history.
He has also described the issues like the genesis of the Kashmir crises, its roots,
and ramifications, and Pakistan-occupied Kashmir (PoK) and the Kashmir debate in
the UN.
Prof K N Pandit:
Prof K N Pandit has taught in various universities in Kashmir, Tehran, and Japan.
He has headed the Centre for Central Asian studies. He has written six books and
translated several books in various languages.In 2017, he was awarded Padma Shri
in the field of literature and education.
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AGREEMENTS MOU
Indian, Pakistan to sign MoU for Kartarpur corridor
India and Pakistan are to sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on 23
October for the opening of the Kartarpur corridor. The corridor will link two
important Sikh shrines on either side. The Indian government has asked Pakistan to
reconsider its demand for charging $20 service fee a pilgrim.
On 9 November, Prime Minister Narendra Modi would flag off the first jatha
(group) of 550 pilgrims to Kartarpur Sahib. The move by the Indian government is
to open the Kartarpur Sahib Corridor on the 550th birth anniversary of Guru
Nanak Dev. This will help the pilgrims from India andthe people overseas Citizen
of India Card can undertake a visit to the holy Gurdwara Kartarpur Sahib in
Pakistan.
Kartarpur corridor:
The Kartarpur corridor is being built by India and Pakistan to connect Dera Baba
Nanak in Gurdaspur and Gurdwara Darbar Sahib in Pakistans Kartarpur, the
final resting place of Guru Nanak. The reconstruction of the corridor is to
commemorate the 550th birth anniversary of Guru Nanak Dev, the founder of
Sikhism, on 12 November.

AYUSH, MoD to sign MoU to provide traditional medicine services
The Ministry of AYUSH signed an MoU with the Ministry of Defence to provide
traditional medicine services at the hospitals and dispensaries of the armed forces.
Minister of State for AYUSH Shripad Naik inaugurated an Ayurveda Palliative
Care Unit at the Base Hospital in the Delhi Cantonment on 21 October 2019.
MoU highlights:
The MoU aims to support the soldiers who work in challenging environmental
conditions right from glaciers of Siachin to the deserts of Thar. The climatic
conditions take a toll on their physical as well as mental health.
Ayurveda and yoga will help them to attain the best of physical and mental health.
It will also improve the endurance of the soldiers. Ayurvedic medicines and
panchakarma procedures are effective in treating work-related musculoskeletal
disorders.
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Under the MoU, AYUSH Ministry will establish Ayurveda units at palliative care
centres at the Army Research and Referral Hospital, Air Force Hospital, Hindon in
Ghaziabad, and five identified ex-servicemen Contributory Health Scheme (ECHS)
polyclinics in Delhi.

India, Swiss to work together in the area of Rail Transport
India and Switzerland have agreed to carry forward working together in the Rail
Transport sector. The decision was made by the two countries at the 1st meeting
of the Joint Working Group (JWG) held. The MoU for cooperation in the rail sector
between the countries was signed in 2017.
At the high-level meeting, the Indian side was led by the Minister of Railways and
Commerce & Industry, Shri Piyush Goyal, and the Swiss delegations were led by
Her Excellency Simonetta Sommaruga, Hon'ble Federal Councilor and the Head
of the Federal Department of the Environment, Transport, Energy &
Communications.
The discussions in the 1st meeting of Joint Working Group focused on Freight
and Passenger Cars, Railway Electrification Equipments, Multimodal transport,
and tunneling technology. The two countries also agreed that a regular system of
follow-up would be institutionalized to monitor the progress of interactions and
implementation in a time-bound manner.

GeM partnered with Federal Bank for payment related services
The Government e-Marketplace (GeM) signed a memorandum of understanding
(MOU) with the Federal Bank for payment-related services. The MOU was signed
by S. Suresh Kumar, Addl. CEO, GeM and R. Vardharajan, Country Head Government Business, Federal Bank.
MoU:
The MoU will offer a number of services, including advising of Performance
Bank Guarantees (e-PBG), transfer of funds through GeM Pool Accounts (GPA),
and Earnest Money Deposit (EMD) to the registered users on the portal.
The MOU will provide a cashless, paperless, and transparent payment system
on the portal.
It will also create an efficient procurement system for government entities.
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GeM's other measures:
Apart from Federal Bank, GeM is working with Banks, Trade Receivables
electronic Discounting System (TReDs), and Small Industries Development
Bank of India (SIDBI) in order to provide bill discounting and financing of
working capital.
By this move, the cost of capital is now linked to the performance and rating of a
seller on GeM. This will help the sellers to access easy credit and do better business
with the government.
GeM is planning to create of EMD pool account for making it easy for sellers to
comply with the EMD requirements while responding to bids.
Government e-Marketplace (GeM):
GeM is an initiative launched by the Ministry of Commerce, the Government of
India. It offers a one-stop platform that facilitates the online procurement of
common use goods and services that are required by various government
departments, organizations, Public Sector Units (PSUs). GeM also provides tools
for Direct Purchase, bidding, and reverse auction in a transparent manner for
government departments.

IIT Kanpur partners with NTT DATA to support entrepreneurship among
recent graduates
The Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur (IIT-Kanpur) has joined hands
with NTT DATA Services, a global technology services firm, to support
entrepreneurship among recent graduates.
Aim:
The partnership aims to encourage young entrepreneurs who are working on pathbreaking technologies with socio-economic impact in the various fields including
agriculture, healthcare, energy, water & sanitation, and education.
Agreement:
Under the partnership, NTT DATA Services will provide financial support to IIT
Kanpur's Startup Incubation and Innovation Center (SIIC)
NTT DATA will leverage technology to help advance research in academic
disciplines to solve human, social and environmental challenges
SIIC:
Startup Incubation and Innovation Center (SIIC) was established in 2000 in
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collaboration with the Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI).
SIIC aims to foster innovation, research, and entrepreneurial activities in
technology-related areas.
SIIC is one of the most successful technology business incubators in the country
that promoted a culture of innovation among recent graduates.

India and the US signed pact on Science and Technology
The PM Narendra Modi led Union Cabinet approved the proposal for Agreement
on Science & Technology Cooperation between India and the US on 24 October
2019.
Agreement:
Under the agreement, both sides agreed to strengthen bilateral relations by a
significant convergence of mutual interests in science and technology.
Seminars and meeting will be held to deepen Science and Technology Cooperation
Science and innovation-based public-private partnerships will be established
The deal will provide an opportunity to promote high quality and high impact
research and innovation partnerships between the countries.
It will broaden and expand relationships between the extensive scientific and
technological communities.

India and the US signed an agreement to collaborate on Aerial Systems, Small
Arms
India and the US signed a statement of intent (SOI) on key deliverables, including
collaboration on strategic projects in the areas of unmanned aerial systems, small
arms technology, and surveillance.
Agreement:
The agreement aims to revitalize a defense technology sharing pact.
The agreement also aims to speed up defense collaboration in critical areas, which
was made at the 9th India-US Defence Technologies and Trade Initiative (DTTI)
group meeting.
DTTI meeting was co-chaired by Subhash Chandra, Secretary of Defence
Production and Ellen Lord, the US Under Secretary of Defence for Acquisition
and Sustainment.
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The two sides are also collaborating on two long-term projects, including one on
countering unmanned aircraft systems.

India, Pakistan signed an agreement on visafree Kartarpur corridor
India signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Pakistan on
Kartarpur Corridor. The agreement will operationalize the Kartarpur Corridor
that will pave the way for Indian Sikh pilgrims to visit the holy Darbar Sahib shrine
in Pakistan. The Kartarpur corridor links two important Sikh shrines on both sides.
India has asked Pakistan to reconsider its demand for charging $20 service fee a
pilgrim.
Announcement by Home Ministry:
According to the rules laid by the Home Ministry:
Elderly persons of about 75 years above and Children below 13 years should
travel in groups.
The pilgrims must travel in the morning and return the same day.
Pilgrims are allowed to carry a maximum of Rs.11,000 and a 7kg bag, and will not
be allowed to visit beyond the shrine.
Pilgrims should carry eco-friendly material, preferably cloth bags, in order to keep
the surroundings clean.
The pilgrims are allowed only to visit Kartarpur Sahib and not anywhere outside.
Pilgrims should register online, prakashpurb550.mha.gov.in, in advance, and
register the proposed date of travel.
550th birth anniversary of Guru Nanak Dev:
On 9 November 2019, PM Narendra Modi is expected to flag off the first group of
550 pilgrims to Kartarpur Sahib. The agreement signed by the Indian
government aims to open the Kartarpur Sahib Corridor on the 550th birth
anniversary of Guru Nanak Dev. This will help the pilgrims from India and the
people overseas can undertake a visit to the holy Gurdwara Kartarpur Sahib in
Pakistan.
Kartarpur corridor:
The Kartarpur corridor is being built by Pakistan and India. The corridor will
connect Dera Baba Nanak in Gurdaspur and Gurdwara Darbar Sahib in Pakistans
Kartarpur. Kartapur is the final resting place of Guru Nanak. The reconstruction of
the corridor is to commemorate the 550th birth anniversary of Guru Nanak Dev, the
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founder of Sikhism, on 12 November.

World Bank to Support Climate Resilient Agriculture in Odisha
The Central Government, Odisha State government, and the World Bank signed
a loan agreement worth $65 million on 24 October to support smallholder farmers
in the state. The loan agreement to support the Odisha Integrated Irrigation Project
for Climate Resilient Agriculture program.
Project:
The project The Odisha Integrated Irrigation Project for Climate Resilient
Agriculture is implemented in Odisha's rural areas that are vulnerable to droughts
and largely dependent on rainfed agriculture.
The project is expected to benefit about 1,25,000 smallholder farmer households
from 15 districts of Odisha, managing 1,28,000 hectares of agricultural land.
It aims to strengthen the resilience of smallholder farmers against adverse climate
by improving access to resilient seed varieties and production technologies,
diversifying towards more climate-resilient crops, and improving access to better
water management and irrigation services.
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INDEX / LIST
Uttar Pradesh topped the NCRB list of crimes against women
The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) released the list of states with the
most number of crimes against women for the year 2017. Uttar Pradesh topped
the list, and Assam registered the highest total rate of crime against women. The
annual report was delayed by a year.
Report highlights:
Unsafe States:
The list reported Assam as Most Unsafe State and Lucknow as Most Unsafe
City.
In 2017, there were 3,59,849 crimes against women, among which 2,44,382 cases
were filed in the country. In 2016, the rate was 3,38,954.
In 2017, India registered a 6.16% rise in crimes against women compared to 2016
report.
In India, 32,559 rape cases were recorded, of which 10,221 involved minor
victims. Madhya Pradesh recorded the highest number of rape incidents category
with 5,562 cases. It is followed by Rajasthan and Odisha with 3,305 and 2,070
cases of rape, respectively. It is followed by Kerala, Maharashtra, Chhatisgarh, and
Assam.
Safest States:
The lowest rate of crimes committed against women was recorded in Nagaland.
Seven women faced crimes for every one lakh of them. In 2017, the State recorded
the lowest number of rapes with ten reported cases.
It is followed by Sikkim with 17 cases and Mizoram with 25 cases.
States were crime against women were reduced:
Despite holding a high crime rate, Rajasthan also recorded a notable drop in crimes
against women to 25,993 in 2017. In 2016, the recorded cases were 27,422.
It is followed by West Bengal, Gujarat, Karnataka, Manipur, Meghalaya, Tripura,
Arunachal Pradesh, and Mizoram.
Union Territories:
Across all the Union Territories (UTs) in India, 1,322 cases of rape were recorded.
Among the recorded cases, 1,229 were in Delhi UT and 65 in Chandigarh.
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IIT Bombay topped the 2020 QS India University Rankings
Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) published the annual university rankings on 23
October. Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay topped the QS India
University Rankings for the year 2020. Several IITs dominated the QS India
University Rankings 2020.
Parameters:
The rankings are based on various parameters like faculty/student ratio, academic
reputation, employer reputation, staff with a Ph.D., papers per faculty, citations per
paper, international faculty/students.
The top 5 QS India University Rankings 2020 are:
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay
Indian Institute of Science (IISc) Bangalore
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Delhi
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Madras
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Kharagpur
About QS World University Rankings:
Publisher: Quacquarelli Symonds Limited
First issue: 2004
Country: UK
Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) World University Rankings is a think tank that is
famous for bringing out world rankings of institutions. QS ranking is one of the
three most widely read university rankings in the world. The top world ranking
agencies are Academic Ranking of World Universities and Times Higher
Education World University Rankings.

India secured 63rd rank in World Banks Ease of Doing business ranking
India has ranked 63rd position on the World Bank's ease of doing business
ranking. India ranked 77th among 190 countries in the previous ranking. World
Bank's Ease Doing Business 2020 report commended the reform efforts undertaken
by the country. The World Bank ranked the countries by considering ten indicators.
India in Ease of Doing business:
India proved its capability of rank in 7 out of 10 indicators. It has moved closer to
international best practices.
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India has registered significant improvements in resolving insolvency, Dealing with
Construction Permits, Registering Property, Trading across Boards, and Paying
Taxes indicators.

Credit Suisse released 2019 global wealth report
Credit Suisse released the annual global wealth report for the year 2019. Credit
Suisse's report provides a comprehensive review of the worlds wealth. The report
said, for the first time, China has overtaken the US and became the country with
the largest number of people in the top 10% of the worlds most wealthy people.
Report Highlights:
The report said that China now has a group of 100 million individuals who are in
the top 10% of global wealth distribution as compared to 99 million for the U.S.
China also overtook Japan as the country with the second-largest number of
millionaires.
According to the report, in 2010, the number of Chinese millionaires was only 38
thousand. The number rose to 4.4 million in 2019.
The number of millionaires as per the report in the rest of the world mentioned in
the report are:
North America has 19,946 millionaires
Europe has 13,290 millionaires
Asia-Pacific has 7,505 millionaires
India has 759 millionaires
Latin America has 673 millionaires
Africa has 171 millionaires

NSE Indices Ltd launched Nifty Midcap150 Quality 50 Index
NSE Indices Ltd launched the Nifty Midcap150 Quality 50 Index, a new smart
beta index, on 24 October. It will track the performance of mid-cap companies
based on profitability, leverage, and earnings growth variability.
Nifty Midcap150 Quality 50 Index:
The new smart-beta mid-cap index includes top-50 companies from Nifty Midcap
150 Index. The 50 companies are selected based on their quality scores, NSE
Indices.
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The quality score of each company is determined based on various parameters,
including financial leverage, return on equity, and earning per share growth
variability of each stock analyzed in the past 5 financial years.
The weight of every stock in the index is based on a combination of stock's quality
score and its free-float market capitalization.
The base date for the index is 1 April 2005, and the base value for the index is
1,000. The index value is reconstituted on a semi-annual basis.
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VISITS BY PM / PRESIDENT
PM Modi to visit Saudi Arabia
Prime Minister Narendra Modi is to embark on a three-day visit to Saudi Arabia
from 29 October to 30 October 2019. PM Modi's visit comes eight months after
Saudi crown prince Mohammed bin Salman paid a visit to India in February
2019. During his visit, PM Modi will hold talks with the crown prince Mohammed
bin Salman regarding the bilateral ties. This visit would be PM Modi's second visit
to the Kingdom.
Agenda:
PM Modi will participate in an annual investment forum to be held in Saudi
Arabia.He will address the Future Investment Initiative forum, which is regarded as
the Davos of the Desert.
He will hold talks with the Saudi leaders.
Davos of the Desert:
The forum is organized by Saudi Arabias Public Investment Fund. It is a highlevel forum to engage decision-makers in the Kingdom and the region. The theme
for the 2019 summit is What is Next for Global Business.

President Kovind attended the enthronement ceremony of Emperor Naruhito
The enthronement ceremony of Emperor Naruhito was held on 22 October 2019.
The President Ram Nath Kovind attended the Ceremony in Tokyo, Japan. This
visit by President Kovind is the first presidential visit to Japan after a gap of 19
years.
The last visit was in 1990 by the then president, Ramaswamy Venkatraman. He
attended the enthronement ceremonies of Emperor Emeritus Akihito, who
stepped down in 2018.
Enthronement ceremony:
The ascension of Emperor Naruhito to the Chrysanthemum Throne marked the
high point of succession rituals that began on May 2019.
Mr. Naruhito proclaimed himself as Japan's 126th emperor in a ritual that dated
back to the 7th century.
President Kovind's agenda:
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On 21 October, he Tsukiji Hongwanji Buddhist Temple in Tokyo.
On 22 October, the President of India attended the enthronement ceremony of
Emperor Naruhito. He will hold talks about the Indian community in the Japanese
capital.
On 23 October, he will travel on a superfast train to Kakegawa city.
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QUIZ CORNER
1) When does India celebrate Statistics Day?
A.15 June
B.29 June
C.20 July
D.16 August

Answer B
Explanation India celebrates Statistics Day on 29 June, on the birthday of the legend statistician
Prasanta Chandra Mahalanobis.

2) Who is the author of the book Bridgital Nation?
A.N Chandrasekaran
B.Roopa Purushottam
C.Harit Nagpal
D.A&B

Answer D
Explanation Prime Minister Narendra Modi unveiled the book titled Bridgital Nation in New
Delhi on 20 October. He presented the first copy of the to Shri Ratan Tata. The book was written
by Shri N Chandrasekaran, Chairman of Tata Sons, and Ms. Roopa Purushottam, Chief
Economist & Head of Policy Advocacy of Tata Sons.

3) World Statistics Day is observed every ______ years.
A.5
B.6
C.8
D.10

Answer A
Explanation World Statistics Day is to be observed on 20 October 2020. The day aims to show
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that good data and statistics are indispensable for informed decision-making by all actors in
society. The United Nations celebrates the event every five years. The day was instituted by the
United Nations in 2010.

4) Who unveiled the book titled Bridgital Nation?
A.President Ram Nath Kovind
B.PM Narendra Modi
C.Home Minister Rajnath Singh
D.Former PM Manmohan Singh

Answer B
Explanation Prime Minister Narendra Modi unveiled the book titled Bridgital Nation in New
Delhi on 20 October. He presented the first copy of the to Shri Ratan Tata. The book was written
by Shri N Chandrasekaran, Chairman of Tata Sons, and Ms. Roopa Purushottam, Chief
Economist & Head of Policy Advocacy of Tata Sons.

5) When was the World Statistics Day instituted?
A.2000
B.2005
C.2010
D.2015

Answer C
Explanation World Statistics Day is to be observed on 20 October 2020. The day aims to show
that good data and statistics are indispensable for informed decision-making by all actors in
society. The United Nations celebrates the event every five years. The day was instituted by the
United Nations in 2010. The UN General Assembly (UNGA) passed the resolution on 3 June
2015. It was first celebrated on 20 October 2010. In 2010, 103 countries, 51 African countries,

6) What is the theme of the previous World Statistics Day which was observed
in 2015?
A.Data science gathering data
B.Changing and Challenging Technology
C.Better Data, Better lives
D.Digital Master for a better Future
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Answer C
Explanation The United Nations celebrates the event every five years. The day was instituted by
the United Nations in 2010. The UN General Assembly (UNGA) passed the resolution on 3 June
2015. It was first celebrated on 20 October 2010. In 2010, 103 countries, 51 African countries,
celebrated a national Statistics Day. On 15 October 2015, the second World Statistics Day was
celebrated. The theme of the 2015 World Statistics Day was Better Data, Better lives.

7) Who is appointed as the Special Observer for Assandh Assembly
Constituency in the Karnal District of Haryana?
A.Aman Gupta
B.Harsh Dikshit
C.Nidhi Malik
D.Vinod Zutshi

Answer D
Explanation Election Commission of India (ECI) has appointed Sh Vinod Zutshi as the Special
Observer for Assandh Assembly Constituency in the Karnal District of Haryana. ECI requested
Sh Zutshi to proceed immediately to the Constituency to take necessary corrective action and
ensure a fair, free, and peaceful election.

8) When was the last World Statistics Day observed?
A.2000
B.2010
C.2012
D.2015

Answer D
Explanation The United Nations celebrates the event every five years. The day was instituted by
the United Nations in 2010. On 15 October 2015, the second World Statistics Day was
celebrated. The theme of the 2015 World Statistics Day was Better Data, Better lives.

9) Who was awarded the Most Eminent Senior Citizen award in 2019?
A.Shri K.Parasaran
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B.Shri Prem Singh
C.Ms Eli Ahmad
D.Shri Chhajuram Sharma

Answer A
Explanation The Vice President of India Shri M Venkaiah Naidu presented the Most Eminent
Senior Citizen Award to Shri K. Parasaran, legal luminary, scholar and former Attorney General
of India, in a function at the India International Centre in New Delhi on 20 October. The award
recognized his contribution to the field of law and justice and his extraordinary personality.

10) When is the World Statistics Day observed?
A.20 October
B.15 October
C.14 November
D.24 December

Answer A
Explanation World Statistics Day is to be observed on 20 October 2020. The day aims to show
that good data and statistics are indispensable for informed decision-making by all actors in
society.

11) When was the first time the military exercise Dharma Guardian held?
A.2015
B.2016
C.2017
D.2018

Answer D
Explanation Exercise Dharma Guardian is an annual military training between India and Japan.
It is being conducted in India since 2018. Exercise Dharma Guardian with Japan is very
important because of the security challenges faced by both India and Japan in the backdrop of
global terrorism. The objective of this exercise covers joint training on counter-terrorism
operations in the jungle and urban scenario.

12) Which country was removed from the grey list by the Financial Action
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Task Force (FATF)?
A.Iraq
B.N.Korea
C.Sri Lanka
D.Pakistan

Answer C
Explanation The international terror financing watchdog, Financial Action Task Force (FATF),
removed Sri Lanka from the Grey List. The decision was made in the five-day plenary concluded
in Paris 25 October 2019. FATF said that Sri Lanka had made significant progress in addressing
the strategic AML/CFT deficiencies identified earlier.

13) Which country is to host the 91st Interpol General Assembly?
A.Sweden
B.Netherlands
C.India
D.China

Answer C
Explanation India's proposal to host the 91st Interpol General Assembly in 2022 was approved
by the member countries of the international police cooperation body. The proposal was initiated
by the Home Minister Amit Shah to Interpol Secretary General Jurgen Stock on 30 August. CBI
Director Rishi Kumar Shukla moved the proposal before the 88th General Assembly in Santiago,
Chile. The proposal was passed with an overwhelming majority.

14) Where is the Exercise Dharma Guardian 2019 held?
A.Tokyo
B.Himachal Pradesh
C.Osaka
D.Mizoram

Answer D
Explanation The second edition of Exercise Dharma Guardian 2019, a bilateral annual military
exercise, between the Indian and Japan Army commenced on 19 October at the Counter
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Insurgency and Jungle Warfare School (CIJWS) at Vairengte in Mizoram. The exercise is being
held from 19 October to 2 November 2019.

15) Where was the 2019 five-day plenary session of the Financial Action Task
Force (FATF) held?
A.Italy
B.London
C.Geneva
D.Paris

Answer D
Explanation The international terror financing watchdog, Financial Action Task Force (FATF),
removed Sri Lanka from the Grey List. The decision was made in the five-day plenary concluded
in Paris 25 October 2019. FATF said that Sri Lanka had made significant progress in addressing
the strategic AML/CFT deficiencies identified earlier.

16) When was the Interpol founded?
A.1923
B.1935
C.1945
D.1962

Answer A
Explanation Interpol was founded in 1923. Interpol is an international police cooperation
organization. There are 194 member states. The organization has 100 years of experience in
international cooperation in policing. The organization has 90-million records spread that are
across 17 database.

17) When was Sri Lanka placed in the Greylist by Financial Action Task
Force (FATF)?
A.2014
B.2015
C.2016
D.2017
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Answer D
Explanation In October 2017, the FATF listed Sri Lanka as a jurisdiction with strategic
AML/CFT deficiencies and listed it under the Grey List at its meeting in Buenos Aires,
Argentina. FATF provided a time-bound action plan for the country.

18) Where is the headquarters of Interpol located?
A.Paris
B.Nice
C.Lille
D.Lyan

Answer D
Explanation Interpol was founded in 1923. Interpol is an international police cooperation
organization. It is headquartered at Lyon, France. There are 194 member states. The organization
has 100 years of experience in international cooperation in policing. The organization has
90-million records spread that are across 17 database.

19) How many member countries are there in the Financial Action Task Force
(FATF)?
A.38
B.45
C.53
D.67

Answer A
Explanation FATF, an inter-governmental body, devices policy and sets standards to promote
the implementation of legal, regulatory and operational measures to combat money laundering,
terrorist financing and other related threats to the integrity of the international financial
system.There are 38 member countries, including the US, UK, India, Japan, China, and France,
among others in FATF.

20) Which is the capital of Azerbaijan?
A.Sheki
B.Baku
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C.Shirvan
D.Quba

Answer B
Explanation Baku is the capital and commercial hub of Azerbaijan. It is a low-lying city with
coastline along the Caspian Sea. It's famed for its medieval walled old city, which contains the
Palace of the Shirvanshahs, a vast royal complex, and the iconic stone Maiden Tower.

21) Where is the IMNEX 19 exercise held?
A.Mumbai
B.Kochin
C.Kolkata
D.Visakhapatnam

Answer D
Explanation The second edition of IMNEX-19, the India Myanmar Naval Exercise, began at
Visakhapatnam on 19 October. The opening ceremony was conducted onboard INS Ranvijay.
The exercise aims to grow maritime cooperation between the two navies.

22) Exercise Dharma Guardian 2019 is a military exercise carried out between
India and ________.
A.Japan
B.Russia
C.Maldives
D.China

Answer A
Explanation The second edition of Exercise Dharma Guardian 2019, a bilateral annual military
exercise, between the Indian and Japan Army commenced on 19 October at the Counter
Insurgency and Jungle Warfare School (CIJWS) at Vairengte in Mizoram. The exercise is being
held from 19 October to 2 November 2019.

23) How many member states are there in Interpol, an international police
cooperation organization?
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A.185
B.142
C.194
D.203

Answer C
Explanation Interpol is an international police cooperation organization. There are 194 member
states. The organization has 100 years of experience in international cooperation in policing. The
organization has 90-million records spread that are across 17 database.

24) Which edition of the India Myanmar Naval Exercise 2019 is held?
A.2nd
B.4th
C.5th
D.7th

Answer A
Explanation The second edition of IMNEX-19, the India Myanmar Naval Exercise, began at
Visakhapatnam on 19 October. The opening ceremony was conducted onboard INS Ranvijay.
The exercise aims to grow maritime cooperation between the two navies.

25) Who sworn in as the President of Indonesia?
A.Maruf Amin
B.Prabowo Subianto
C.Jusuf Kalla
D.Joko Widodo

Answer D
Explanation Joko Widodo was sworn in as the President for his second and final five-year term
od service. The move comes amidst fresh challenges around security, corruption, and economic
slowdown. General elections were held in Indonesia in the month of April 2019. Indonesias Joko
Widodo was re-elected as President of the country in May 2019.

26) Who constructed the Col. Chewang Rinchen Setu Bridge?
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A.National Highways Authority of India (NHAI)
B.Border Roads Organisation (BRO)
C.Indian Railways (IR)
D.Ministry of Defence (MoD)

Answer B
Explanation The bridge was constructed by the Border Roads Organisation (BRO) of India. The
bridge is built between Durbuk and Daulat Beg Oldie in eastern Ladakh at an altitude of 14,650
feet. The bridge is named in honor of Colonel Chewang Rinchen, who was one of the highly
decorated officers in the Indian Army from Ladakh, and he was awarded the Maha Vir Chakara
twice.

27) When was the Indian Banks' Association (IBA) formed?
A.1942
B.1946
C.1954
D.1968

Answer B
Explanation Indian Banks' Association (IBA) was formed on 26 September 1946. It is
headquartered at Mumbai, Maharashtra. The Chairman is Mr. Sunil Mehta.

28) Joko Widodo was sworn in as the President for his _______ and a final fiveyear term of service.
A.2nd
B.3rd
C.4th
D.5th

Answer A
Explanation Joko Widodo was sworn in as the President for his second and final five-year term
od service. The move comes amidst fresh challenges around security, corruption, and economic
slowdown. General elections were held in Indonesia in the month of April 2019.

29) When was the International Social Security Association (ISSA) formed?
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A.1915
B.1927
C.1935
D.1946

Answer B
Explanation The International Social Security Association (ISSA) was formed in 1927. The
ISSA is a leading international organization established for the social security institutions,
government departments, and agencies. The association aims to promote excellence in social
security administration through professional guidelines, expert knowledge, services. It also
enables its members to develop dynamic social security systems and policies throughout the
world.

30) IMNEX-19 is a naval exercise that is carried out between India and
________.
A.Maldives
B.Myanmar
C.Mongolia
D.Malawi

Answer B
Explanation The second edition of IMNEX-19, the India Myanmar Naval Exercise, began at
Visakhapatnam on 19 October. The opening ceremony was conducted onboard INS Ranvijay.
The exercise aims to grow maritime cooperation between the two navies.

31) Japan has announced that it is to hire skilled people from _________.
A.India
B.Indonesia
C.Thailand
D.Pakistan

Answer D
Explanation Japan has announced that the country is to hire skilled people from Pakistan. Japan
will offer the people working visas to counter a growing decrease in its population. The
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announcement was made by the Japanese Ambassador Kuninori Matsuda. It also announced that
Pakistan was one of the top 10 important countries from where Japan was planning to hire
workers.

32) Where is the Col. Chewang Rinchen Setu bridge located?
A.Leh
B.Kashmir
C.Ladakh
D.Srinagar

Answer C
Explanation The bridge was constructed by the Border Roads Organisation (BRO) of India. The
bridge is built between Durbuk and Daulat Beg Oldie in eastern Ladakh at an altitude of 14,650
feet. The bridge is named in honor of Colonel Chewang Rinchen, who was one of the highly
decorated officers in the Indian Army from Ladakh, and he was awarded the Maha Vir Chakara
twice.

33) Where was the 54th All India Railway Rifle Shooting Championship held?
A.Pune
B.Jaipur
C.Ahmedabad
D.Bhopal

Answer A
Explanation Ayonika Paul, Commonwealth Games silver medalist, won the second position in
the individual 10m Air Rifle event at the 54th All India Railway Rifle Shooting Championship at
the Balewadi Sports Complex, Pune on 19 October. She represented the Central Railway zone of
Indian Railways. The shooting championship will conclude on 22 October. The championship
has several top Indian shooters competing.

34) Who won a gold medal at the Asian Track Cycling Championships in
2019?
A.Sreedhar Savanur
B.Amrit Singh
C.Bikram Singh
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D.Ronaldo Singh

Answer D
Explanation Indian cyclist Ronaldo Singh won a gold medal in the men's junior Keirin event
held at the Asian Track Cycling Championships at Incheon in South Korea on 18 October 2019.

35) Who won the Vogue award for Sportsperson of the Year 2019?
A.M.S.Dhoni
B.Dutee Chand
C.Saina Nehwal
D.Mary Kom

Answer B
Explanation Odisha sprinter Dutee Chand won the Vogue award for Sportsperson of the Year
2019. Dutee Chand holds the national record in womens 100m. She has brought many laurels to
the country and state. In October, she clocked 11.22 seconds in the semi-final of womens 100m
event at the 59th National Open Athletics Championships 2019 in Ranchi. With this score she
broke the own previous national record of 11.26 seconds. She aims to win gold medal for India in
the 2020 Tokyo Olympics.

36) Who is elected as the chairman of Indian Banks' Association (IBA)?
A.Rajnish Kumar
B.Rakesh Sharma
C.Dinabandhu Mohapatra
D.Shyam Srinivasan

Answer A
Explanation Rajnish Kumar, Head of the State Bank of India (SBI), has been elected as the
chairman of the banking industry lobby Indian Banks Association (IBA) for fiscal 2019-20. He
will replace Sunil Mehta, who was the MD & CEO of Punjab National Bank.

37) The 18th NAM Summit to be held in __________.
A.Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan
B.Baku, Azerbaijan
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C.Tashkent, Uzbekistan
D.Kathmandu, Nepal

Answer B
Explanation The Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) Summit has been scheduled to be held
between 25 October and 26 October 2019 in Baku, Azerbaijan. The 18th NAM summit 2019 will
be preceded by Ministerial meetings and senior official meetings. Nepal PM Oli and Bangladesh
PM Sheikh Hasina will be attending the summit.

38) Who is the author of the book titled Dewas Ki Sanskritik Parampara?
A.Jeevan Singh
B.Salman Rushdie
C.Vikram Seth
D.Ravinder Singh

Answer A
Explanation Union Minister released the book titled Dewas Ki Sanskritik Parampara written by
Jeevan Singh Thakur.

39) Who won the second position in the individual 10m Air Rifle event at the
54th All India Railway Rifle Shooting Championship?
A.Anjali Bhagwat
B.Ayonika Paul
C.Shreyasi Singh
D.Heena Sidhu

Answer B
Explanation Ayonika Paul, Commonwealth Games silver medalist, won the second position in
the individual 10m Air Rifle event at the 54th All India Railway Rifle Shooting Championship at
the Balewadi Sports Complex on 19 October.

40) Who won the Vogue award for Entrepreneur Of The Year 2019?
A.Sangita Jindal
B.Neera Nundy
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C.Avni Biyani
D.Falguni Nayar

Answer C
Explanation Avni Biyani won the Vogue award for Entrepreneur Of The Year 2019.

41) Which Country archeologist recently discovered the oldest known natural
pearl in the world in 2019?
A.India
B.Abu Dhabi
C.UAE
D.Africa

Answer B
Explanation Abu Dhabi archaeologists discovered the oldest known natural pearl in the world
while working at a Neolithic site on Marawah Island, the coast of Abu Dhabi. The Pearl is
dubbed as the Abu Dhabi Pearl.

42) When is the World Iodine Deficiency Day observed?
A.15 October
B.15 August
C.21 October
D.11 November

Answer C
Explanation World Iodine Deficiency Day is observed on 21 October. the aim of the Day is to
create awareness of the adequate use of iodine among the people. The day also highlights the
consequences of iodine deficiency. Recently, disorders caused due to iodine deficiency have
become a major public health problem worldwide. It was observed that almost one-third of the
world population is at the risk of iodine deficiency disorders.

43) Iodine is required for the synthesis of the __________ hormones.
A.Thyroid
B.Insulin
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C.Calcitonin
D.Triiodothyronine

Answer A
Explanation Iodine is required for the synthesis of the thyroid hormones, thyroxine (T4) and
triiodothyronine (T3). It is essential for the normal growth and development and well-being of the
human being. The micronutrient is required around 100-150 micrograms in the body.

44) Who set the record of highest average in Test cricket?
A.Virat Koli
B.Rohit Sharma
C.David Warner
D.Aaron Finch

Answer B
Explanation Indian cricketer Rohit Sharma smashed the former Australia cricketer Don
Bradman's record of highest average in Test cricket in Ranchi, Jharkhand 20 Oct. He set the
record on day two of the third Test match against South Africa. He broke the 71-year-old record
that was previously held by Bradman by scoring an average of 99.84. Bradman, the legendary
Australia cricketer had an average of 98.22.

45) Which is the world's highest militarized zone?
A.Siachen Base Camp
B.Khumbu Base Camp
C.Biafo Base Camp
D.Fedchenko Base Camp

Answer A
Explanation Siachen Base Camp is the world's highest militarized zone. It is located in the
eastern Karakoram range in the Himalayas in the Indian State of Jammu and Kashmir. It is the
second-longest glacier in the world's non-polar areas.

46) The previous record of highest average in Test cricket was set by
________.
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A.Don Bradman
B.Adam Zampa
C.Kane Richardson
D.Peter Handscomb

Answer A
Explanation Indian cricketer Rohit Sharma smashed the former Australia cricketer Don
Bradman's record of highest average in Test cricket in Ranchi, Jharkhand 20 Oct. He set the
record on day two of the third Test match against South Africa. He broke the 71-year-old record
that was previously held by Bradman by scoring an average of 99.84. Bradman, the legendary
Australia cricketer had an average of 98.22.

47) Where is Siachen Base Camp located?
A.Tajikistan
B.Chile
C.India
D.China

Answer C
Explanation Siachen Base Camp is the world's highest militarized zone. It is located in the
eastern Karakoram range in the Himalayas in the Indian State of Jammu and Kashmir. It is the
second-longest glacier in the world's non-polar areas.

48) Who became the fourth batsman to hit a double hundred both in ODI and
Test cricket?
A.Virat Koli
B.Jasprit Bumrah
C.Dinesh Karthik
D.Rohit Sharma

Answer D
Explanation Rohit became the fourth batsman to hit a double hundred both in ODI and Test
cricket. The first person to hit a double hundred both in Test and ODI cricket Sachin Tendulkar.
He is followed by Virender Sehwag and Chris Gayle.
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49) The Siachen Glacier is located at an altitude of around ________ in the
Karakoram range near Ladakh.
A.10,000 ft
B.20,000 ft
C.35,000 ft
D.40,000 ft

Answer B
Explanation The Siachen Glacier is located at an altitude of around 20,000 ft in the Karakoram
range. In the base, the soldiers battle frostbite and high winds Avalanches. The temperature at
Siachen can reduce to as low as degrees Celsius.

50) Who won the European Open 2019 Championship in the men's singles
category?
A.Andy Murray
B.Roger Federer
C.Novak Djokovic
D.John Millman

Answer A
Explanation Andy Murray won the men's singles title at the European Open 2019 on 20 October.
He defeated Switzerland's Stan Wawrinka by scoring 3-6, 6-4, 6-4. This is his 1st ATP title since
March 2017.

51) Where was the European Open 2019 Championship held?
A.Antwerp, Belgium
B.Madrid, Spain
C.Warsaw, Poland
D.Vienna, Austria

Answer A
Explanation The European Open is a men's Association of Tennis Professionals (ATP) Tour 250
tournament. It was held in Antwerp, Belgium. The 2019 tournament was held from 14 October to
20 October 2019.
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52) As per the National Crime Records Bureau's (NCRB) list of states with the
most number of crimes against women, which State is recorded as the safest
State in India?
A.Nagaland
B.Assam
C.Tamil Nadu
D.Kerala

Answer A
Explanation As per the National Crime Records Bureau's (NCRB) list of states with the most
number of crimes against women, the lowest rate of crimes committed against women was
recorded in Nagaland. Seven women faced crimes for every one lakh of them. In 2017, the State
recorded the lowest number of rapes with ten reported cases. It is followed by Sikkim with 17
cases and Mizoram with 25 cases.States were a crime against women were reduced:

53) What is the fare did Pakistan announce as a service fee for the pilgrims to
Kartarpur Sahib?
A.$15
B.$20
C.$25
D.$30

Answer B
Explanation The fare did Pakistan announce as a service fee for the pilgrims to Kartarpur Sahib
is $20. The Indian government has asked Pakistan to reconsider its demand for charging $20
service fee a pilgrim to Kartarpur Sahib.

54) Who is the founder of Shikism?
A.Paramahansa Yogananda
B.Guru Nanak Dev
C.Vardhamana Mahavira
D.Adi Shankara

Answer B
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Explanation Sikhism was founded in 1469 by Guru Nanak in the Indian region of Punjab. Guru
Nanak and his nine successors shaped the core beliefs of the religion during the 16th and 17th
centuries. Sikhs first arrived in the US in the late 19th century.

55) What is the theme of Davos of the Desert Forum where PM of India Shri
Narendra Modi will be addressing?
A.Trade Welfare for Global Business
B.Global Business and Smart Technology
C.World Business and trade investment
D.What is Next for Global Business

Answer D
Explanation Davos of the Desert forum is organized by Saudi Arabias Public Investment Fund.
It is a high-level forum to engage decision-makers in the Kingdom and the region. The theme for
the 2019 summit is What is Next for Global Business. PM Modi is expected to address the Future
Investment Initiative forum, which is regarded as the Davos of the Desert.

56) When was the European Open Championship established?
A.2002
B.2008
C.2010
D.2016

Answer D
Explanation European Open was founded in 2016. The European Open is a men's Association of
Tennis Professionals (ATP) Tour 250 tournaments.

57) MoD approved ________ Capital Procurement of third-generation AntiTank Guided Missiles and discrete Electronic Warfare system for the use of
armed forces.
A.Rs.3,300 crores
B.Rs.5,800 crores
C.Rs.7,500 crores
D.Rs.2,800 crores
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Answer A
Explanation Ministry of Defence approved Capital Procurement for the Defence forces
amounting to over Rs.3,300 crores for the armed forces. The approval was announced by the
Defence Acquisition Council (DAC). The first two projects under the approval include thirdgeneration Anti-Tank Guided Missiles and the Auxiliary Power Units for the T-72 and T-90
Tanks. The third indigenous project of MoD is a discrete Electronic Warfare system for the
mountain and High-Altitude terrain.

58) Who released the list of states with the most number of crimes against
women for the year 2017?
A.National Intelligence agency
B.National Crime Records Bureau
C.Indian Criminal Records Bureau
D.Central Crime & Investigation Records Bureau

Answer B
Explanation The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) released the list of states with the
most number of crimes against women for the year 2017. Uttar Pradesh topped the list, and
Assam registered the highest total rate of crime against women. The annual report was delayed by
a year.

59) With which country India is to sign an MoU for the Kartarpur corridor?
A.Nepal
B.Bangladesh
C.Pakistan
D.Bhutan

Answer C
Explanation India and Pakistan are to sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on 23
October for the opening of the Kartarpur corridor. The corridor will link two important Sikh
shrines on either side. The Indian government has asked Pakistan to reconsider its demand for
charging $20 service fee a pilgrim.

60) Who heads the Defence Acquisition Council (DAC)?
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A.President
B.Vice President
C.Prime Minister
D.Defence Minister

Answer D
Explanation The Defence Acquisition Council chaired by Defence Minister Rajnath Singh.

61) Kartarpur corridor connects India with ________.
A.Nepal
B.China
C.Bhutan
D.Pakistan

Answer D
Explanation The Kartarpur corridor is being built by India and Pakistan to connect Dera Baba
Nanak in Gurdaspur and Gurdwara Darbar Sahib in Pakistans Kartarpur, the final resting place of
Guru Nanak. The reconstruction of the corridor is to commemorate the 550th birth anniversary of
Guru Nanak Dev, the founder of Sikhism, on 12 November.

62) Which of the following is a scheme to promote export in India?
A.Import Promotion Capital Goods
B.ExIm Promotion Capital Goods
C.Export Promotion Capital Goods
D.Trade Promotion Capital Goods

Answer C
Explanation Export Promotion Capital Goods (EPCG) is a scheme to promote export in India.
Under the scheme, an exporter can import a certain amount of capital goods at zero duty for
upgrading technology related to exports.

63) As per the National Crime Records Bureau's (NCRB) list of states with the
most number of crimes against women, which state topped the list?
A.Uttar Pradesh
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B.Bihar
C.Assam
D.Maharashtra

Answer A
Explanation The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) released the list of states with the
most number of crimes against women for the year 2017. Uttar Pradesh topped the list. The
annual report was delayed by a year.

64) When was the Akash missile system AKASH-MK-1S, the surface to air
missile (SM) tested?
A.2016
B.2017
C.2018
D.2019

Answer D
Explanation Akash missile system was developed in India by Defence Research and
Development Organisation (DRDO). On 25-27 May 2019, DRDO successfully test-fired AKASHMK-1S, the surface to air missile (SM) from Odisha. Akash Mk1S missile is an upgraded version
of the existing AKASH missile with indigenous Seeker.

65) Which country unveiled Smart Dragon and Tenglong, the commercial
carrier rockets?
A.Japan
B.N.Korea
C.India
D.China

Answer D
Explanation China unveiled a new generation of commercial carrier rockets, Smart Dragon and
Tenglong, on 20 October to compete with India. The move by China aims to attract the global
space launch market. Also, a Tenglong liquid-propellant rocket was unveiled by the China
Rocket, a commercial space wing of China's leading rocket-maker China Academy of Launch
Vehicle Technology.
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66) Who organizes the Davos of the Desert Forum?
A.Bahrains Public Investment Fund
B.UAEs Public Investment Fund
C.Dubais Public Investment Fund
D.Saudi Arabias Public Investment Fund

Answer B
Explanation The summit is organized by Saudi Arabias Public Investment Fund. It is a highlevel forum to engage decision-makers in the Kingdom and the region. The theme for the 2019
summit is What is Next for Global Business.

67) As per the National Crime Records Bureau's (NCRB) list of states with the
most number of crimes against women, which State is the Most Unsafe State in
India?
A.Manipur
B.Nagaland
C.Mizoram
D.Assam

Answer D
Explanation he National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) released the list of states with the most
number of crimes against women for the year 2017. The list reported Assam as Most Unsafe
State.

68) Who developed the Akash missile system in India?
A.DRDO
B.CSIR
C.HAL
D.BEL

Answer A
Explanation Akash missile system was developed in India by Defence Research and
Development Organisation (DRDO). On 25-27 May 2019, DRDO successfully test-fired AKASH-
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MK-1S, the surface to air missile (SM) from Odisha. Akash Mk1S missile is an upgraded version
of the existing AKASH missile with indigenous Seeker.

69) The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) released the list of states
with the most number of crimes against women for the year ________ on 21
October 2019.
A.2015
B.2016
C.2017
D.2018

Answer C
Explanation The National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) released the list of states with the
most number of crimes against women for the year 2017. Uttar Pradesh topped the list, and
Assam registered the highest total rate of crime against women. The annual report was delayed by
a year.

70) Which Bill seeks to control the use of DNA technology to establish the
identity of a person?
A.DNA Technology Regulation Bill, 2018
B.DNA Technology Regulation Bill, 2019
C.DNA Technology (Use and Application) Regulation Bill, 2018
D.DNA Technology (Use and Application) Regulation Bill, 2019

Answer D
Explanation The DNA Technology Regulation Bill has been referred to a parliamentary standing
committee for examination. The DNA Technology (Use and Application) Regulation Bill, 2019,
was passed by the Lok Sabha on July 2019. Rajya Sabha Chairman M Venkaiah Naidu presented
the Bill to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Science and Technology, Environment and
Forests. The Bill aims to control the use of DeoxyriboNucleic Acid (DNA) technology to
establish the identity of a type of categories of persons, including offenders, victims, suspects,
and under trials.

71) Under the small family policy introduced by Assam Govt., a person who
has more than ______ children will not be eligible for government jobs.
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A.2
B.3
C.5
D.4

Answer A
Explanation Under the small family policy introduced by Assam Govt., a person who has more
than two children will not be eligible for government jobs. The policy will become effective from
1 January 2021.

72) Who is the author of the book titled Dark Feel, Eerie Cities: New Hindi
Cinema in Neoliberal India?
A.Sarunas Paunksnis
B.Harjant Gill
C.Kamal K. Mishra
D.Margrit Pernau

Answer A
Explanation The book titled Dark Feel, Eerie Cities: New Hindi Cinema in Neoliberal India,
written by Sarunas Paunksnis was released on 18 October 2019. Oxford University Press
published the book.

73) Which State Assembly adopted the new land policy under which three
bighas of agricultural land will be allotted to landless indigenous families?
A.Uttar Pradesh
B.Karnataka
C.Telangana
D.Assam

Answer D
Explanation The Assam State Cabinet adopted the new land policy on 21 October 2019. Under
the new land policy of Assam, three bighas of agricultural land will be allotted to landless
indigenous families. Also, the landless families will also be allotted half bigha plots for house
construction. The allotted plots cannot be sold for 15 years.
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74) The Ministry of Minority Affairs is to organize Hunar Haat at North
Central Zone Cultural Centre in _________.
A.Punjab
B.Himachal Pradesh
C.Uttar Pradesh
D.Uttarakhand

Answer C
Explanation Ministry of Minority Affairs is to organize Hunar Haat from 1 November to 10
November 2019 at North Central Zone Cultural Centre in Prayagraj, Uttar Pradesh. It will be
inaugurated by Union Minority Affairs Minister Shri Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi.

75) When was the last time Indian President visited Japan?
A.1985
B.1990
C.1995
D.1998

Answer B
Explanation The last visit to Japan was in 1990 by the then President, Ramaswamy
Venkatraman. He attended the enthronement ceremonies of Emperor Emeritus Akihito, who
stepped down in 2018.

76) Who will lead the MeitY Startup Hub (MSH) to connect the startup
ecosystem?
A.Kabir Nath
B.Christopher Pinney
C.Deepak Agarwal
D.Rupali Sehgal

Answer C
Explanation The Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) launched MeitY
Startup Hub (MSH) on 21 October 2019. The platform was inaugurated by Ravi Shankar Prasad,
Minister for Electronics & Information Technology at the MeitY Startup Summit 2019. The aim
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of the platform is to connect the startup ecosystem. Former entrepreneur Deepak Agarwal will
form a team to run the platform.

77) Who is the Chairman of the US India Strategic Partnership Forum
(USISPF)?
A.John Chambers
B.Mark Kennedy
C.Arvind Rajagopal
D.Joe Christopher

Answer A
Explanation The Chairman of the US India Strategic Partnership Forum (USISPF) is John
Chambers.

78) How much hike in bus fares did the Assam State government introduce?
A.10%
B.12%
C.20%
D.25%

Answer D
Explanation The Assam State Assembly also passed a 25% hike in bus fares.

79) ________ signed an MoU with the Ministry of Defence to provide
traditional medicine services at the hospitals and dispensaries of the armed
forces.
A.Ministry of AYUSH
B.Ministry of Health and Welfare
C.Ministry of Bio-medicine and Research
D.Ministry of Human Development and Resources

Answer A
Explanation The Ministry of AYUSH signed an MoU with the Ministry of Defence to provide
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traditional medicine services at the hospitals and dispensaries of the armed forces. Minister of
State for AYUSH Shripad Naik inaugurated an Ayurveda Palliative Care Unit at the Base
Hospital in the Delhi Cantonment on 21 October 2019.

80) Ministry of Railways has a project of allowing to carry the e-commerce
consignment of ________.
A.Flipkart
B.Amazon
C.Snapdeal
D.AJIO

Answer B
Explanation Ministry of Railways has a project of allowing to carry the e-commerce
consignments. This aims to boost the parcel business of Indian Railways (IR). This will increase
the revenue through the non-fare sources of the sector. IR has allowed the carriage to goods of ecommerce giant Amazon on a pilot basis for three months during the non-peak hours.

81) Who is the Emperor of Japan?
A.Emperor Akihito
B.Emperor Yukio Hatoyama
C.Emperor Naruhito
D.Emperor Hirohito

Answer C
Explanation The enthronement ceremony of Emperor Naruhito was held on 22 October 2019.
The President Ram Nath Kovind attended the Ceremony in Tokyo, Japan. This visit by President
Kovind is the first presidential visit to Japan after a gap of 19 years.

82) Who is organizing the Hunar Haat?
A.Ministry of Arts & Culture
B.Ministry of Tourism
C.Ministry of Home Affairs
D.Ministry of Minority Affairs
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Answer D
Explanation Ministry of Minority Affairs is to organize Hunar Haat from 1 November to 10
November 2019 at North Central Zone Cultural Centre in Prayagraj, Uttar Pradesh. It will be
inaugurated by Union Minority Affairs Minister Shri Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi.

83) Shri Amit Shah approved the proposal of payment of all ______ CPC
allowances to the Government employees of Union Territories of Jammu &
Kashmir and Ladakh.
A.5th
B.6th
C.7th
D.8th

Answer C
Explanation Union Home Minister, Shri Amit Shah approved the proposal of payment of all 7th
CPC allowances to the Government employees of Union Territories of Jammu & Kashmir and
Ladakh. This will come into existence from 31 October 2019.

84) Indian Railways (IR) installed the most advanced _________ to reduce the
travel time between Delhi and Howrah from the existing 17-19 hours to about
12 hours.
A.Electronic Interlocking System
B.Electro-mechanical Interlocking System
C.Relay Interlocking System
D.Entrance-Exit Interlocking System

Answer A
Explanation Indian Railways (IR) installed the most advanced Electronic Interlocking System on
the Grand Chord route. The project aims to help IR to speed up the trains. It will also help to
achieve its future objective of reducing the travel time between Delhi and Howrah from the
existing 17-19 hours to about 12 hours.

85) Which Organization is working on manufacturing a hypersonic missile to
strengthen the armed forces?
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A.HAL
B.BEL
C.DRDO
D.BMEL

Answer C
Explanation The Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) is currently
working on manufacturing a hypersonic missile. It is expected that the Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh is most likely to inaugurate the tunnel facility soon.

86) Who organized the International Rail Conference 2019?
A.Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)
B.Indian Railways (IR)
C.All-India Railwaymen's Federation new (AIRF)
D.A&B

Answer D
Explanation Ministry of Railways announced that it is to implement an Rs.18,000 crore project
that aims to operate trains at a speed of 160 kmph at the International Rail Conference 2019. The
conference was inaugurated by Railway Board Chairman V.K. Yadav. The events were organized
by the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in association with the Indian Railways (IR).

87) When was the Pulse Polio Immunization programme launched in India?
A.1988
B.1992
C.1995
D.1998

Answer C
Explanation In India, the Pulse Polio Immunization programme was launched in 1995. Under the
Pulse Polio Programme, polio drops would be administered to children less than five years of age.
The programme aims to protect children from polio disease. The programme conducts two
nationwide mass polio vaccination campaigns and two to three sub-national campaigns each year.

88) Hypersonic weapons are marked as the next-generation weapon systems as
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the missile will be capable of travelling at speed _______ times faster than that
of sound.
A.three
B.five
C.eight
D.ten

Answer B
Explanation Hypersonic weapons are marked as the next-generation weapon systems as the
missile will be capable of travelling at speed five times faster than that of sound. These missiles
are capable of delivering conventional or nuclear payloads at a speed of about a mile per second.

89) Which Month of the year 2019 marks the silver Jubilee of Pulse Polio
Programme?
A.September
B.October
C.November
D.December

Answer B
Explanation The month of October 2019 marks 25 years of Pulse Polio Programme in India. The
Silver Jubilee of the Pulse Polio Programme is to be celebrated on 31 October 2019. Ministry of
Health & Family Welfare is to organize an event at Dr. Ambedkar International Center, Janpath,
New Delhi

90) In which route did the Indian Railways (IR) installed the most advanced
Electronic Interlocking System to help IR to speed up the trains?
A.Grand Chord route
B.Gaya Route
C.Benaras Trade route
D.None of the above

Answer A
Explanation Indian Railways (IR) installed the most advanced Electronic Interlocking System on
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the Grand Chord route. The project aims to help IR to speed up the trains. It will also help to
achieve its future objective of reducing the travel time between Delhi and Howrah from the
existing 17-19 hours to about 12 hours. Grand Chord route is a part of the Howrah-Gaya-Delhi
line and the Howrah-Allahabad-Mumbai line.

91) When was India declared Polio free?
A.2010
B.2012
C.2014
D.2015

Answer C
Explanation India was declared Polio free in 2014. The last reported cases of Polio in India were
from West Bengal and Gujarat on 13 January 2011. In 2019, more than 17 crore children across
the country were administered polio drops.

92) Ministry of Railways announced that it is to implement a __________
project that aims to operate trains at a speed of 160 kmph at the International
Rail Conference 2019.
A.Rs.15,000 crore
B.Rs.18,000 crore
C.Rs.22,000 crore
D.Rs.25,000 crore

Answer B
Explanation Ministry of Railways announced that it is to implement a Rs.18,000 crore project
that aims to operate trains at a speed of 160 kmph at the International Rail Conference 2019. With
this, the Indian Railway aims to operate high-speed trains under two categories:1) at 160 kmph on
the Delhi-Mumbai and Delhi-Kolkata routes2) up to 320 kmph under the ongoing bullet train
project between Mumbai-AhmedabadThe estimated time period for the completion of the project
is four years.

93) Where was the Bi-annual Fertilizer Application Awareness Program 2019
held in India?
A.Mumbai
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B.Kanpur
C.New Delhi
D.Hyderabad

Answer C
Explanation The bi-annual Fertilizer Application Awareness Program was held at Pusa in New
Delhi on 22 October. The program was jointly inaugurated by the Union Minister for Agriculture
and Farmers Welfare Shri Narendra Singh Tomar and Union Minister for Chemical and
Fertilizers Shri D. V. Sadananda Gowda. The program is organized before Kharif and Rabi
season each year with the help of State Governments. The program aimed to disseminate
knowledge to farmers on optimum usage of fertilizer nutrients based on various parameters to
sustain agricultural productivity.

94) When was a polio case reported for the last time in India?
A.2010
B.2011
C.2013
D.2014

Answer D
Explanation India was declared Polio free in 2014. The last reported cases of Polio in India were
from West Bengal and Gujarat on 13 January 2011. In 2019, more than 17 crore children across
the country were administered polio drops.

95) Who is appointed as the secretary of the Department of investment and
public asset management (DIPAM)?
A.Anil Kumar Khachi
B.Neeraj Kumar Gupta
C.Jairam Prateep Singh
D.Tuhin Kanta Pandey

Answer D
Explanation The government has appointed Tuhin Kanta Pandey as secretary of the Department
of investment and public asset management (DIPAM). He will replace Anil Kumar Khachi. The
appointment of Mr. Pandeywas approved by the Appointments Committee of the Cabinet (ACC).
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96) Which Minister is responsible for Department of investment and public
asset management (DIPAM)?
A.Nirmala Sitharaman
B.Rajnath Singh
C.Amit Shah
D.Piyush Goyal

Answer A
Explanation Department of investment and public asset management (DIPAM) is headquartered
in New Delhi, India. DIPAM functions under the Ministry of Finance. The Minister responsible
for is Union Minister of Finance Nirmala Sitharaman.

97) Where was the International Rail Conference 2019 held?
A.China
B.France
C.Thailand
D.India

Answer D
Explanation The International Rail Conference 2019 was held in New Delhi, India. The events
were organized by the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in association with the Indian
Railways (IR).

98) India to celebrated silver Jubilee of Pulse Polio Programme on
__________.
A.25 October
B.31 October
C.2 November
D.15 November

Answer B
Explanation The month of October 2019 marks 25 years of Pulse Polio Programme in India. The
Silver Jubilee of the Pulse Polio Programme is to be celebrated on 31 October 2019. Ministry of
Health & Family Welfare is to organize an event at Dr. Ambedkar International Center, Janpath,
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New Delhi. India was declared Polio free in 2014.

99) Who is the Chairman of the Unique Identification Authority of India
(UIDAI)?
A.Pankaj Kumar
B.J. Satyanarayana
C.Ajay Bhushan Pandey
D.Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad

Answer B
Explanation J. Satyanarayana is retired 1977 batch IAS officer of Andhra Pradesh cadre.
Satyanarayana is the current Chairman of the Unique Identification Authority of India, the nodal
agency of the Government of India for implementing Aadhaar. He also served as the
Communications and Information Technology Secretary of India.

100) Who is the Chief Minister of Arunachal Pradesh?
A.Sarbananda Sonowal
B.Pema Khandu
C.Devendra Fadnavis
D.Nongthombam Biren Singh

Answer B
Explanation Pema Khandu is the Chief Minister of Arunachal Pradesh. He assumed the office of
chief minister in July 2016.

101) Who is to head the panel that was set up by the Central government of
India to resolve the fight between MietY and NITI Aayog over artificial
intelligence (AI)?
A.K. Vijay Raghavan
B.Amitabh Kant
C.Sandeep Kumar
D.Ajay Prakash Sawhney

Answer A
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Explanation The Central government has formed a committee to resolve the differences raised
between the Indian policy think tank NITI Aayog and the Ministry of Electronics and IT (MeitY).
The committee will be headed by K. VijayRaghavan, principal scientific advisor. The panel is
represented by the secretary in the department of science and technology, the CEO of NITI
Aayog and secretary of MeitY.

102) Where was the First India Bangladesh Stakeholders Meet held?
A.New Delhi
B.Assam
C.Dhaka
D.Chittagong

Answer B
Explanation The first India-Bangladesh Stakeholders' Meet underway was held from 22 October
to 23 October 2019 in Guwahati, Assam. The focus aims to improve its connectivity with the
neighbouring Country to get the best of the rest under Act East Policy for Assam.

103) Who is to conduct an online proficiency self-assessment test for
independent directors?
A.National Institute of Corporate Affairs (NICA)
B.Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs (IICA)
C.IIM-Ahmedabad
D.IIM-Rohtak

Answer B
Explanation The government is to introduce an online proficiency self-assessment test for
independent directors. Indian Institute of Corporate Affairs (IICA) will conduct the test with
effect from 1 December 2019. The announcement was made by the Ministry of Corporate
Affairs.

104) _________ is appointed as the new CEO of Unique Identification
Authority of India (UIDAI).
A.Anand Deshpande
B.N.K. Singh
C.Amitabh Kant
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D.Pankaj Kumar

Answer D
Explanation The government has appointed Pankaj Kumar, IAS (NL87), as the new CEO of the
Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI). He is currently serving as the Additional
Secretary, Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY). The appointment was
approved by the Appointments Committee of the Cabinet (ACC).

105) Which of the northern State approved Rs.2,500 crore proposals for
infrastructure development in the region?
A.Assam
B.Manipur
C.Arunachal Pradesh
D.Mizoram

Answer C
Explanation The Arunachal Pradesh State governments Cabinet Committee for Infrastructure
(CCI) approved proposals worth Rs.2,500 crore for infrastructure development of the remote
north-eastern State. The approval was decided at a CCI meeting chaired by Chief Minister Pema
Khandu. The approval will take up capital works pertaining to various departments across the
State.

106) When was the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) formed?
A.2005
B.2000
C.2002
D.2009

Answer D
Explanation The Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) was founded on 28 January
2009. It is headquarters in New Delhi, India. UIDAI was established under the provisions of the
Aadhaar Act, 2016. The statutory body was formed with the mandate to issue Unique
Identification numbers (UID) (Aadhaar) to all residents of India to eliminate duplicate and fake
ID entities.
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107) Which Bank won the DigiDhan Mission Digital Payments Award
2018-19?
A.ICICI
B.HDFC
C.DSB
D.YES Bank

Answer D
Explanation YES Bank won the DigiDhan Mission Digital Payments Award 2018-19 for the
Overall Performance in Digital Payments. Union Minister of Communication, Electronics & IT,
and Law & Justice Ravi Shankar Prasad presented the award at the MeitY Startup Summit 2019
held in Delhi. The award recognized the Bank's leadership in the Digital Payment space that was
backed by robust innovation and technology frameworks.

108) Where is Vize Bay off Novaya Zemlya located?
A.Antarctic
B.Arctic
C.Iceland
D.Himalayan range

Answer B
Explanation The cove of Vize off the north-eastern shore of Novaya Zemlya divides the Barents
and Kara seas. It is located in the Arctic ocean.

109) Who is to be appointed as the new lieutenant governor of UTs J&K and
Ladakh?
A.Jagdish Mukhi
B.Najma Heptulla
C.Ganga Prasad
D.Satya Pal Malik

Answer D
Explanation The Central government has proposed the Governor of Union Territory (UT) of
J&K Satya Pal Malik as the new lieutenant governor of J&K. The announcement comes ahead of
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the transition of the state Jammu & Kashmir into Union territories of J&K and Ladakh on 31
October as per the Jammu and Kashmir Reorganisation Act, 2019.

110) Who is the Chief Justice of the J&K High Court?
A.Gita Mittal
B.Arup Kumar Goswami
C.Govind Mathur
D.Sanjay Karol

Answer A
Explanation Justice Gita Mittal is an Indian Judge. Presently, She is Chief Justice of Jammu and
Kashmir High Court. She is former Chief Justice of Delhi High Court and Judge also.

111) Central government of India has set up a panel to resolve the fight
between MietY and _________ over artificial intelligence (AI).
A.BEL
B.NITI Aayog
C.Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation
D.National Sample Survey Office

Answer B
Explanation The Central government has formed a committee to resolve the differences raised
between the Indian policy think tank NITI Aayog and the Ministry of Electronics and IT (MeitY).
The committee will implement the government's ambitious artificial intelligence (AI) mission.

112) Who discovered five new islands in the Vize Bay off Novaya Zemlya, the
remote Arctic?
A.US Navy
B.German Navy
C.Russian Navy
D.UK Navy

Answer C
Explanation Russian navy discovered five new islands revealed by melting glaciers in Vize Bay
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off Novaya Zemlya, the remote Arctic. The expedition undertook by the Russian Navy in August
and September charted the islands which were previously hidden under glaciers. The islands are
yet to be named.

113) Which State approved Rs.667 crore for a safe city project?
A.Andhra Pradesh
B.Kerala
C.Karnataka
D.Maharashtra

Answer C
Explanation The Karnataka State Cabinet has approved Rs.667 crore for safe city project for
womens safety under the Nirbhaya Fund. The safe city project will be implemented in phases
over three years. The approval comes after the release of National Crime Records Bureau
(NCRB)data for 2017, showing a rise in crimes against women across India.

114) The US Air Force receives its first anti-drone laser weapon from
__________.
A.Boeing
B.Raytheon
C.Lockheed Martin
D.Safran

Answer B
Explanation The US defense major, Raytheon delivered the first anti-drone buggy to the US Air
Force. In 2018, the company introduced technology. The US Air Force received will deploy the
weapon overseas for a year-long experiment. The Country will train operators on how to use the
system while testing how effective it is in real-world conditions.

115) Which Company entered Guinness World Record for developing the
smallest image sensor?
A.OmniVision
B.Texas Instruments
C.Robert Bosch
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D.NXP Semiconductors

Answer A
Explanation OmniVision, an advanced digital imaging solutions, has secured the Guinness
World Record for developing the smallest commercially available image sensor. The size of the
smallest image sensor is roughly half a millimetre square. The device can address challenges
posed by reusable medical imaging equipment. It is capable of offering a high-quality solution for
disposable guidewires, catheters, and endoscopes.

116) When was the International Stuttering Awareness Day designated?
A.1985
B.1989
C.1995
D.1998

Answer D
Explanation International Stuttering Awareness Day is observed on 22 October. The Day was
designated in 1998. The Day aims to awareness of the Stuttering issue that can cause crippling
social anxiety for those that suffer.

117) What is the range of the IAF's BrahMos surface-to-surface missiles from
a mobile platform?
A.200 km
B.300 km
C.350 km
D.400 km

Answer B
Explanation The Indian Air Force (IAF) has test-fired BrahMos surface-to-surface missiles
successfully at Trak Island in the Andaman Nicobar islands on 22 October. The weight of the
surface-to-surface missile is 2.5-tonne. The range of the is around 300 km. IAF tested the missile
to hit targets with pin-point accuracy at targets fixed at a distance of 300 km.

118) When did IAF the first BrahMos surface-to-surface variant in India?
A.1998
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B.1995
C.2001
D.2004

Answer C
Explanation In June 2001, the first BrahMos surface-to-surface variant was test-fired from the
Integrated Test Range (ITR), Chandipur, in a vertical launch configuration. In June 2004, IAF
conducted in the same test range from a mobile launcher.

119) When is the International Stuttering Awareness Day observed?
A.10 October
B.15 October
C.22 October
D.31 October

Answer C
Explanation International Stuttering Awareness Day is observed on 22 October. The Day aims to
awareness of the Stuttering issue that can cause crippling social anxiety for those that suffer. The
Day also encourages people to help stutterers overcome the problem with both physical and
emotional support. The Day intends to raise public awareness of stuttering, which has affected
1% of the world's population.

120) What is the medal tally of India at the Denmark Para-Badminton
International tournament 2019?
A.10
B.14
C.17
D.29

Answer A
Explanation Indian para-badminton players won the 2019 Denmark Para-Badminton
International Tournament with a medal tally of 10 medals. India won gold medals in both the
women's and men's singles in finals.
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121) Indian Air Force (IAF) is to sign ________ for acquiring Tejas Light
Combat Aircraft (LCA).
A.HAL
B.BEL
C.BMEL
D.DRDO

Answer A
Explanation The Indian Air Force (IAF) is to sign a deal with Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL)
for acquiring 83 Tejas Light Combat Aircraft (LCA). The negotiations over the price of the
fighter jets are almost done.

122) IAF is to acquire _________ Tejas Light Combat Aircraft (LCA) from
Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL).
A.52
B.64
C.83
D.97

Answer C
Explanation The Indian Air Force (IAF) is to sign a deal with Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL)
for acquiring 83 Tejas Light Combat Aircraft (LCA). The negotiations over the price of the
fighter jets are almost done.

123) The Centre has planned to merge Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited
(BSNL) with ________ for the revival of the loss-making telecom firms.
A.Bengaluru Telephone Nigam Limited (BTNL)
B.Gurugram Telephone Nigam Limited (GTNL)
C.Delhi Telephone Nigam Limited (DTNL)
D.Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL)

Answer D
Explanation Centre has decided to merge the PSUs Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) and
Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Limited (MTNL) in order to revive loss-making telecom firms.
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Under the merger, the emerging MTNL will act as a subsidiary of BSNL.

124) Who won gold in the Women's Singles SL3 category at the 2019 Denmark
Para-Badminton International tournament?
A.Parul Parmar
B.Jwala Gutta
C.Gadde Ruthvika Shivani
D.Tanvi Das

Answer A
Explanation Parul Parmar won gold in the Women's Singles SL3 category at the 2019 Denmark
Para-Badminton International tournament.

125) Centre launched the 1st National Protocol on _________ Population
Assessment at the 4th steering committee meeting of the GSLEP Program.
A.Cheetah
B.Bengal Tiger
C.Snow Leopard
D.One-horned Rhino

Answer C
Explanation Centre launched the First National Protocol on Snow Leopard Population
Assessment in India on 23 October. It was launched by Union Minister for Environment, Forest
and Climate Change (MoEFCC), Shri Prakash Javadekar on the International Snow Leopard Day
at the inaugural session of the 4th steering committee meeting of the GSLEP Program.

126) Who won gold at the 48 Kg category in the Wushu World Championships
2019?
A.Praveen Kumar
B.Kiran Singh
C.Varun Singh Bhati
D.Amit Kumar Saroha

Answer A
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Explanation Praveen Kumar won gold at the 48 Kg category in the 2019 Wushu World
Championships held at Shanghai, China. With this win, Praveen became the first Indian (male) to
win the title. He defeated Russel Diaz of the Philippines by securing 2-1 in the men's sanda event
of the 15th World Wushu Championships.

127) Where was the Global Snow Leopard and Ecosystem Protection (GSLEP)
Program held?
A.Kolkata
B.Itanagar
C.Shimla
D.New Delhi

Answer D
Explanation The 4th steering committee meeting of the Global Snow Leopard and Ecosystem
Protection (GSLEP) Program was organized by MoEFCC on 23-24 October 2019 at New Delhi.
They discussed the efforts needed for sustainable development in the Snow Leopard habitats.

128) When was the World Wushu Championships (WWC) held for the first
time?
A.1975
B.1983
C.1985
D.1991

Answer D
Explanation WWC is held every two years. WWC is organized by the International Wushu
Federation (IWUF). It was first held in 1991 in Beijing, China.

129) The _________ steering committee meeting of the Global Snow Leopard
and Ecosystem Protection (GSLEP) Program was organized by MoEFCC
discussed the efforts needed for sustainable development in the Snow Leopard
habitats.
A.4th
B.13th
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C.11th
D.7th

Answer A
Explanation The 4th steering committee meeting of the Global Snow Leopard and Ecosystem
Protection (GSLEP) Program was organized by MoEFCC on 23-24 October 2019 at New Delhi.
They discussed the efforts needed for sustainable development in the Snow Leopard habitats.

130) Which Country hosted the Wushu World Championships 2019?
A.India
B.Japan
C.China
D.Indonesia

Answer C
Explanation The 2019 World Wushu Championships was the 15th edition of the event. It was
hosted by Shanghai, China. The event was held from 2023 October 2019.

131) In how many countries are the Snow Leopard found?
A.8
B.10
C.12
D.15

Answer C
Explanation Snow Leopard is found in 12 countries, namely India, China, Mongolia, Russia,
Nepal, Bhutan, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan.

132) Wushu World Championships 2019 is the _______ edition of WWC
games.
A.12th
B.15th
C.20th
D.23rd
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Answer B
Explanation The 2019 World Wushu Championships was the 15th edition of the event. It was
hosted by Shanghai, China. The event was held from 2023 October 2019.

133) When is the International Snow Leopard Day observed?
A.15 October
B.23 October
C.12 November
D.16 November

Answer B
Explanation International Snow Leopard Day was observed on 23 October. The Day is observed
every year in different countries across the world. The Day is dedicated to save one of the rarest
wild cats on the planet.

134) Who discovered the Polio Vaccine?
A.Jonas Salk
B.Albert Bruce Sabin
C.Alexander Fleming
D.A&B

Answer D
Explanation Jonas Salk and Albert Bruce Sabin. In the 1950s, Salk and Sabin developed separate
vaccines, one from killed virus and the other from a live virus, to combat the dreaded disease
polio. Jonas Salk became a national hero when he allayed the fear of polio with his vaccine,
approved in 1955.

135) When was the United Nations established?
A.1937
B.1945
C.1952
D.1963
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Answer B
Explanation The United Nations was established in 1945. The organization aims to support
collective action to realize peace, development, and human rights for all. The day will aim to
build a better world despite the many challenges the world faces.

136) Who presented the 2019 Deen Dayal Upadhyay Panchayat Sashaktikaran
Puraskar award?
A.D.V. Sadananda Gowda
B.Narendra Singh Tomar
C.Subrahmanyam Jaishankar
D.Pralhad Joshi

Answer B
Explanation Kerala's Nedumangad block panchayat won the prestigious Deen Dayal Upadhyay
Panchayat Sashaktikaran Puraskar for 2019. The awards were presented by Narendra Singh
Tomar, the Union Minister of Rural Development, to the representatives of the Panchayat in
Thiruvananthapuram district at the national panchayat awards function on 23 October.

137) Where is the White bellbird species found?
A.Guianas
B.Venezuela
C.Para
D.All of the above

Answer D
Explanation The white bellbird or Procnia albus is a bird species in the family Cotingidae. The
bird is found in Guianas forest, Venezeula, Par of Brazil. The male bird is white in colour, and
the female is olive with yellowish streaks in colour.

138) When is the World Polio Day celebrated?
A.17 May
B.12 August
C.24 October
D.13 November
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Answer C
Explanation World Polio Day is celebrated on 24 October. The day aims to raise awareness and
resources to support the polio eradication effort. On this day, Rotarians and other partners reach
out to leaders and communities to engage them in the effort through various events, fundraisers,
and social media campaigns to support a Global Polio Eradication Initiative (GPEI).

139) Which Indian institute topped the 2020 QS India University Rankings?
A.Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay
B.Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Delhi
C.Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Madras
D.Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Kharagpur

Answer A
Explanation Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) published the annual university rankings on 23
October. Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bombay topped the QS India University Rankings
for the year 2020. Several IITs dominated the QS India University Rankings 2020.

140) Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) World University Rankings is a ________
based think tank that is famous for bringing out world rankings of
institutions.
A.US
B.Germany
C.UK
D.India

Answer C
Explanation Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) World University Rankings is a UK-based think tank
that is famous for bringing out world rankings of institutions. QS ranking is one of the three most
widely read university rankings in the world. The top world ranking agencies are Academic
Ranking of World Universities and Times Higher Education World University Rankings.

141) Who is the author of the book Ten Studies in Kashmir: History and
Politics?
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A.Prof K N Pandit
B.Prof Saima Bashir
C.Prof Tariq Ahmad Wani
D.Prof Gawher Ahmad Bhat

Answer A
Explanation A book titled Ten Studies in Kashmir: History and Politics by educationist and
Padma Shri recipient Prof K N Pandit was released at a function at the Jammu University. Prof K
N Pandit has taught in various universities in Kashmir, Tehran, and Japan. He has headed the
Centre for Central Asian studies. He has written six books and translated several books in various
languages.

142) Under Mission Indradhanush 2.0, how many vaccines are included?
A.8
B.12
C.16
D.14

Answer B
Explanation The central government launched Indradhanush 2 to cover low immunization
pockets. Vaccines of 12 various kinds are included under the mission. 10 out of the 12 vaccine
categories will be used nationwide, and the other two vaccines will be put under sub-vaccination
levels.

143) Who is appointed as the chairman of the Staff Selection Commission
(SSC)?
A.Pankaj Kumar
B.Braj Raj Sharma
C.Nagendra Nath Sinha
D.Umesh Pandey

Answer B
Explanation The Central government has appointed Braj Raj Sharma as the chairman of the Staff
Selection Commission (SSC). He will replace Pankaj Kumar, who has been appointed as CEO of
the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI). The appointment was approved by the
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Appointments Committee of the Cabinet (ACC).

144) Which Panchayat won the 2019 Deen Dayal Upadhyay Panchayat
Sashaktikaran Puraskar award?
A.Nedumangad, Kerala
B.Keelambi, Tamil Nadu
C.Adilabad, Andhra Pradesh
D.Shimoga, Karnataka

Answer A
Explanation Kerala's Nedumangad block panchayat won the prestigious Deen Dayal Upadhyay
Panchayat Sashaktikaran Puraskar for 2019. A total of nine awards were given to Kerala civic
bodies, including Kolazhy of Thrissur district, Tirunavaya, and Maranchery of Malappuram,
Srikrishnapuram of Palakkad, Sasthankotta of Kollam and Pappinisseri of Kannur. The award
recognized the good work provided by the panchayats at different levels, including the delivery of
services and sanitation.

145) What are the vaccines that are added under the sub-vaccination level
Under Mission Indradhanush 2.0?
A.Japanese Encephalitis vaccine
B.Meningococcal conjugate vaccine
C.Pneumococcal conjugate vaccine
D.A&C

Answer D
Explanation The central government launched Indradhanush 2 to cover low immunization
pockets. Vaccines of 12 various kinds are included under the mission. 10 out of the 12 vaccine
categories will be used nationwide, and the other two vaccines will be put under sub-vaccination
levels. The two vaccines that are placed under the sub-vaccination level are for diseases like
Japanese Encephalitis and the Pneumococcal conjugate vaccine, which occurs in high-end
endemic areas.

146) Who is appointed as the Secretary in the Department of Border
Management, Ministry of Home Affairs?
A.Nagendra Nath Sinha
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B.Singh Parihar
C.M.Venkataraman
D.J.P.S Rathore

Answer A
Explanation Nagendra Nath Sinha, the National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) chairman,
is appointed as the Secretary Department of Border Management. He replaced the Braj Raj
Sharma position.

147) Which program was launched by the Central government to carry out a
massive immunization program in the areas that are identified as low
immunization pockets?
A.Mission Indradhanush
B.Mission Indradhanush 2.0
C.Expanded Programme of Immunization
D.Expanded Programme of Immunization 2.0

Answer B
Explanation The central government launched Indradhanush 2 to cover low immunization
pockets. Under Mission Indradhanush 2.0, the Union Health Ministry will carry out a massive
immunization program in the areas that are identified as low immunization pockets.

148) Which bird held the record of being the world's loudest bird before a
white bellbird?
A.Screaming Piha
B.Cockatoos
C.Moluccans
D.Parrotlets

Answer A
Explanation The screaming Piha held the record by making the loudest call of around 116 dB.

149) What is the sound made by the white bellbird that made it the world's
loudest bird?
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A.108dB
B.116dB
C.125dB
D.150dB

Answer C
Explanation Researchers from the University of Massachusetts in the U.S. have found that the
White Bellbirds are the loudest bird in the world. They also found that the mating songs by the
white male bellbird cause sound of thrice the decibels (dB) than the Screaming Piha during the
mating period. The white bellbird sounds more than 125 dB.

150) With which bank did the Government e-Marketplace (GeM) sign MoU
for payment-related services like advising of Performance Bank Guarantees (ePBG), transfer of funds through GeM Pool Accounts (GPA), and Earnest
Money Deposit (EMD) to the registered users on the portal?
A.Bank of Baroda
B.Union Bank
C.Federal Bank
D.ICICI

Answer C
Explanation The Government e-Marketplace (GeM) signed a memorandum of understanding
(MOU) with the Federal Bank for payment-related services. The MoU will offer a number of
services, including advising of Performance Bank Guarantees (e-PBG), transfer of funds through
GeM Pool Accounts (GPA), and Earnest Money Deposit (EMD) to the registered users on the
portal.

151) Which of the following book sheds light on the events that happened from
1947 till the revocation of the special status of the J&K state (1947-2019
events)?
A.Ten Studies in Kashmir: History and Politics
B.Kashmir in the crossfire
C.Understanding Kashmir and Kashmiris
D.Kashmir: The Case for Freedom
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Answer A
Explanation A book titled Ten Studies in Kashmir: History and Politics by educationist and
Padma Shri recipient Prof K N Pandit was released at a function at the Jammu University. The
book is released after the scrapping of Article 370 provisions in August 2019.It sheds light on the
events that happened from 1947 till the revocation of the special status of the J&K state
(1947-2019 events).

152) Exercise Sindhu Sudarshan to be held in ___________.
A.Mizoram
B.Assam
C.Gujarat
D.Rajasthan

Answer D
Explanation Indian Army's Exercise Sindhu Sudarshan has been scheduled to be held from 29
November to 4 December in Rajasthan. The exercise Sindhu Sudarshan will provide a unique
opportunity to employ the whole mechanized formations that consist of Tanks and Infantry
Combat Vehicles.

153) Which bird has been discovered as the world's loudest bird?
A.White bellbird
B.Quieter Birds
C.African Greys
D.Alexandrines

Answer A
Explanation Researchers from the University of Massachusetts in the U.S. have found that the
White Bellbirds have the loudest bird. They also found that the mating songs by the white male
bellbird cause sound of thrice the decibels (dB) than the Screaming Piha during the mating
period. The screaming Piha held the record by making the loudest call of around 125 dB.

154) Who will be participating in the Exercise Sindhu Sudarshan?
A.India Army & Thailand Army
B.IAF & Indian Army
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C.Indian Coast Guard and Indian Navy
D.IAF & Bangladesh Air Force

Answer B
Explanation The exercise Sindhu Sudarshan will provide a unique opportunity to employ the
whole mechanized formations that consist of Tanks and Infantry Combat Vehicles. Indian Army
and the Indian Air Force will be participating in the exercise.

155) What is the maximum sound recorded by the Screaming Piha bird?
A.95dB
B.116dB
C.125dB
D.143dB

Answer C
Explanation The screaming Piha held the record by making the loudest call of around 125 dB.

156) Which of the following app is to be launched by the Central Pollution
Control Board (CPCB) to inspect industries through live streaming videos?
A.CPCB E-Inspection App
B.CPCB E-servIns App
C.CPCB E-Inscentre App
D.CPCB E-Liveinspection App

Answer A
Explanation The Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) has designed and developed the
CPCB E-Inspection App, a mobile application, to inspect industries through live streaming
videos. The app will be launched soon. The move aims to keep a tab on polluting industries.

157) What is Avogadros number?
A.6.0210^-18
B.6.0210^-9
C.6.0210^10
D.6.0210^23
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Answer D
Explanation Avagadros number is approximately 6.0210^23. It is defined as the number of
particles, atoms, or molecules in one mole of a substance. It is one of the seven base SI units of
measurement. The constant Avogadro is named after the early 19th-century Italian scientist
Amedeo Avogadro. Avogadros number is a term closely related to the Avogadro constant.

158) When is the World Development Information Day observed?
A.21 October
B.24 October
C.12 May
D.14 May

Answer B
Explanation World Development Information Day is observed on 24 October every year. The
day aims to draw the attention of worldwide public opinion to the development problems. It also
aims to strengthen international cooperation to solve them.

159) Who received Sadin-Pratidins Lifetime Achievement Award 2019?
A.Shashi Sarma
B.Khiradhar Baruah
C.Homen Borgohain
D.Ranjit Barthakur

Answer C
Explanation Eminent writer Homen Borgohain was conferred with the Lifetime Achievement
Award at the 6th edition of the Sadin-Pratidin Achievers Award 2019 on 23 October.

160) Who was sworn in as the Tunisian president?
A.Kais Saied
B.Chokri Belaid
C.Mohamed Ghannouchi
D.Mohamed Ennaceur
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Answer A
Explanation Kais Saied was sworn in as Tunisian president on 23 October 2019. He won a
landslide victory in the election. He has been elected the 6th President of Tunisia on 13 October
2019.

161) When was the first World Development Information Day observed?
A.1956
B.1962
C.1965
D.1973

Answer D
Explanation On 17 May 1972, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
proposed various measures for information dissemination of public opinion relative to trade and
development problems. On 19 December 1972, the UN General Assembly (UNGA) passed the
resolution 3038 (XXVII) and declared 24 October as the World Development Information Day.
The day was first observed on 24 October 1973. The day has been observed on that day each year
since then.

162) When is the National Mole day observed?
A.15 October
B.23 October
C.27 October
D.31 October

Answer B
Explanation National Mole day is observed on 23 October. The day recognizes a special number
in chemistry. The day is celebrated, especially by the Chemists and chemistry students across the
world. The celebrations take place between 6:02 AM and 6:02 PM.

163) What is the currency of Tunisia?
A.Tunisian rial
B.Tunisian pound
C.Tunisian dinar
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D.Tunisian shekel

Answer C
Explanation The Tunisian Dinar is the currency of Tunisia. Our currency rankings show that the
most popular Tunisia Dinar exchange rate is the EUR to the TND rate.

164) India secured _________ rank in World Banks Ease of Doing business
ranking 2019.
A.63rd
B.77th
C.89th
D.98th

Answer A
Explanation India has ranked 63rd position on the World Bank's ease of doing business ranking.
India ranked 77th among 190 countries in the previous ranking. World Bank's Ease Doing
Business 2020 report commended the reform efforts undertaken by the country. The World Bank
ranked the countries by considering ten indicators.

165) Which special number is recognized on the National Mole day?
A.Planck
B.Avagadro
C.Faraday
D.Rydberg

Answer B
Explanation National Mole day is observed on 23 October. The day recognizes a special number
in chemistry. The celebrations take place between 6:02 AM and 6:02 PM. The time and date of
celebration are derived from the Avogadros number. Avagadros number is approximately
6.0210^23.

166) Govt to grant _________per cent subsidies for food processing industries
in North-Eastern states?
A.75
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B.60
C.65
D.56

Answer A
Explanation Govt to grant 75 percent subsidies for food processing industries in North-Eastern
states.

167) Who inaugurates Golden Jubilee celebrations of Vishwa Shanti Stupa in
Rajgir?
A.Shri Ram Nath Kovind
B.Shri Arun Jaitley
C.Shri Suresh Sharma
D.Shri Vikram Singh

Answer A
Explanation Shri Ram Nath Kovind inaugurates Golden Jubilee celebrations of Vishwa Shanti
Stupa in Rajgir.

168) Who is appointed as chairman of AAI?
A.Arvind Singh
B.Suresh Kumar
C.Rajesh menon
D.Ramesh Kumar

Answer A
Explanation Arvind Singh is appointed as chairman of AAI.

169) Who is appointed as the chairman of the Airports Authority of India
(AAI)?
A.Arvind Singh
B.V B Pyarelal
C.Jai Priye Prakash
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D.Parmarsan S Thangkhiew

Answer A
Explanation Senior IAS officer Arvind Singh has appointed as the chairman of the Airports
Authority of India (AAI). The appointment was approved by the Ministry of Personnel, Public
Grievances, and Pensions.Arvind Singh is at present working in Maharashtra. He is now
appointed as the chief of AAI in the rank and pay of additional secretary.

170) When is the National Ayurveda Day observed in India?
A.14 June
B.20 July
C.12 August
D.25 October

Answer D
Explanation The Ayurveda day is observed on 25 October 2019. Every year, the National
Ayurveda Day is celebrated on the occasion of Dhanwantari Jayanti (Dhanteras). The government
is to organize the fourth Ayurveda Day at the National Institute of Ayurveda (NIA) in Jaipur,
Rajasthan.

171) Who is appointed as the Chairman of the National Highways Authority of
India (NHAI)?
A.Rajiv Kumar Bora
B.Sukhbir Singh Sandhu
C.Sailesh
D.Saraswati Prasad

Answer B
Explanation Sukhbir Singh Sandhu is appointed as the Chairman of the National Highways
Authority of India (NHAI). Sandhu is a 1988 batch IAS officer from the Uttarakhand Cadre. He
served as the additional secretary at the department of education. He will replace NN Sinha. His
appointment comes after the Prime Minister's Office (PMO) its opposition over the highway
authority's 'excessive expansion.'

172) Where is the National Institute of Ayurveda (NIA) located?
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A.Hyderabad
B.Ahmedabad
C.Jaipur
D.Guwahati

Answer C
Explanation The Ayurveda day is observed on 25 October 2019. Every year, the National
Ayurveda Day is celebrated on the occasion of Dhanwantari Jayanti (Dhanteras). The government
is to organize the fourth Ayurveda Day at the National Institute of Ayurveda (NIA) in Jaipur,
Rajasthan. Dhanwantari Pujan and National Dhanwantari Ayurveda Awards 2019 ceremony are
to be held at NIA.

173) To which state did the Centre approve for the establishment of 6 medical
colleges?
A.Uttar Pradesh
B.Tamil Nadu
C.Kerala
D.Karanataka

Answer B
Explanation The government of India has approved Tamil Nadus proposal to establish six new
medical. The Centre will enter into an MoU with the Tamil Nadu government for building each
of the six medical colleges.

174) Which country topped the Credit Suisse's annual global wealth report for
the year 2019?
A.US
B.UK
C.Sweden
D.China

Answer D
Explanation Credit Suisse released the annual global wealth report for the year 2019. Credit
Suisse's report provides a comprehensive review of the worlds wealth. The report said, for the
first time, China has overtaken the US and became the country with the largest number of people
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in the top 10% of the worlds most wealthy people.

175) When was the National Ayurveda day celebrated for the 1st time by the
Ministry of AYUSH?
A.2012
B.2014
C.2016
D.2018

Answer C
Explanation In 2016, the Ministry of AYUSH decided to celebrate Ayurveda Day every year on
the day of Dhanvantari Jayanti (Dhanteras). On the day, the Ministry also facilitates 3-4
Ayurveda experts with the National Dhanwantari Ayurveda Award.

176) Under the Augmentation of Basic Amenities and Development of
Heritage and Architecture (ABADHA) scheme, Odisha's ________ is to be
developed as a World-class Heritage city.
A.Puri
B.Bhubaneswar
C.Cuttack
D.Sambalpur

Answer A
Explanation Under the scheme for Odisha's Puri to develop as World-class Heritage city. The
number of pilgrims who are visiting Puri is expected to increase in number. The state aims to
provide better and affordable facilities for pilgrims and tourists. Temple needs to be protected
from all possible threats to ensure the safety and security of pilgrims.

177) China overtook _________ in Credit Suisse's annual global wealth report
for the year 2019.
A.US
B.UK
C.Netherlands
D.Russia
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Answer A
Explanation Credit Suisse released the annual global wealth report for the year 2019. Credit
Suisse's report provides a comprehensive review of the worlds wealth. The report said, for the
first time, China has overtaken the US and became the country with the largest number of people
in the top 10% of the worlds most wealthy people.

178) With which country did India sign a statement of intent (SOI) on key
deliverables, including collaboration on strategic projects in the areas of
unmanned aerial systems, small arms technology, and surveillance?
A.Russia
B.The US
C.China
D.N.Korea

Answer B
Explanation India and the US signed a statement of intent (SOI) on key deliverables, including
collaboration on strategic projects in the areas of unmanned aerial systems, small arms
technology, and surveillance. The agreement aims to revitalize a defense technology sharing pact.

179) According to the Credit Suisse's annual global wealth report 2019, India
has _________ millionaires.
A.19,258
B.12,337
C.1,525
D.759

Answer D
Explanation According to the Credit Suisse's annual global wealth report 2019, India has 759
millionaires

180) NSE Indices Ltd launched Nifty Midcap150 Quality _________ Index.
A.50
B.100
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C.200
D.500

Answer A
Explanation NSE Indices Ltd launched the Nifty Midcap150 Quality 50 Index, a new smart beta
index, on 24 October. It will track the performance of mid-cap companies based on profitability,
leverage, and earnings growth variability.

181) The Future Investment Initiative (FII) Forum is to be held in _________.
A.New Delhi
B.Mumbai
C.Riyadh
D.Jeddah

Answer C
Explanation The Future Investment Initiative (FII) Forum is to be held in Riyadh. The Prime
Minister will be attending the third session of the Future Investment Initiative (FII) Forum in
Riyadh. He will deliver the keynote address in the Forum. During his visit, he will hold a bilateral
meeting with Saudi Arabia King Salman Bin Abdulaziz Al Saud in Riyadh.

182) For the establishment of 6 new medical colleges in Tamil Nadu, how
much amount will be borne by the Central government?
A.49%
B.60%
C.54%
D.50%

Answer B
Explanation For the establishment of 6 new medical colleges in Tamil Nadu, 60% of funding
will be borne by the Centre and 40% by the State. Accordingly, the Centre had sanctioned
Rs.1,170 crore, and the State government will share funds amount to Rs.780 crore.

183) Who released the 2018 Data on Police Organizations?
A.Ministry of Defence
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B.Ministry of Home affairs
C.Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances, and Pensions
D.Ministry of Human Resource Development

Answer B
Explanation Centre released the Bureau of Police Research and Development's (BPRD) flagship
publication 2018 Data on Police Organizations (DoPO 2018). The DoPO was released by Union
Minister of State for Home Affairs Shri G. Kishan Reddy in New Delhi on 24 October 2019.

184) With which country did India sign MoU with the Kartarpur corridor?
A.Nepal
B.Bhutan
C.Pakistan
D.Bangladesh

Answer C
Explanation India signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on Kartarpur Corridor. The
agreement will operationalize the Kartarpur Corridor that will pave the way for Indian Sikh
pilgrims to visit the holy Darbar Sahib shrine in Pakistan. The Kartarpur corridor links two
important Sikh shrines on both sides. India has asked Pakistan to reconsider its demand for
charging $20 service fee a pilgrim.

185) Which State approved various projects under the ABADHA scheme?
A.Uttar Pradesh
B.Bihar
C.Punjab
D.Odisha

Answer D
Explanation Odisha cabinet approved projects worth Rs.3,208 crore under Augmentation of
Basic Amenities and Development of Heritage and Architecture (ABADHA) scheme.

186) When was the 58th raising day of Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP)
celebrated?
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A.10 July
B.12 September
C.27 September
D.24 October

Answer D
Explanation The Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) celebrated its 58th Raising Day on 24
October 2019. Special events were conducted in ITBP's headquarters in Greater Noida, Uttar
Pradesh. MoS Home Kishan Reddy attended the function and paid tributes to the martyrs of the
central armed forces and witnessed the raising day parade celebrations. The parade showcased
courage and valour of various contingents.

187) The Central Government, Odisha State government, and the World Bank
signed a loan agreement worth ________ to support smallholder farmers in the
state.
A.$40 million
B.$65 million
C.$5 billion
D.$10 billion

Answer B
Explanation The Central Government, Odisha State government, and the World Bank signed a
loan agreement worth $65 million on 24 October to support smallholder farmers in the state. The
loan agreement to support the Odisha Integrated Irrigation Project for Climate Resilient
Agriculture program.

188) Centre has approved Tamil Nadus proposal to establish ________ new
medical institutes.
A.6
B.8
C.12
D.15

Answer A
Explanation The government of India has approved Tamil Nadus proposal to establish six new
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medical. The Centre will enter into an MoU with the Tamil Nadu government for building each
of the six medical colleges.

189) How much did the Odisha State approve under the ABADHA scheme?
A.Rs.1,412 crore
B.Rs.3,208 crore
C.Rs.2,450 crore
D.Rs.4,769 crore

Answer B
Explanation Odisha cabinet approved projects worth Rs.3,208 crore under Augmentation of
Basic Amenities and Development of Heritage and Architecture (ABADHA) scheme.

190) The ________ raising day of Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) was
celebrated by ITBP recently.
A.23rd
B.46th
C.58th
D.72nd

Answer C
Explanation The Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) celebrated its 58th Raising Day on 24
October 2019. Special events were conducted in ITBP's headquarters in Greater Noida, Uttar
Pradesh. MoS Home Kishan Reddy attended the function and paid tributes to the martyrs of the
central armed forces and witnessed the raising day parade celebrations. The parade showcased
courage and valour of various contingents.

191) As per the relaxed norms of government for setting up petrol pumps, the
retailers must set up ________ of the total outlets in rural areas within five
years.
A.5%
B.10%
C.15%
D.25%
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Answer A
Explanation As per the relaxed norms of government for setting up petrol pumps, the retailers
must set up 5% of the total outlets in rural areas within five years.

192) When was the Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) formed?
A.1948
B.1956
C.1962
D.1978

Answer C
Explanation ITBP is formed in October 1962 and headquartered in New Delhi. ITBP functions
under the Ministry of Home Affairs. The minister responsible is Nirmala Sitharaman. The
director-general of ITBP is Surjeet Singh Deswal.

193) Where was the International Conference on Neurological Disorders and
Therapeutics held?
A.Uttar Pradesh
B.Gujarat
C.Bihar
D.Karnataka

Answer B
Explanation The International Conference on Neurological Disorders and Therapeutics (ICNDT)
was organized by NIPER-Ahmedabad at Gandhinagar, Gujarat, on 25 October 2019. The Union
Minister for Shipping and Minister of State for Chemicals & Fertilizers Shri Mansukh Mandaviya
chaired the conference.

194) Which of the following is a new generation alternate fuel?
A.Biofuel
B.Electric Vehicle
C.CNG
D.All the above
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Answer D
Explanation Biofuels, Compressed natural gas (CNG), Liquefied natural gas (LNG), or electric
vehicle charging is a new generation alternate fuel.

195) Where was the 19th Indo-Swedish Joint Commission for Economic,
Industrial, and Scientific Cooperation (JCEC) held?
A.New Delhi
B.Mumbai
C.Stockholm
D.Gothenburg

Answer C
Explanation The 19th Indo-Swedish Joint Commission for Economic, Industrial, and Scientific
Cooperation (JCEC) was held in Stockholm, Sweden, from 22nd to 23rd October 2019.
Commerce and Industry & Railways Minister, Piyush Goyal, participated in the meeting.

196) Who was awarded the Udyog Rattan Award in 2019?
A.Anup Singh
B.Kiran Tilak
C.Kumar Sanjay Krishna
D.Sumeet Jerath

Answer A
Explanation Shri. Thakur Anup Singh, Marg ERP Ltd's Chairman and Managing Director were
awarded the Udyog Rattan Award-2019 by the Institute of Economic Studies. The award
recognized his exceptional work in transforming the Indian industry landscape how MSMEs can
accelerate their business using technology.

197) Which railway zone launched the One Touch ATVM?
A.South East Central Railway zone
B.Western Railway zone
C.Central Railway zone
D.South Central Railway zone
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Answer C
Explanation The Central Railway launched One Touch ATVM for fast ticketing at 42 suburban
stations.

198) Who awarded the 2019 Udyog Rattan Award?
A.Ministry of Social & Economy
B.Department of Economic Studies
C.IIM-Ahmedabad
D.Institute of Economic Studies

Answer D
Explanation Shri. Thakur Anup Singh, Marg ERP Ltd's Chairman and Managing Director were
awarded the Udyog Rattan Award-2019 by the Institute of Economic Studies. The award
recognized his exceptional work in transforming the Indian industry landscape how MSMEs can
accelerate their business using technology.

199) Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) is one of the _________ bodies of
Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF).
A.2
B.3
C.4
D.5

Answer D
Explanation ITBP is one of the five bodies of the Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF). It keeps
Vigil on the northern borders and prevents border violations. It checks illegal immigration, transborder smuggling, and maintains peace.

200) Which country is to host the 2019 Global Bio-India Summit?
A.China
B.Sweden
C.Austria
D.India
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Answer D
Explanation For the first time, India is hosting the Global Bio-India 2019 summit, one of the
largest biotechnology stakeholders conglomerate, in New Delhi from 21 to 23 November 2019.
The announcement regarding the summit was made by the Union Minister for Science and
Technology Dr. Harsh Vardhan on 24 October.

201) Central railway launched _______ ATVMs were installed at 42 suburban
stations across Mumbai, Maharashtra.
A.75
B.82
C.92
D.108

Answer C
Explanation One-Touch Automatic Ticket Vending Machine (ATVM) will facilitate fast
ticketing to its millions of commuters over the Mumbai Suburban Network from 24 October
2019. A total of 92 ATVMs were installed at 42 suburban stations across Mumbai, Maharashtra.
Customers can obtain a ticket with just two steps instead of the earlier six-step process on the
regular ATVM.

202) Who is organizing the 2019 Global Bio-India Summit?
A.Department of Biotechnology
B.CSIR
C.BIRAC
D.A&C

Answer D
Explanation The Global Bio-India Summit 2019 is organized by the Department of
Biotechnology (DBT), Ministry of Science & Technology, Government of India, and it's Public
Sector Undertaking, Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance Council (BIRAC).

203) Which Organization signed with Central and Odisha State govt. to
support smallholder farmers in the state?
A.ADB
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B.World Bank
C.IMF
D.RBI

Answer B
Explanation The Central Government, Odisha State government, and the World Bank signed a
loan agreement worth $65 million on 24 October to support smallholder farmers in the state. The
loan agreement to support the Odisha Integrated Irrigation Project for Climate Resilient
Agriculture program.

204) __________ won the 2019 DigiDhan Mission Fin-tech Award.
A.PhonePe
B.Paytm
C.BharatPe
D.Gpay

Answer C
Explanation BharatPe has won the DigiDhan Mission Fin-tech Award 2018-2019 for 'Innovation
in Digital Payments through Emerging Technology' at the MeitY Start-up Summit 2019 held in
Delhi. The award aims to promote digital payment in India. The award was presented by the
Union Minister of Communication, Electronics & IT and Law & Justice Ravi Shankar Prasad.

205) As per the relaxed norms by government for setting up petrol pumps, a
net worth of ________ will be allowed to sell petrol and diesel.
A.Rs.100 crore
B.Rs.250 crore
C.Rs.175 crore
D.Rs.300 crore

Answer B
Explanation The Central Government has relaxed norms for setting up petrol pumps allowing
non-oil companies to get into the business. As per the relaxed norms, a net worth of Rs.250 crore
will be allowed to sell petrol and diesel.

206) Which State introduced the no-detention policy for the next academic
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session?
A.Uttar Pradesh
B.West Bengal
C.Uttarakhand
D.Maharashtra

Answer B
Explanation The West Bengal government has decided to re-introduce the pass-fail system in
classes five and eight to abolishing the no-detention policy. The system will be implemented in
the next academic session. The announcement was made by the State Education Minister Partha
Chatterjee.

207) Which State launched the Mukhya Mantri Kanya Sumangala Yojana?
A.Telangana
B.J&K
C.Uttar Pradesh
D.Bihar

Answer C
Explanation Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath launched the Mukhya Mantri Kanya
Sumangala Yojana in Uttar Pradesh on 25 October. He launched by transferring the amount to the
account of beneficiaries. He also launched the Kanya Sumangala web portal and gave away
certificates and symbolic cheques to some beneficiaries.

208) Defence Minister Rajnath Singh has approved the issuance of ________
Open General Export Licences (OGELs) for export of certain
parts/components and intra-company transfer of technology to select
countries.
A.2
B.4
C.6
D.8

Answer A
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Explanation Defence Minister Rajnath Singh has approved the issuance of two Open General
Export Licences (OGELs) for export of certain parts/components and intra-company transfer of
technology to select countries. The application for the grant of OGEL will be considered by the
Department of Defence Production (DPP) on a case-to-case basis. The DPP consulted with
various stakeholders and formulated the OGEL policy.

209) Who represents India at NAM Summit?
A.Shri Suresh Sharma
B.Shri Venkaiah Naidu
C.Shri Ramesh gupta
D.Shri Venkatesh Gupta

Answer B
Explanation Shri Venkaiah Naidu represents India at NAM Summit.

210) Which network expects a revival plan to be in the public domain within a
month?
A.BSNL
B.Vodafone
C.Reliance Jio
D.Bharati Airtel

Answer A
Explanation BSNL CMD expects revival plan to be in public domain within a month.

211) ICICI Bank crosses ________trillion market cap for the first time?
A.3
B.5
C.6
D.4

Answer A
Explanation ICICI Bank crosses 3 trillion market cap for the first time.
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212) Who is appointed as an Indian Ambassador to Iraq?
A.Birender Singh Yadav
B.Rajesh Sharma
C.Vivek rajan
D.Ramesh kumar

Answer A
Explanation Birender Singh Yadav appointed as Indian Ambassador to Iraq.

213) CSIR conducts Whole Genome Sequencing of over ________Indians for
Biomedical Applications.
A.1000
B.1500
C.1600
D.1900

Answer A
Explanation CSIR conducts Whole Genome Sequencing of over 1000 Indians for Biomedical
Applications.

214) White water rafting expedition Rudrashila flagging in at ________.
A.Ranchi
B.Chennai
C.Jodhpur
D.Patna

Answer C
Explanation White water rafting expedition Rudrashila flagging in at Jodhpur.

215) Which institute to Launch Golf Cart-Sized Rover On Moon To Search
For Water?
A.Institute of Wood Science and Technology
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B.Central Glass and Ceramic Research Institute
C.International Centre for Theoretical Physics
D.National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Answer D
Explanation National Aeronautics and Space Administration institute to Launch Golf Cart-Sized
Rover On Moon To Search For Water.

216) Who won Sakharov Prize?
A.Jailed Uyghur
B.Nitish kumar
C.Vikram Sharma
D.Ramesh Kumar

Answer A
Explanation Jailed Uighur intellectual won Sakharov Prize.

217) Indians will No Longer Require Visas To Visit____________?
A.Brazil
B.Pakistan
C.Indonesia
D.Iran

Answer A
Explanation Indians will No Longer Require Visas To Visit Brazil.

218) Odisha govt inks LOU for drink from tap mission with ___________?
A.UNESCO
B.UNICEF
C.WHO
D.ILO

Answer B
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Explanation Odisha govt inks LOU for drink from tap mission with UNICEF.

219) Who is appointed as Indian Ambassador to Iraq?
A.Suresh Kumar
B.Birender Singh Yadav
C.Dinesh Kumar
D.Vikram Sharma

Answer B
Explanation Birender Singh Yadav appointed as Indian Ambassador to Iraq.

220) Which award made an initiative to commemorate All Time World
Pioneers?
A.Quality Improvement Award
B.Academic Improvement Award
C.IACCM Innovation and Excellence Awards
D.Gandhi Mandela Award 2019

Answer D
Explanation Gandhi Mandela Award 2019 made an initiative to commemorate All Time World
Pioneers

221) Dharmendra Pradhan addresses GFSEC Ministerial Meeting in
__________?
A.China
B.Tokyo
C.Ranchi
D.Pakistan

Answer B
Explanation Dharmendra Pradhan addresses GFSEC Ministerial Meeting in Tokyo

222) _________based school bags Guinness World Record title for having
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55,547 students
A.Lucknow
B.Bihar
C.TamilNadu
D.Kerala

Answer A
Explanation Lucknow-based school bags Guinness World Record title for having 55,547
students.

223) National Unity Day to be celebrated on_________.
A.October 31st
B.November 2nd
C.October 29th
D.December 5th

Answer A
Explanation National Unity Day to be celebrated on Oct 31.

224) Who is new Mizoram governor?
A.Rajesh Sharma
B.P S Sreedharan Pillai
C.Vikram Singh
D.Sundar Rajan

Answer B
Explanation P S Sreedharan Pillai is new Mizoram governor.

225) Who addresses GFSEC Ministerial Meeting in Tokyo?
A.Shri Suresh Menon
B.Shri Prakash Javedakar
C.Shri Vikram Sharma
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D.Shri Dharmendra Pradhan

Answer D
Explanation Dharmendra Pradhan addresses GFSEC Ministerial Meeting in Tokyo.

226) Which State launched single helpline number 112?
A.Uttar Pradesh
B.TamilNadu
C.Kerala
D.Himachal Pradesh

Answer A
Explanation Yogi Adityanath launches single helpline number 112 in Uttar Pradesh.

227) _________and Ecuador ink Protocol to start trade negotiations.
A.India
B.Pakistan
C.Indonesia
D.Saudi Arabia

Answer A
Explanation India and Ecuador ink Protocol to start trade negotiations.

228) What is captial of Japan?
A.Tokyo
B.Osaka
C.Fukuoka
D.Kobe

Answer A
Explanation Tokyo is captial of Japan.
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